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lished In 1848 In 1874 the Courier was 
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Gazette In 1888. The Free Press was 
established In 18S5 and in 1891 chanced 
Its name to the Tribune These papers 
consolidated March 17, 1897.
POWER INTERRUPTION
There will be a complete interrup­
tion of service Sunday morning. 
Nov. 6 from 230 to 4 30 ifor the pur­
pose of general inspection of oil 
switches in these towns: Camden. 
Lincolnville. Rockland, Thomaston, 
Warren, St. George, Waldoboro, 
Seaismont, Liberty and Hope.
GETS AN IMPORTANT JOB The Armistice Ball
“Tom” McKinney of Rockland To Be Superin­
tendent of Lobster Rearing Station
•••
■- It Is always saler to believe — 
nothing you hear. •*
— —Hans Anderson ——
8t-S**S*-S-*S*^S***Sa*«>*S-*S****’***t
Yesterday was ,made a complete 
success for the Steamboat Editor 
by the gift from W. A. Holman of 
Portland of a fine picture of 
Steamer Frank Jones. Mr. Holman, 
who is a steamboat picture collec­
tor of the first water, will receive ’n 
return a ship much needed far his 
fleet.
FALL FLOWER SHOW
CAMDEN AND ROCKLAND GARDEN CLUBS
TUES., NOV. 8—COMMUNITY BUILDING
2.30—LECTURE by MRS. A. R. BENEDICT 
FLOWER SHOW AFTERNOON AND EVENING
McKinney of Rockland to be su-; 
perintendent of the state lobster 
rearing station at Boothbay Har­
bor was announced by Sea and 
Shore Fisheries Commissioner Ar­
thur R. Greenleaf, today. McKin­
ney who has been with the depart­
ment for 25 years will move to 
Boothbay Harbor in the near fu­
ture and act in an advisory capacity 
on actual construction of the sta­
tion which will start soon.
During most of his career in the 
Department, McKinney has acted 
as engineer on the patrol boats and 
chief mechanic at the workshop. 
During the past two summers he 
has taken charge of the state lob­
ster rearing activity at the Federal 
hatchery there. Well-versed and 
experienced in lobster culture Mc­
Kinney should make an ideal man
Winslow - Holbrook Post 
Plans To Outdo All For­
mer Efforts
This year's Armistice Ball to be 
held in the Community Building 
Friday Nov. 11, by Winslow-Hol­
brook Post. American Legion, will 
for the job is the opinion of Green-, surpass last year s ball in many
leaf.
Warden Everett Bryant of Rock-
ways. As a door prize $25 in cash 
will be given to some ticket holder,
land has also been transferred to ,with heacon blankets, smoking sets, 
ash trays and chocolates galore as 
other prizes to 'be given away on 
the dance floor. Milton M. Griffin 
famous as a beano promotor will 
offer a monster turkey and chicken
Boothbay and will be on duty 
the station.
AS TO AIR DEFENSE
at
This sum will, for a limited time only, 
buy a—
SELF STARTING
ELECTRIC CLOCK
£ a
i ? 
«• *
(WALTHAM)
in
IF
RED, GREEN OR YELLOW 
With Ivory Trim
This trail blazing bargain is your intro­
duction to the splendid new feature 
values at our store
447 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
CENT rows
132-133
FREE
$25 in Cash (door prize)
BEACON BLANKETS, SMOKE 
SETS. CHOCOLATES GALORE 
TURKEY AND CHICKEN 
BEANO
Tickets 50 Cents
ARMISTICE BALL
Community Building 
FRIDAY, NOV. 11
131-134
Major Hall Gave the Rotary Club ’1X31,0 «ame ln the P00* «««
main auditorium. Play will start
Interesting Talk yesterday |a( 8 o'clock and the doors will open
“ ~ . 1 at 7 30. This game will be open free
Rotarians yesterday had much toi, . .. „ . .j oi charge to those who do not care 
think about as Major Vernon W. tc attend the dance but prefere to 
Hall concluded his admirably pre- p^y 5eano onjy 
sented talk on Air Defense. An dance floor has recently been
artillery officer and instructor since reconditioned and is in first class 
before the World War, Major Hall shape. A new ventilator has been 
spoke with authority and vision. He instaiied in the main auditorium, 
discussed all angles of air defense
viewed from experience noted ln 
Spain and China during the past 
two years. He sketched his own 
colorful career by special request 
The club voted to continue its cus­
tom of dining at The Thorndike.
President Walker expressed the 
club's appreciation of the splen­
did service rendered by Rotarian E 
M. O'Neil, retiring proprietor of The 
Thorndike. Dr. C. Harold Jameson 
of Camden was the only visiting 
Rotarian. John M. Richardson was 
a guest. At the assembly at 6.30 
there were 12 chairman present who 
ate together and discussed the wel­
fare of their several departments
Music will be furnished by Young's 
10-piece band, with dancing from 
9 to 1 Tickets may be purchased 
from any legionnaire or at the 
door. As this year's dance will ob­
serve the 20th anniversary of the 
American Legion every effort will 
be exerted to make this ball the 
cutstanding affair of the season.
OPENING MONDAY, NOV. 7
ANDERSON’S MEAT MARKET
NATIVE AND WESTERN MEATS
OF ALL KINDS DIRECT FROM THE BUTCHER 
PRICES RIGHT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
FRENCH BUILDING
70 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
WILLIAM J. ANDERSON, Prop.
State Licensed Butcher, Meat Inspector and Stamper
133’lt
NOW OPEN!
Mobiloil Mobilgas
THE HURRICANE STORY
New England's Worst Disaster To Be 
Told Here By Blackington
“Before the Hurricane and 
After.” Alton Hall Blackington 
traveled 2000 miles to obtain the 
remarkable pictures which will 
illustrate the lecture he is to give 
in Community Hall next Tuesday 
night.
On the day of the hurricane. Mr. 
Blackington landed at New Lon­
don just before it was swept by 
flood and fire. Racing ahead of 
the hurricane through flood-filled 
j Connecticut and Rhode Island— 
j dodging falling trees, bricks and live 
wires he sped to cover the storm 
along Massachusetts’ South Shore.
1 At day-break he dashed to Cape 
Cod. where a thousand homes had 
been smashed into kindling, taking 
color pictures inside the martial 
law lines. Following the shore past 
Westerly, he secured many exclu­
sive human interest stories of 
miraculous escapes. On his trip, 
Mr. Blackington secured 250 col­
ored shots, which he promises to be 
“the most spectacular hurricane 
picture ever made."
Alton Blackington is noted not 
only as a news photographer but 
also as a reporter, radio broadcaster 
and lecturer. Head of his own Bos­
ton news and photographic service, 
his fame has now become nation­
wide and his work has appeared in 
many foreign publications. Official 
photographer of the First Naval 
District during the war. he later 
served in this capacity for the Bos­
ton Herald-Traveler and was the 
only news photographer in this 
country to receive the degree of 
Master Craftsman in photography 
by the American Society of Arts and 
Crafts. At present he is a frequent 
contributor to "Life'' and "Time."
SOCDNY
SOCONY’VACUUM
Mobilubrication
Rockland’s Most Modern Service Station
COMPLETELY EQUIPPED TO RENDER
f
EDITORIAL
WHAT MAY WE EXPECT?
We do not pretend to know what is going to happen when the 48 
States get down to casting ballots next Tuesday, but we do know that 
the party which was supposed to be dead is proving a very lively 
corpse, and that unmistakable signs of concern are being manifested 
in Democratic circles. It is too much to expect that the regeneration 
will come all at once. Two years ago the Republicans captured the 
electoral vote of only two States—Maine and Vermont—and those 
States have ever since been subjects of derision on the part of the 
exultant Democracy. Opponents of the G. O. P. have persistently 
and rejoicingly spoken of the Republican Party as “dead" yet we 
firmly believe that the news which comes over the air next Tuesday 
night will serve to show that the ''interment" has been postponed for 
at least two years, and that in spite of the tremendous handicap rep­
resented by the millions of subsidized voters throughout the country. 
It has been charged on the other hand that the Republicans have 
been trying to buy votes—a charge, when directed to either party, 
that is older than the hills, and probably true. If the Republican 
party is guilty of any such financial debauchery it must be on a retail 
scale, and not to be compared to wholesale Democratic subversion which 
every intelligent citizen knew to be true when Franklin D. Roosevelt 
was re-elected in 1936. The Democratic party still holds the reins 
over those organizations which are financed from the taxpayers' 
pockets, and it will again be demonstrated next Tuesday. But the 
Republicans were able to muster 17,000,000 votes in the lowest ebb of 
their career, and we believe they will show a tremendous percentage 
of gain next Tuesday.
Here in the East we feel principally concerned in regard to the 
outcome in Massachusetts and New York. In Mr. Saltonstall the Re­
publicans have a gubernatorial candidate who is not only fitted for 
the office which he seeks, but who commands the full respect of his 
pai'.y and its opponents. Ex-Gov. Curley, who is opposing him, is an 
anathema to the cause of good government, as caustically criticised 
by members of his own party as he is by the Republicans. If he is 
elected it will be through unscrupulous methods and an element in 
the city of Boston which does not represent the Bay State’s best 
interests.
In New York State they are having what the Herald Tribune is 
pleased to call “The Republican Renaissance" as seen by the fiery cam­
paign of Mr. Dewev and the ralm logic of John laird O'Brien, one of 
the candidates for United States Senator. “The strength of his pro­
gressive ticket has brought the voters up cheering," says the Herald 
Tribune. Straw votes show Dewey and Lehman running neck and 
neck, but it seems hardly consistent to believe that even the “racket 
buster" can overcome the enormous lead which Gov. Lehman ran for 
his second term. What effect Mayor LaGuardia's pronouncement 
for Lehman will have cannot be told at this writing. The erratic 
mayor of New York city has probably known all along that he would 
support the Democrat. He owes his present position to the Republi­
can party, even as he did his tenancy in Congress, but when the 
crucial moment comes he calmly throws aside the mask and supports 
the other party. High time the Republicans label him in his true 
colors.
The voters will be keen to learn whether Philip Bancroft. Repub­
lican, is elected U. S. Senator in California, or whether the election 
will go with what has been termed the "crackpot elements." They 
will want to know if Kansas has elected Payne Ratner, thr new Repub­
lican hope in Kansas; they will want to know what Ohio has done for 
Robert A. Taft, candidate for U. S. Senator, and John W. Bricker, up 
and coming candidate for governor; they will want to know about 
the new Republican drive in Connecticut; they will want to know if 
New Hampshire Republicans have stood pat. and so on down the line 
A momentous election night is ahead for the voters of the United 
States.
“HERE'S YOUR HAT”
Everybody's Magazine, a British publication, with a million circu­
lation. wants Col. Charles A. Lindbergh to “go sell his papers;” or in 
plain words, go back home. "Everybody's" doesn't like what the famous 
flyer said about the superiority of the German air force, and says that 
if in the future his movements excite a great deal of interest—and a 
certain amount of suspicion—“he will have only himself (o blame.” It is 
quite likely that recent denouements have not served to increase the 
colcnel's popularity abroad, and in view of his aversion to appearing 
before the public they have been, it must be admitted, somewhat sur­
prising. But we forget all of this when we learn, as we did in yester­
day's despatches that he is likely to retain his Amrrican citizenship 
—in fact to come back home and experience again the delights of 
peaceful life among thr good people of North Haven.
GEN. FRANCO'S INVASION
The Associated Press despatches would have us believe that the 
Spanish Insurgents are again on the gain and that thr Loyalists are 
making their last ditch stand. Mebbe so, but Is that what we were given to 
understand at frequent intervals in the past two years. The news 
which has seeped through meantime would seem to indicate that more 
than half of thr Republic's able bodied population has been wiped out. 
yet somehow the beleaguered Loyalists have stood off not only Gen. 
Franco's crew but the "Hessian” troops from Germany and Italy.
“The Black Cat”
By The Roving Reporter
A close reader of The Black Cat 
column is Clinton B. Stahl, proprie- 
| tor of Stahl's Tavern at Waldoboro.
I He smiled gleefully over the sign 
which I recently saw in Bangor 
"Slow Children Playing," and then 
he looked into The Courier-Gazette's 
classified columns and read this 
one: “Ram for sale; also squash," 
and I have had to take lots of kid­
ding from that gentleman.
Writing from his home 373 Fourth 
street. Brooklyn. Frederick A. Shep­
herd, formerly of this city, says:
"The Black Cat, in the current 
issue of the Great Home Paper, 
wants to know the what and when 
of the bell which summoned attor­
neys and litigants to sessions of the 
Supreme Court in Rockland. Please 
permit a reply, though the query 
was not addressed to my generation. 
The bell of the Universalist Church 
was so sounded over a long period, 
as late as 1903. when I left Rock­
land. It was not rung In the ordi­
nary way. but was struck rapidly 
with the tolling mechanism, exact­
ly one hundred strokes. In all the 
years I heard it. I never knew the 
bell-ringer to miss his count. I 
think Luke Davis's father was sex­
ton."
With regard to what Fred Shep­
herd wrote to me personally I think 
there will be no immediate explana­
tion. It's a mighty good story Fred, 
but might rake up unpleasant mem­
ories.
Alas! and alack! for my football 
predictions in the Maine college 
series. My only consolation is that 
I was as near right as the high­
brows.
On glancing through the pages of 
this week’s illustrated magazine, 
"Pic," readers were amazed to see 
a portrait bearing a striking re­
semblance to that of Stephen Ac- 
cardi of Trinity street. Confront­
ed with the picture. Accardl gasped, 
"Well, it is! but it’s just as much a 
surprise to me as it is to you." He 
went on to explain that at Camp 
Onibar last summer where he was 
employed as swimming instructor, 
one of the boys snapped a picture as 
he was executing a swan dive. It 
was this pose which was printed In 
the periodical as an example of the 
perfect form in ballet technique.
Friendly Service
PAY US A VISIT - FAVORS FOR ALL
VERNARD K. BARNES
TELEPHONE 8015
MAIN & RANKIN STREETS ROCKLAND
FACTS
We will
be glad to survey your 
insurance needs with­
out cost or obligation, 
and tell you what forms 
of insurance you need 
and what forms you can 
do without. In this case 
why not get the FACTS
E. C. Moran Co., Inc.
TEL. 98
425 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND 
133-lt
“The Comical Country 
Cousins”
TOWN HALL. WARREN 
THURSDAY EVG., NOV. 10 
8.00 P. M.
Auspices of Cong'l Ladies' Circle 
Admission 10c and 25c 
Also fair at 2.30. and supper at 6, 
at the Congregational Chapel
HALLOWEEN DANCE 
TONIGHT
LAKEHURST
DAMARISCOTTA 
DANCING EVERY SATURDAY 
LLOYD RAFNELL and his 
ORCHESTRA 
Large Enjoyable Fireplace 
No Parking Worry 133* It
CALLED "THE NEW THORNDIKE"
Famous Designer Is Here Today To Remodel 
the Hotel’s Lounge
It was announced by the owners 
of the Thorndike Hotel this morn­
ing that the establishment will 
henceforth be known as “The New 
Thorndike."
Arriving in Rockland this morn­
ing was L. L. Schacht, a very fa­
mous designer who will create plans 
for a remodeled lounge, which will 
be constructed along modern lines. I 
Mr. Schacht made the plans for the, 
International Casino, a New York
Cafe costing $750,000; the French 
Casino in New York and scores of 
other resorts where the ultra-weal­
thy congregate. Incidentally he Is 
a brother of the famous baseball 
comedian, A1 Schacht, whom many 
heard on the radio last night.
With Designer Schacht on his 
present visit is Ben Miidwoff, a 
well known artist, who married a 
sister of Nathan Berliawsky. one 
of the hotel's new proprietors.
"A DECIDED ASSET"
The New Bedford Standard- 
Times says:
Capt. Olaf Anderson's new beam 
trawler Stanley B. Butler launched 
recently at the yards of the Morse 
Boat Building Corporation in 
Thomaston, Me., has arrived here 
for fitting of her engines at Hatha­
way Machinery Company’s Fairha­
ven yard.
“The Butler has a ?0-foot beam 
and is to be fitted with a 240-horse-! 
power German Deutz Diesel engine, ■ 
hoists,and fishing gear at the Hath­
away plant. The Butler is a sub­
stantial looking trawler and when 
she is completely fitted will be a j 
decided asset to the New Bedford fleet.” ........
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If r had my life to live again I 
would have made a rule to read some 
poetry and listen to some music at 
least once a week. The loss of these 
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles 
Darwin.
THE PLANTED SEED
These arc my children. Lord. I bring 
them now.
Theirs Is a virgin soil for me to plow, 
And In the garden of each heart, dear
Lord,
I stoop and plant the seeds of Thy dear 
word.
Oh. let no burrowing thing destroy 
these roots;
No wild thing choke the little tender 
shoots;
No evil worm laiy eggs within the core 
Of the good fruit, hut dear Lord, more
and more
Increase the harvest, until full and 
free.
They bring their lives' rich offering to 
Thee.
Lord, help me plant the good seed 
straight and true.
This Is my task, 'tls all that I can do.
....... . -Gaae-Saii- ftawll-.
Accardl is a graduate of the Na­
tional Aquatic School and a special 
examiner of the U. S. Volunteer 
Life Saving Corps. The camp pa­
per, "The Omnibarker” had this to 
say of him: “He has developed the 
lakefront into a thing of beauty and 
a Joy. Accardl is the most able 
swimming councillor in Onibar's 
history and has converted over 75 
boys into able swimmers in the 
course of three years; passed over 
130 boys in life saving work ln that 
time. HLs clown and high dives are 
a feature of Onibar's camp life."
This is the season of the year 
when local fruit lovers are enjoying 
the McIntosh Red. If we are loyal 
to our State we must claim that it 
is away ahead of the Western 
apples, at the same time conceding 
that the Western Delicious is fine 
eating. And so is the native De­
licious.
Our Warren correspondent sends 
me this one:
“The Robert Walkers have a kit­
ten who likes to climb the woodbine 
on their porch into an old robins' 
nest, and sleep there swinging in 
the wind for hours. She is a Sep­
tember kitten, which accounts for 
the fact she is tiny enough to curl 
up in such small quarters comfort­
ably. "Wonder if she's on the nest 
yet.’ is a thought which creates 
laughter at the Walker home, tn 
reference to this precocious feline.”
The .local football season opened 
with no great expectations as far 
as Rockland High was concerned. 
Perfect co-ordination between a 
cagey coach and .newfound stars 
gave the city a team to be proud of.
One year ago: Leforest A. Thurs­
ton was elected president of the 
Chamber of Commerce —Capt. Lane 
.T.iaaiiiSP, 93. died in Camden.
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Fear God and keep His command­
ments: for this is the whole duty 
of man. Ecc. 12: 1-14.
IN SUPERIOR COURT
At The High School
(By The Pupils)
Students of Mr. Chick's Manual 
Training classes have been making 
blue prints from tracings made last 
year. Most of the tracings were 
made from original drawings de-
The case of the State vs. Ruth 
j Priest on a charge of manslaughter 
, was tried before a drawn Jury, Clar­
ence Tolman foreman, yesterday. 
The counts of reckless driving and 
I driving as a speed not reasonable 
j and proper were nol prossed. Frank 
A. Tirrell, Jr., appeared for the re­
spondent, and County Attorney J.
C. Burrows for the State.
State's witness, Madeline Hop­
kins of Rockport, testified that she 
saw Miss Priest on the day of the 
accident. Oct. 20 last, coming up 
the road past her house and go to
spite of all she could do she could 
not avoid striking him. Her brother, 
Frank Priest, testified as to the 
highway there, giving certain meas­
urements and as to the shrubbery 
and growth along the road.
The traverse jury is made up as 
follows: Clarence B. Tolman, War­
ren (foreman); Mrs. Mabel Ames, 
North Haven; Mrs. Amelia Babb. 
Washington; Fred Elwell, Camden; 
Frank C. Fields, Rockland; Mrs
DISPLAYED THEIR WARES
.........,................................
Proud Rockland Fans See Brilliant Plays As 
Rockland Downs Morse
The Rockland High School foot­
ball team kept up its winning ways 
yesterday by smearing Morse High 
of Bath 19 to 7.
With Billings, the flashy Rock­
land halfback as spearhead of the
attack. Rockland played in such a 
Katherine Hurd, Ows Head; Rob-1 way that the culmination of the 
ert E. Kessell, Vinal Haven; Henry game could 6pen but one thing for
signed by the students themselves ule shibles house, some half a mile 
There were 65 prints made, most' above her house. Miss Priest turned 
of which will be added to the shop around and came back down the
library.
• • • •
Harold Heal was chairman of 
Apple Day activities instead of 
Harold Dondis as was reported last 
week and he should be given much 
credit for handling affairs so effi­
ciently.
• • * •
In connection with the handling 
of the activity tickets each week, 
Betty Beach distributes 499 tickets 
to as many purchasers, and Mary 
Cross counts the receipts of $48.90
road, and witness testified that the 
car was going 60 or 65 miles an hour.
At a point Ronald Bray, the victim 
of the accident, ran out of the 
Woods' driveway and the car struck
him and either dragged or carried j ice 
him on past the Woods house. Mrs. j 
Hopkins said she ran out and found
Lamson, Rockport, Stephen B. Mil­
ler, Appleton; Samuel B. O'Brien, 
Rockland; jHerbert I. Spear. Cush­
ing; Mrs. Helen P. Wentworth, 
Hope; George Fanton of South 
Thomaston. Mrs. Lela A. Haskell of 
Union and Wardell C. McFarland 
of Friendship. Webster Clark of 
Thomaston was excused from serv-
Sentence of the lower court was
Rockland—Victory.
In the opening five minutes the
running attack of both teams was 
stopped cold, resulting in a punting 
duel between Billings of Rockland 
and Hamblett of Bath. The Rock­
land team, however, opened up with 
a forward passing attack late in the 
first quarter from their own 40 yarn 
line. With Billings doing the pass­
ing. the first was to Gus Huntley, 
the lanky right end of Rockland,
Won t someone please buy one more achoolboy, testified that a boy nameJ 
ticket? Lecn started across the road, fol-
, lewed by "Ronnie'' Bray, that he 
New members for Junior High the Priest car come down the 
Boys’ Glee Club selected by Mis.; road. heard the horn blow on the 
Lamb, director, are Osmond Palmer, priest car and then saw "Ronnie-
Ronald Packard. Robert Nash, Don- struck by the Priest car 
aid Bst«>. LeRoy Benner. Raymond Dr. Tounge testified that the child 
Chisholm, Robert Fogarty. Richard was brought to his office shortly
the child laying in the grass. The ' affirmed in the case of the State 
boy was taken in the car to the , vs. Merrill Orff, for operating a 
office of Dr. Harry Tounge in Cam­
den and later to the Camden Com­
munity Hospital.
Robert Warren, an 11 year old
charges he was able to mold to­
gether one of the better Rockland 
football teams. No doubt he was 
fortunate in having in his backfield 
a lad who has proved himself to be 
one of the best. If not the best ip 
the State—Billings to you. All who 
have seen him In action can verify 
the authenticity of these words. He 
Is without doubt an all-State half­
back. This, however, should not 
take any credit away from Coach 
Matheson, who not only made these 
boys good football players, but in 
stilled In their minds that extra 
something that makes a winning 
team. The will to win. Rockland 
has certainly come through with the 
goods, playing hard, clean football 
all through the season.
Rockland Morse
Thurston, le................. le, Holbrook
Kiwanis (1) John Birg
Grossman .............. 90 77 88—255 Pitts ......................
Lamb k... ............. 86 83 87—256 Cummings ...........
Pomeroy 78 82 89—249 Marshall ...............
Bcarlott .. .............. 93 77 86-255 Snow ....................
Brackett .............. 101 64 90—275 Mason ..................
448 403 439 1290
• • • * Lions
Armour's (4) Annls .....................
Flagg 85 84 97—266 Beaulieu ...............
Brown .. 86 81 89—256 Hary .
Thomas .. .............. 71 82 77—230 Soule ....................
Ryder .............. 85 94 98—277 Whitney (...............
Glidden 89 92 108—289
416 433 469 1318 • • ♦
Rice (1) Gltndennlng's
Oardner ............... 79 89 70—238 Shepherd .............
R9 82 _ 333 Heal .......................
Miller .............. 92 68 104—264 Rogers ...............
Carter 99 86 81—266 Soffayer ................
93 101 91-285 Williams
103 100 85—293
92 112 87—291
94 76 90—280
110 77 89—276
97 84 86—267
501 449 437 1387
(0)
96 80 75—251
109 74 90—273
98 79 86-263
99 90 95—284
92 89 91—272
494 412 437 1343
Market 15)
79 82 91—252
83 77 79—239
81 92 82—255
114 83 99—296
125 87 91—303
Boys With The Mitts
Second Show At the Park 
Street Arena Brings a 
Lynn Stable
Maine’s best middlewelghts and 
welterweights are hooked up for
The main bout sounds like a Civil 
Var engagement, as it will bring to- 
| gether Stonewall Jackson of Lynn, 
is., and that gallant Bangor 
1 mltt-£ling$r, Jerry? Duprey. Eight 
i fast rouhds, providing the battle 
goes that far. are guaranteed for 
the fans.
Ponzi Cochran of Rockland, hero 
of a hundred battles, will meet Phil 
Rowe of Lynn, a lad with a wallop.
Also on tills card will be seen Pal
482 421 442 1345 [ Kendrick of CatAden vs. Battling
Thomas. Alfred Storer. Richard 
Stevens. Sherwood Strout. Robert 
Paul. Mervin Small. Chester Staple* 
Julius McCaslin.
after the accident, and was taken 
to the Camden Community Hospi­
tal where Dr. Harold Jameson was 
called in consultation. He stated 
that examination showed no broken
James N. East, 37 has been named bones, marks or abrasions on the 
on the Dean's list of students ob- child's body. Further examination 
taming a rank of 55 percent or showed an inter-cranial injury 
higher at Colby College which caused the boy's death. He
testified that such an injury could 
be caused by a severe blow.
Kendall Dunbar, a member of the 
State Highway Police, testified as to 
road conditions and gave measure­
ments taken when he was called to 
the scene of the accident. He al$o
During the week of the teachers testified that Miss Priest admitted 
convention the upper corridor was to him on the day of the accident 
made very attractive by having a that she was going "not less than
Virginia Willis has been secre­
tary to Principal Blalsdell this week.
• » * •
Prizes for the Curtis Magazine 
subscription contest were awarded
Tuesday
border of sage-green paint applied 
by the well known artists. George 
Robishaw and Mr. Holmes
40 miles an hour."
Luigi Venezia, who accompanied
County Attorney Burrows to Rock- 
• • • • port and took photographs on the
Office boys this week were Robert day of the accident, identified the
Kalloch. Raymond Scott. Albert 
Davis, Arthur Sullivan. Raymond 
Young. Malcolm Church. Joe Page, 
and Richard Young
• • • *
A Red Cross program was pre­
sented at Junior High assembly 
Wednesday by Miss Hughes' room, 
with Margaret. Economy announc­
ing: devotions, flag salute, singing 
of "America;" remarks by Principal 
Blaisdell; piano sclo. Virginia Olid- 
den; dance. Beverly Cogan; song. 
Joyce Cables; piano solo, Shelby 
Olendenning; song. Christy Deme- 
tri. C. Allston Smith of Senior High 
gave an interesting and inspiring 
talk on Junior Red Cross work, pre­
senting valuable ideas and sugges­
tions for the year. Sonny Young 
of Senior High gave some helpful 
ideas on First Aid.
good for 30 yards, putting the ball on
the Morse 30-yard line; from here j Horeyseck, It ..... ......... .  It. Osborn
motor vehicle without a license The. Rockland reached up its sleeve anti I McConchie. Wooster, lg............ ....
respondent paid fine and costs | pulled cut a seoring piay, starting | ................. K- Wyman, Cummings
amounting to $21.90 | wlth Olover getUng thf ball from J<hns°n' c..............c. Allcazon. Huse
center and running the ball on what Ma£2eo- Cummings, rg...... rg. Rich
looked like an end sweep, until hav- Spinney, rt.. rt. Harvey, Pratt
indictments agamst Inez L Wilbur , sufflciently Huntley. Pletroskl. re re. Gallaglvr
nr I Aii8n Charle6 qb...... qb Desmond
Duff. Huntley. Jordan, rhb
................... rhb. Smith, Middleton
Biilings, Ihb ......... . ........ lhb, Clark
Glover, Small, fb...... fb, Hamblett
Referee, Macomber (Colby). Um- 
l>Je Hines ( Bates). Head llnesma 
Saliem iColby). Time four 10's
445 426 415 1286
• • • •
Last week Community Team B 
was defeated by the visiting Camden 
Y.M.CA. team. 186 pins on the total. 
High for the five-string total was 
Phil Grover with 518 followed by 
Talbot with 512 and Wimpy Chatto 
with 511. High single string of 110 
was rolled by Calderwood, Grover 
and Dick Perry. The scores:
Faculty 10)
DeVeber ...... •....... 70 82
Ros&nagel ............ 76 81
Bowden ................. 70 80
McCarty ............... 72 79
Topping ................ 101 93
j Andrews of Lynn; Grill White of 
96—247 Camden vs. Kid Jones of Lynn, and 
80—237 j ong other good bout.
66—216 Bud Fisher was the matchmaker 
76—227 1 for this show and will be the third 
92—286 ; man in the ring. Leon Halstead
389 415 409 1213 j will pound the gong.
Judge Emery quashed the three
of Camden for embezzlement, be­
cause the indictments were insuffi­
cient.
• • • «
Judge Harry E. Wilbur was ap­
pointed by the Court to represent 
Myrtie Armstrong of Camden, who 
pleaded guilty to adultery. Respon­
dent was sentenced <o the Women's 
Reformatory, sentence suspended 
and respondent placed on proba­
tion for two years, in charge of 
Robert A. Webster. County Proba­
tion Officer.
pictures taken at the scene.
Miss Ruth Priest, in defense.
stated that she was going at a speed 
which she considered a normal speed 
under the conditions and that the 
child ran out of the driveway un­
expectedly and so quickly that In
mer C Davis and Lutie E. Jones for 
use of the store and assistance. .
, sucked in he lateraled the ball sud­
denly to Billings who hove a pass 
I to Chisholm taking the ball on the 
run on the Morse goal line for the 
! initial score of the game. The point 
after touchdown was made good on 
a rush play by Billings, making the 
score 7 to 0 Rockland The quar­
ter ended shortly after.
The second quarter saw Billings 
and Glover making some long runs 
for Rockland, threatening to score 
several times only to have the at­
tack stall in pay dirt. With Ham-
A verdict of “Not Guilty" was di- blett kicking his Morse team out of 
reeled by the Court in the case of : dan««r with hi«h lon* PunU- unUl 
the State vs. Frederick A. Glaent- [ BUllngs with the ball on Rockland s 
zcl of Camden for operating a mo- 3^*yard line, slashed his way off his 
tor vehicle while under influence own left tackle, zigzagged througn 
of intoxicating liquor. Frank A center of the Morse secondary. 
Tirrell, Jr., represented the respond­
ent.
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., will 
meet in OAR hall Monday night 
for a business session. Supper will 
be served at 6 o'clock Miss Ada
Payson and Mrs Lizzie French are 
co-chairmen.
Camden Y. M. C. A.
Talbot, 103 9S 101 108 105—512
Calderwood 94 110 90 86 115—4»5
Johnston. 97 96 96 $7 90—466
Magee. 95 107 92 85 101—430
Grover. 99 101 110 no <98-518
488 509 498 476 509 2471
Community Team B
Lord, 83 82 86 76 75—402 j
Chatto. 99 101 82 104 125—511 j
FLanagan 89 95 79 90 95—448 j
Perry. 90 110 79 98 93—470
Hobbs. 91 87 83 97 96—454
452 475 409 465 484 2285
• • • •
Gilbert Harmon of Camden, a
then cut sharply to the left running 
the ball down the side lines for ap­
proximately 60 yards to the Morse 
4-yard line. From there he plunged
popular young member of the Knox over for the second Rockland touch- 
County Bar. is suffering from sep- down of the game. The try for the 
tic throat and is not in attendance | extra point was not good. The rest; 
this term. of the half saw both teams able to
• • • • ; get to the place called nowhere, thej
E. W Pike, who has been recelv- half entjing with Rockland on the 
ing treatment in a Boston hospital. ]ong end of a u t0 o count.
SOUTH HOPE
The public is cordially invited to 
the CMF Co. cooking schools to 
be run Nov. 9 and 18. In I.O.OF 
hall. Union. Food cooked given to 
audience. No admlsson All wel­
come. Come Wednesday at 7.15 
o'clock—adv. 132. 133. 185. 136
The A. & P and Faculty battled 
out a postponed match Wednesday 
night, the A. 6s P. coming out on top 
by 8 pins The Faculty lost the first 
string by 20 pins, winning the sec­
ond by 11. Beginning the third 
string with nine pins to the good, 
the A & P. won it by 29 more, j 
Ralph Clarke had high single of 113. j 
and Jce Topping the high total. 299 . 
The scores:
START THE DAY RIGHT
An early morning ride starts the day off right. 
A healthy sport and a prominent one 
For reservations call 176-W
HILLCREST RIDING ACADEMY
WEST MEADOW ROAD, ROCKLAND
ROBERT ULMER. Manager
INSTRUCTORS
133-lt
was at the Court House for a short 
time Thursday afternoon
Arthur Ritchie of Belfast plead­
ed “nolo'' to reckless driving and 
paid a fine and costs, amounting 
to $29.
The Community 
Bowling 
League
By
RL'TH WARD
Clarke
A. 4 P. (4)
91 91
Mazzeo 81 82
Mosher 90 79
Anderson 100 82
Harding .......... 88 95
69—232 
83—249 
92—274 J 
97—280 ,
TO LOSE OR 
NOT TO LOSE
Your Valuables
460 429 451 1303
Faculty (1)
Flanagan .....  97 92 100—289
Bowden ................. 72 64 69—205
DeVeber ............  75 88 77—243
McCarty ............... 81 88 90—259
Topping ................. 106 108 86—299
If you keep important pa|>ere, records, 
keepsakes, etc., around the house you are 
pretty sure to I06C them sooner or later.
On the other hand if you put tliem in a 
safe deposit box you can he sure that you 
won’t lose them. ‘
Is that certainty worth a few cent6 a 
month to you? The key to your box is 
waiting for you. Come in.'
The third quarter, with the light 
but fast and well coached Rockland 
linemen stopping the Morse run­
ning game cold, the Morse boys un­
corked a few passes of their own.
One pass from Hamblett to Clark |
was good for 33 yards, putting the The post office won five points 
! ball on the Rockland 7-yard line. from the A. St P Monday night. 86 
I The home team was penalized five pjns difference in the total. Dard 
more yards when a Rockland sub fuckliff rolled the high total of 323,
> was heard talking before his first and a m for high single stmig.
A French Cafe at the time of the pyay the game by one of the .
One session of school yesterday 
on account of the Bath game.
A new mimeograph has been pui 
chased by the school and Press' signing 
Club.
| - - - - The Elks also lost five points to
... , r ,h. -nfrt^ment aiven PU"ing ““ ™ ^ry's Market. Mitchell's 321 the
I T sX XeX 1 their °wn 2' Hamble“ rUShed the 1 htgh total, followed by Fred Black
at the Senior social last evening. bal] over the line fqr Morse. aivin: | . h d „ Norton 303
Only four days of school next Seated at the tables dressed as them the qnly touchdown of the j L '
week, on account of Armistice Day peasants and nurses, and as soldiers Jame foJ. [he shipping city t^ys. The I _
were Betty Munro. Elmer Haiener. after WJL5 als0 by Ham. * 78_258
Gordon Burgess. Sylvia Hayes. Pa- bleU_ maklng the score Morse 7. D p ' s8 ] 08 82 298
tricia Allen, Kenneth Post. Dorothy ,3 Mofse waj able ,q | ...... -....... “
his first visit to the school and , Black. Elmer Lufkin. Inez Bowley. Iget afUr flufry I ................. 108-32$
gave an interesting and helpful talk j Grant Davis, Edith Gray, George , bowever Mazzeo, the Rockland
At the fomightly faculty meet- ‘ u;in6 as his subject "II Samuel. 15: ; Huntley. George Robishaw. Erlene ■ [eft guard and Horeyseck, rig.it
ing Monday with Principal Blais- l-"And Absalom rose up early and {Cates, Nora Long. Perry Howard. I guard s8emed {o be spending
dell presiding reports of the M T. , £t«>d of the gate." , Nathalie Edwards William Mack | Qf thejr lhg MoKe back_
A Convention were given. Sections Maxine Perry was in charge of de- : These numbers were B^en: tap! Mazzeo was also Instrumental 
reported on were Secondary School 'otions Richard Karl was chair- dance. Betty Munro; duet "This #ta sQme ,ong runs fay tbe 
Principals by Mr. McCarty; Clinic man. May be the Night." Kenneth Pos ,
1 .... and Byrnice Havener; "Pack Up
At the Senior High assembly of 
last week. Dr. Guy Wilson made
For further study in "Problems 
of Democracy’’ and steps in natural­
ization. the entire senior class visit­
ed a proceeding of this kind at the
on Remedial Reading Procedures. 1 
Miss Nichols; College English. Miss 
Stahl Social Studies. Miss Brown 
and Miss Woodcock; Science, Mr.
Topping; Industrial Training, Mr
Chick; Grammar and Junior High 1 K,lox Court on Wednesday mom- 
Schools. Mr. Rossnagel. Guidance in«- They «*h I*™" uke 
will be the theme for the next fac- the Prol*r t0 citlaens
and another step shown in that ono 
cut of the seven failed to obtain his 
citizenship papers. Then after 
hearing the judge's advice to the 
new citizens they returned to stud­
ies. The class was accompanied by 
Mr. Blaisdell, Miss Stahl and Miss 
deRochemont.—Roger Perry
ulty meeting which will be in charge 
of Mr. Topping. Mr. Chick and Miss 
Brown
• • • •
An exhibit from the manual 
training department was taken to 
the M.T.A. Convention in Bangor 
last week, being a representation 
of freshman, sophomore, junior and 
senior work done last year with Mr.
Chick. The pieces chosen made | visiting the Central Maine Power 
an attractive setting, and included Company and also Peyler's mechan- 
a modernistic screen made by leal ice plant and storehouses. The 
Woodrow Anderson, a colonial chair first trip was to the Central Maine 
by Edward Law, modem is tic stand , on Mam St. where the principles of 
by Harold Heal; table lamp by 1 the common and modem frigidaire 
Donald Borgerson; magazine rack, v.ere explained. The second trip 
Wilbert White; and colonial foot- ; was to the repair plant of the Cen- 
stool, James Moulalson. When ar- j tral Maine on TJnion street where 
ranged the pieces made a very com- j a frigidaire was literally torn apart 
fortable looking spot in which to and each working part shown and 
relax and enjoy oneself.-Barnes j explained to the class. Thanks to
Hamilton.
430 440 422 1292
of the armistice was
McPhee ................. 94
Chatto ................... 87
70 79—243 
78 103—268
Rockand backs with his fine block­
ing. Neither team seriously threat­
ened the goal line the rest of theYour Troubles," community singing;harmonica solo. George Robishaw. third thg hav
solo, George Huntley. Bymice 
Havener, Lorraine Rich, and Ione 
Louraine composed the entertain­
ment committee. The decorating 
committee: Dorothy Howard, Max- 
Inc Perry, Inez Bowley. Muriel 
Baum, and Norma Havener. Re­
freshments were in charge of Agnes 
Edith Gray, and AustinJohnson.
Billings.
In Miss Stahl's English III-l for 
reports on plays and play reading, 
excellent booklets have been made 
The Senior Science class has been i by Jeannette Gordon. Pearl Leon­
ard. Laura Pomeroy. Betty Beach, 
and Sylvia Hayes. Drawings of the 
Shakespearian Theatre were done 
by Henry Bubier.
O 8. • «
Girls of Senior and Junior High 
selling poppies today lor the Aux­
iliary are: Ercell Widdecomb, Es­
telle Vose. Mary Fraughton, Clara 
Church, Alice Dolham, Doris Hill, 
Beverly Hannon, Barbara Seaman. 
Mary Simmons, Jeanette Withee, 
Jeanette Shannon, and Mildred 
Grover.
• • • •
A meeting of the Girls’ Athletic 
Association was held in the gym 
Friday morning with’ president pro 
tern, Victoria Anastasia, presiding.
the Central Maine and their em-
’ ployes for an enjoyable visit. The
Prizes for Apple Day were won third trip was to Peyler’s mechan- 
by Dorothy Melvin, Frances D’Aga- ' ical ice plant. Here again the class 
stlno, Mildred Grover. Herbert El- was given expert advice and the 
ling wood, and Charles Seaman. > best of attention and service. If 
The awards were in the form of ; you want to know anything about
checks, and were presented by Mr. I a frigidaire or an ice plant ask one j Arrangements were made for a get- 
last week's assembly. ’ of the members of Mr Topping's to-gether Monday evening from 7-9McCarty at
The committee wishes to thank El- science class
Andrew Rikila’s 
New Shoe Repairing Shop 
is at 299 Main St.
Over Lamb's, Cleaners
13Stf
In a class discussion on "Per- 
I sonal Traits Essential to Economic 
Living” in the Junior Business 
i Training class, Thursday, Vera 
j Payson, Edith Rich, Ruth Johnson, 
j and Robert Kalloch were voted the 
best speakers.
to initiate new officers and mem­
bers. After the business, a buffet 
lunch of sandwiches, cakes, and 
punch will be served. It was voted 
to conduct a food sale Nov. 19. Soli­
citors will be Beverly Harmon. Elo­
ise Law, Dorothy Black, Alice 
Baum. Dorothy Peterson, and Oll- 
berta Mair,
turned into a defensive game for 
the remainder of the period, the 
score ending here, still Rockland 
13 to 7.
In the fourth quarter Billings, on 
reverses and off tackle smashes, kept 
the ball pretty much in Morse ter­
ritory, with the Morse stlfflning In 
the pinches to hold off the Rockland 
threats. However, not to be de­
nied, the Orange and Black was 
again able to score on a sensational 
play. After having a punt downed 
on their own 30-yard line. Billings 
threw a 30-yard pass to Gus Hunt- 
ley who outraced the Morse sec­
ondary to run 40 yards for another 
Rockland touchdown, to put the 
game on the preverblal ice for Rock­
land. The rush for point after was 
not good, making the score Rock­
land 19. Morse 7, the game ending 
with this score.
For Rockland the whole line 
played good hard charging football, 
with Ous Huntley and Chisholm 
catching some nice passes to make 
the Orange and Black an overhead 
threat at all times. While in the 
backfield enough cannot be said 
about the ability of Billings who ran 
the ball, kicked and passed, all in 
an excellent fashion, besides making 
some hard tackles on the defense.
Fcr Mprse, Hamblett played well 
on the offense, Alkizin on defense.
This being Rockland’s last home 
game of the year, it is only proper 
that we give credit where credit t« 
due. Coach Matheson started tha 
season with a green inexperienced 
and light squad, however through
483 446 460 1391 
A. A P. 10)
Clarke .................... 93 106
Mazzeo ...........   66 73
Mosher ...........  87 65
Harding ...............  104 79
Hobbs ...................... 101 90
John Bird Co. topped the Lions 
Club Thursday night for five points. 
The first two strings belonged to 
John Bird Co. by 44 pins, but the | 
third string came out a tie. A 
fourth string was rolled off to decide 
the point, the Lions losing it by 16 
pins. Don Cummings had high 
single of 112. and Ken Pitts high 
total of 293.
The Faculty was down 135 pins at 
the end of their match with Olen- 
denning’s. Sherwood Williams had 
high total of 303 and high single of 
136. The scores;
KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
VEWELR (EDIHAL D E PO S I \,l N S U R« N CE CORT-SRAriOM
93—292
81—220
91-243
83-266
93—284
451 413 441 1305
• • • »
Perrys' (5)
Norton ..................... 99 99 105—3031
Sukeforth ............... 84 89 85—258
Poet ..................  101 85 94—290
LeGage ................... 96 96 87—279
Mitchell .................. 94 111 116—321
474 480 487 1441 
Elks (0)
Berliawsky .............. 82 88 107—277
Simmons ................. 87 104 95—286
McIntosh ............... 90 80 79—249
Black ..................... 112 108 98—318
Brewer ..................... 85 94 100—279
456 474 479 1409
Hitting a good stride from the be­
ginning Feyler's won two strings 
and the total from the Kiwanlt Club 
■ Tuesday night. In the first string. 
Kiwanis was down 14 pins, and on 
the second string made three of 
them up. The third string went 
back to Feyler’s by 13 pins, giving 
them the match by 24. Leland Mo­
ran had high single of 106, and his 
total of 282 was high.
Armour’s were the winners over 
Rice Co. by 32 pins. Rice took the 
first string ,by 29 pins, but wentUpwn 
seven in the second, and 54 In the 
third. Glidden had high single ol 
108, and high total of 289, followed 
by Fred Walker with 285. The 
scores:
Gross |..
patient hard work on his own part Gregory
(4)
90 87 105—282
93 75 89—257
93 84 95—272
92 75 80-247
94 79 83—256
It ‘a 0 #f Item fmr Your Holiday Shopping Liat
This beautiful la-pieee
Service SetGlass
Regular $9.95 Value
Only
•toitn
(Qanntity Limited)
Hero's e most up-to-date con­
venience for making perfect cof­
fee, together with the smartest
means of serving it. This correctly styled Coffee Maker (eight-cup size) assures the most 
perfect coffee known to modern science. The heat-treated glassware set, together with 
tray provides the correct means of serving it.
Ilfs
CONSISTS of eight-cup General Electric coffee maker with Pyrex bowls, 
gleaming chromeplate finish with black textolite handles; glassware set has 
four heat-treated coffee cups and saucers, four eight-inch plates, sugar 
and creamer. This grand set is furnished with a large-size, very attractive, 
glass tray to match.
The above represents a most outstanding value in a Coffee Maker Service. The quantity 
is limited so place your order eerly.
Lay aaide aa extra one for Chriatmae
CENT
POWtE^tUMPAM
INE
>MPANY
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SUN MON TUES WED THU FRI SAT
1 2 3 4 5
y 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 -Ck
TALK OF THE TOWN
••COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR 
SHADOWS BEFORE”
Nov. A ll—American Legions’ Week.
Nov. 5—Knox Pomona meets with 
Good Will Grange. South Warren.
Nov 7—North Haven—Special town 
meeting ,
Nov. 7—Woman’s Educational Club; 
meets with Miss Marlon Weidman In 
Rockport.
Nov. 8- Alton Hall Blacklngton lec­
ture at Community Building.
Nov 8— Rockport—Garden Club meets 
with Mrs. Maynard C, Ingraham.
Nov. 8 — Rockland Garden Club 
Ficwer Show at Community Building.
Nov 8—Waldoboro—Donation Day at 
Lincoln Home for the Aged
Nov. 10 —Warren— Fair and enter­
tainment at Congregational Church.
Nov 11—American Legion observance 
ol Armistice Day, closing with ball at 
Community Hall.
Nov. 11-18—Veterans’ Week.
Nov. 12 — Limerock Valley Pomona 
meets with Pleasant Valley Grange.
Nov 15—Camden—Outing Club Feast 
and Frolic at Masonic hall.
Nov. 16-18—Annual hobby show at 
Community Building.
Dec. 2 — Camden—Senior class play 
•’Lend Me Your Baby” at Opera House
Dec 6-8—Annual meeting of Maine 
State Grange In Augusta.
Dec. 7—Annual ^Methodist Church 
fair. F
Dec. 8-9 — “Apron-String Revolt," 
Senior play at Rockland High School.
Victor LeGloahec has removed 
from the Brunberg cottage, Ingra­
ham Hill to the Copping apartment, 
37'.4 Limerock street, which he ex­
pects to occupy temporarily.
Golden Rod Chapter. O.B.S., has 
a rummage sale /Tuesday at Masonic 
Temple,, doors open at 9 o'clock 
Dinner served from 11 to 1. Rum­
mage will be collected Monday, if 
sisters will call 1181-J.
Vernard K. Barnes has opened the 
new Socony service station, Main 
street, corner of Rankin. The plant, 
which will be described more fully 
In a subsequent issue, is convenient 
and up-to-date in every respect.
In Municipal Court Thursday 
Charles Smith of Gardiner was fined 
$26.70 (including costs) for operat­
ing an automobile without a license. 
His license had been revoked prior 
to this offense.
Features next week at Strand 
Theatre, Sunday, Monday and Tues­
day, the Lane Sisters in "Four 
Daughters;” Wednesday and Thurs­
day, Lloyd Nolan and Gail Patrick 
In "King (of Alcatraz;” Friday and 
Saturday, Wallace Beery and Mickey 
Rooney in "Stable Mates."
The Wage and Hour broadcast 
originally scheduled for Oct .31 over 
WGAN on the "United States Gov­
ernment Report" series, will be 
broadcast next Monday at 7.15 p. m. 
Howard H. Waldron, secretary of 
the Portland Chamber of Commerce, 
will Interview Scott F. Kittredge, 
who has been specially designated by 
the Wage and Hour Division of the 
United States Department of Labor. 
The interview, which will cover a 
number of the most important ques­
tions pertaining to "The Fair Labor 
Standards Act tof 1938" is being con­
ducted under the auspices of the 
National Emergency Council.
SEE AND HEAR
ALL ABOUT THE
N. E. HURRICANE
AT THE
Community Building 
TUESDAY, NOV. 8
By Kockland's Own
Alton Hall Blackington
Doors Open 7 P. M. Show 8.15 
131-133
BROKEN GLASS
Replace it before cold
weather!
AU Sizes in Stock
Bring your i>azb;,fq us for 
Glazing
John A. Karl & Co.
Opp. Park Theatre 
TEL. 745-W, , ROCKLAND
131-133
BURPEES
MORTICIANS 
Ambulance Service 
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND 
119-tf
The Schumann Club
Bring the Rock
600 YARDS OF LIMEROCK 
FILL
WANTED IMMEDIATELY 
At The New
TEXACO FILLING STATION 
Foot of Summer Street, Rockland 
60 CENTS PER YARD 
Delivered On Lot 
We Need This Fill At Once
A. C. MCLOON
Telephone 51, Rockland, Me.
HILLCREST HOMESTEAD
ROUTE ONE—SOUTH WARREN
Superior Baked Bean Supper, Sat. Nights, 40c 
Includes Home-Boiled Ham, Hot Biscuits, Pumpkin Pie 
Served After ♦ P. M., Saturdays
Full Course Chicken or Duck Dinners Sunday 85c
Served Every Sunday from 12 to 7 P. M.
“Special attention given at all times to Bridge Parties and Clubs” 
FOR RESERVATIONS, TEL. WARREN 3-41
Mrs. Catherine Libby will be chair­
man of the public supper to be held 
tonight in the Legion hall.
Bangor’s Fine Musical Or­
ganization Gives Program 
Before Rubinstein Club
ews
Today's Bowdoin-Maine game at 
Brunswick finds all seats sold. The 
gamewvill be broadcast over the new 
Portland Station WGAN.
If |you haven't quite made up your 
mind, why not decide now to attend The first meeting of the Mission 
the First Baptist Christian Endeavor Circle of Universallst Church will 
meeting Sunday night at 6? All ^e held in the church parlors Wed- 
young people are invited to attend j nesday afternoon at 2.30. 
this service which will be led by Vlr.
The Schumann Club of Bangor 
appeared in concert before the mem­
bers of the Rubinstein Club last 
night, offering a program of most 
attractive selections. Representa­
tives of the visiting club, numbered 
26. the participants delivering their 
several numbers with Interesting in­
dividualism.
The ensemble work proved very 
popular, the blending of well bal-1 
anced tones and the choice of num­
bers being outstanding.
The sweet soprano voice of Miss 
Kingsbury was heard to advantage 
In the suitable Mozart composition
The piano solo by Miss Ryan was 
j noticeable for its rapid passages and 
I difficult octave work.
Mrs. Silver was brilliant In violin 
I solos, her instrument fairly singing 
the words in "Play, Fiddle, Play.”
The sympathetic contralto voice 
of Mrs. Leonard drew rapt attention, 
clear diction and careful phrasing 
being brought out In her songs.
The 'cello numbers given by Mis 
Bernier gave variation, the deep 
tones and staccato notes reflecting 
painstaking care.
The Chopin selection by Mrs. 
Toole had a haunting melody 
throughout, with unusual work for I 
the left hand.
The vocal trio added a light touch.! 
with its lilting nursery suite, splen- I 
did attacks, harmony and. phras­
ing marking their performance.
The members of the Instrumental! 
trio brought a delightful musical) 
evening to a close, the perfect har­
mony of these instruments in tone J 
quality and execution bringing i 
forth applause.
Special mention should be made 
of the accompanists, their support 
and understanding adding Interest 
to all numbers.
SERMONETTE
Abiding Hate 
III
In the very connection with 
Jesus’ statement of abiding love 
comes one of abiding hate. It 
is a warning to all who love Him, 
and is a portion of His last long 
conversation with His disciples.
“If the world hate you, ye 
know that it hath hated me be­
fore it hated you. If ye were 
of the world, (the world would 
love Its own: but because ye are 
not of the world, therefore the 
world hateth you. Remember 
the word I said unto you. A ser­
vant is not greater than his 
Lord. They persecuted me, they 
will also persecute you. He that 
hateth me hateth My Father al­
so, ‘they hated me without a 
cause’.’’
Here Jesus quoted their own 
Jewish law; “I tell you these 
things, that ye should not be 
caused to stumble. (They shall put 
you out of the synagogues; yea, 
the hour cometh, that whosoever 
kllleth you shall think he offer - 
eth service to God. These things 
I have spoken unto you, that 
when their hour is come ye may 
remember them and how I told 
you."
Throughout the ages since 
these words were uttered. In our 
own dark hours we have recalled 
them. The way Is not easy to a 
Christian. Those who hate 
Christ will hate those who follow 
in His train.
The holy martyrs of His 
church. Protestant and Catho­
lic, throughout the warring na­
tions, bear witness in this year 
1938—William A. Holman
The church was prettily decorated 
with potted plants, red berries and ' At st Peter's Church (Episcopal) 
pine tips and baskets of red autumn i Rev- E ° Kenyon, rector, the serv-
ginia Egan. There will be a mem­
bership meeting at 5.30.
More Talk of Town on Page Six.
Sunday afternoon at 4 an Inter­
mediate Christian Endeavor Socie'y 
is to be organized in the vestry at 
the First Baptist Church. Member­
ship In this society will be limited to 
the ages of 12 through 15. although 
others may attend the meetings. All 
Interested young people of these age., 
are invited to come Sunday after­
noon.
To children attending the per­
formance at Park Theatre this aft­
ernoon. free balloons will be given, 
complementary from Perry's Mar­
kets.
Hie League of Women Voters will 
meet for a study group period Mon­
day, Nov. 7, at the home of Mrs. 
Arthur One. 204 Broadway, chair­
man of Government and Foreign 
Policy. The subject will be "Foreign 
Relations.” All league members in­
terested in this subject are invited.
The annual State Christian En­
deavor Convention held in Portland 
last weekend had five delegates from 
the First Baptist Society. Those at­
tending were Pauline Tatham, Grace [ 
Elethen, Lillian Bates, Gwendolyn 
MacDonald, and Kenneth Hooper.
Complimentary remarks galore 
are being made about the sturdy 
foundations now completed for Mc- 
Loon's new Texaco service station 
on Main street.
construction in years" was one 
critic's comment. The rugged walls 
of steel and concrete will be graced 
by one of Maine's most beautifulMaynard Ames drove over for the 
Sunday sessions, the others return- st*tions up-to-the minute In every 
Ing with him Sunday night. Gwen- respect.
leaves and snow berries.
At the close of the program, coffee
was served. The committee in 
charge consisted of Mrs. Lydia T. 
Storer, chairman, assisted by Mrs. 
Betty Pomeroy, Mrs. Blanche Ler- 
mond and Mrs. Katheen O'Hara 
Mrs. Storer, Mrs. Helen Wentworth 
and Misses Mary and Dorbthy Law- 
ry served. Members accompanying 
those who participated on the pro­
gram were Mrs. Charles W Cam­
eron, president of the Schumann 
Club. Miss Helen Richardson. Mips 
Isabel Qallagher, Mrs. Edmund H 
Bleakley. Mrs James M. Austin, Mrs 
Russell Whitney. Mrs Harry E. Tor­
rens. Mrs Paul Benton. Mrs. Harold j 
E. Pressey. Mrs. Samuel Golden. Mrs 
Grumfrecht and Miss Anna Flan- 
r.igen. The program:
ices for tomorrow will be appropri­
ate for the twenty-first Sunday 
after Trinity and in the Octave of 
All Saints: Mfetins at 7.10; Holy 
Communion at 7 30; church school 
at 9.30; Holy Eucharist and sermon 
at 1030; lecture on church history 
et 5 30 and Vespers at 7 p. m.
sage concerning her five land one- 
half year's of missionary work in 
India. The music Includes a selec­
tion by the choir and a vocal trio 
by Mrs, Eula Munro. Mrs. Lillian 
Lord and Miss Olive Bragg. The 
communion will be observed at the 
close of the service. Prayer meet­
ing Tuesday evening at 730. Ladles 
Aid supper Wednesday evening 
• • * •
"Adam and fallen man" is the 
subject of the lesson-sermon that 
will be read in all churches of j 
Christ, Scientist Nov. 6. The Gol­
den Text is: "He that is of the earth 
is earthy, and speaketh of the earth: 
he that oometh from heaven is 
If.bove all" (John 3: 31). The cita­
tions from the Bible Include the 
following passages: "And God said 
Let us make man in our image; 
j after our likeness: So God created 
man in his own image ini the image 
of God created he him; male and 
female created he them. But there 
went up a mist from the earth, and 
‘ watered the whole face of the 
j ground. Andi the Lord God farmed 
man of the dust of the ground, and 
■ breathed into 'his nostrils the breath 
of life; and man became a living 
j soul." (Genesis 1: 2D, 27 ; 2: 6, 75.
• • • •
Communion and baptism will be 
1 observed at the Methodist Church 
tomorrow morning at 7.30. At 7.30 
) Dr. Wilson will preach the first In 
a series of sermons on "Modem 
Lessons from Old Testament Char- 
l acters."
• • • •
This will be communion Sunday 
at the Congregational Church, with 
the Lord’s Supper being shared at 
the conclusion of the sermon. There 
1 will also be reception of members. 
! The unified service of church and 
school is at 10.30 a. m., and the ser­
mon by Rev Corwin ,H. Olds, will 
continue the series of "Bible Biogra­
phies," being devoted this time to 
the prophet "Hosea." Comrades of 
the Way will meet in the vestry at 
6.30 p. m.
A well-baby clinic will be held 
Monday from 2 to 4 o'clock, in, the 
Red Cross rooms.
this
7.£t),
Salvation Army notices for 
weekend Include: Saturday, 
open air service at Main suid School 
streets; 8. Christians' praise serv­
ice- Sunday: 8 a. m., the officers 
wilt conduct a service at Thomas­
ton State Prison for the inmates; 
10. Sunday School; 11, holiness 
meeting, Capt. Slmlngton, preacher; 
6 30. Young Peoples’ Legion; 7.30 
open air service at Main and School 
streets; 8, Evangelistic service con­
ducted by Lieut. John Phelan.
CLEARANCE SALE 
OF WALL PAPER'S 1938 STOCK
Prices 5c, 10c, 15c Per Roll
Formerly 1254c to 75c
SALE NOW IN PROGRESS 
And Continues Until Sold 
C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
ROCKLAND, ME.
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Mrs. Harold Connon sustained a I 
broken wrist Tuesday morning, 
when she slipped on the frosty 
steps at her home on Union street.
Thomas J. Foley is being greet­
ed by downtown friends after an 
absence of two months due to an 1 
infection in one of his legs.
Raymond H. Fogler, a native of 
West Rockport has been made 
president ol Montgomery, Ward 
& Co. in Chicago. He is a gradu­
ate of University of Maine and was 
president of the Alumni Association 
for four years. His business activi­
ties have frequently been noted in 
these columns.
SPECIAL!
RICE’S
CANNED CODFISH CAKES
. . . Made of .. .
MAINE CODFISH and MAINE POTATOES
IO1
3 CANS FOR 29c 
Get It From Your Independent Grocer
Glen street is toeing improved by 
the installation of a culvert and 
fill. It will be surfaced in the spring.
dolyn MacDonald was elected State 
chairman of the Efficiency and Ex­
tension committee.
The current issue of “The Fog 
Horn," published in the interests of 
the United States Coast Guard, con­
tains a new department called 
"Petticoat Prattle," edited by Mrs. 
Jack Passon of Rockland. It de­
scribes a summer trip to Spruce Head j 
Island, where the correspondent was 
cordially entertained by the men of 
the White Head Station, the keeper 
of which is L. Dunn. 33 years in the 
government service.
Truck owners will find the adver­
tisement at the top of page three 
in this issue excellent reading.. It 
seems Chat 600 cubic yards of lime­
rock fill is needed immediately at 
the new Texaco filling station on 
Main street, Rockland, next north 
of The Bicknell. A. C. McLoon, 
Texaco distributor who is building 
the big plant, issues the call "Bring 
the rock,” paying 60 cents per yard 
to all comers. That means no idle 
trucks and much less idle labor for 
some time to come.
Benjamin Reed, former Western 
Union telegraph operator in this 
city, and now night traffic mana­
ger of the Portland office, was a 
welcome caller at The Courier- 
Gazette office Thursday. In the 
lengthy lapse of time which has 
ensued since “Ben" left Rockland 
has been with the Boston office, 
managed the Lawrence office, and 
I was 18 years with an exporting con- 
I cern in Boston. During his stay 
| here he called upon former Mana- 
) ger Frank L. Clark, who was a 
messenger boy while Mr. Reed was 
with the local office, and upon the 
writer of this item, for whom he 
cleared many thousands of words of 
press matter.
A college may be expected to 
teach thinking, but it cannot be of­
fered to parents as a nostrum for 
the mental ills of their children.
DIED
Semarjlaa—At Boston. Mass.. Nov. 2, 
Ethelyn L. (Verge) wife of Arshak 
SemarJIan. aged 28 years, 8 days. Fun­
eral Sunday at 2.30 o'clock from the 
Davis Funeral Chapel. Interment In 
Roadside Cemetery. Friendship
Tewksbury—At Camden. Nov. 9. Ruth 
M Tewksbury, aged 23 years. Funeral 
Saturday at 2 o’clock from residence. 
Interment In Mountain cemetery.
Baker—At Thomaston. Nov. 3. James 
Baker of Biddeford, aged 57 years, 2 
days. Interment in Biddeford.
CARD OF THANKS 
I wish to exipraea n<y sincere appre­
ciation of the many kindnesses ac­
corded me by neighbors and friends 
during my recent bereavement.
Mrs. Nellie Hocking
Clark Island
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
CONVENIENCE and comfort at min­
imum cost. Five-room modern apt., 
furnished, heated. Janitor service. Every 
convenlence:gara»e Residential loca­
tion. Inquire THE MEN'8 SHOP, cor­
ner Main and Park St., Rockland.
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The best piece of 8tr,n’M«u^ces Hosin vlolln ______
^j7rsV1^imUe'BawyCT.1'virtalB At Universallst Church Sun-
Mrs. Virginia Birnie, ’cello 1 day morning. 10.45 Dr. Lowe will
(a) Minuet. Mozart’ .
(b) Lord Gregory. Ancient Air from preach on the subject, But Are
Soprano110**7 We Enthusiastic About It?" Music
Miss Barbara Kingsbury j by the quartet choir. The church
AllelUaccompanlst. Miss Prise ilia”02*'11 Sch<X>1 wiU me*t in the ’Vestry at
■ ... „Blsls<ieIl (noon. Mis. Glover s class for wo-
Plano—Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody. , ..
Liszt | nien meet for the first time
Miss Margaret Ryan 
violin—(a)Play Fiddle Play.
(b) Gardas-Montl,
Mrs Rita Silver 
accompanist. Miss Blaisdell 
contralto—Spirit Flower,
Campbell-Ttptcn
Mrs. Helen -Spearen Leonard Paul.' Dr. Lowe S claS6 for men
•rello^Art^. M‘SS KtnBSbUryB»ch 1 WlU hoW its mwtin« in
(b) Bouree. Handel auditorium at the same hour.
(c) Spanish Dance, Granada-,, ....
Mrs. Virginia Birnie
Augusta
i this fall at her residence after the 
morning service. Members will be 
, interested to get the first chapter 
) of the new book fin -the Steps of St.
the
Rummage Sale, Saturday, Nov. 
12, at Universallst Church, Doors 
open at 9 a. m.—adv. 133-135
Business PRINTING Social 
Good quality, Low prices 
Drop me a card and I will call; no 
obligations. Mail Orders, write for
Samples.
A. W. DECROW
125 Talbot Ave., Rockland, Me.
133-S145
SPIRITUALIST GATHERING 
All Welcome
Sunday, Nov. 6, at 230 and 7.45 P. M. 
GRAND ARMY HALL 
George Jones, Lecturer and 
Message-bearer 
Good Demonstrations 
Regular Collection
133*It
Ambulance Service
•
RUSSELL 
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662 
- ROCKLAND, ME.
I a Sr « 98-tf
accompanist. Mrs  , "The Good Fight" will be the
piano—Nocturn m c minor, Chopin subject of the sermon at the First
vocal trio-^T NurX^yme Sunday marnin« at
Suite. Custance I 10 33. The triple quartet will sing.
(b) Little Papoose on the wind­
swept bow,
(cj They met on the twig of a 
Chestnut Tree, Robinson
Miss Barbara Kingsbury, sop. Mrs 
Helen Leonard. 2d sop , Miss 
Edna Dearborn, alto 
accompanist. Miss Blaisdell 
Instrumental trio—(a) L'heure du
sorunell, Benorlst au
<b) Serenade.
Public supper at Legion hall to-' 
night—adv 133-lt
.
There will be a special recognition 
of the new officers of the church 
and Sunday School at the com­
munion service The Sunday School 
will meet at noon with classes for 
The Endeavorer's lnsptra- 
Rachmaninon tion hour will open at 6 o’clock with 
Virginia Egan as the leader. The 
people's evening service will open 
at 7.15 with the prelude and big 
sing, assisted by the organ, piano 
and triple quartet. Mr. MacDonald 
will begin a series of sermons on 
tile theme: "Some Ancient Wise 
Men In Modem Attire." The happy 
prayer and praise meeting will bs 
held on Tuesday evening at 7-15.
CHECK COSTS HERE
After all, costs must enter into 
the consideration of a Monu­
ment's purchase. It is in this es­
sential detail that you will find 
our suggestions valuable. We are 
concerned with providing most 
Memorials for the money. Most 
value for patrons, means wider 
patronage, for us.
Wm, E. Doman & Son,
INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS 
EAST UNION and THOMASTON
43Stf
"The Triumphant Christian" will 
be the sermon topic by Rev. Charles 
A. Marstaller at the Littlefield 
Memorial Church Sunday morning 
at 10.30. The music Includes a se­
lection by the choir and a piano 
solo by Howard Chase. A children’s 
story will precede the sermon. 
Church School meets at 11.45 tand 
tne Christian Endeavor at 6 o'clock 
At 7.15 Miss Esther Marstaller of 
Fatehpur, India, will bring a meis-
NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED 
AND WIRED OUT 
NEW SEWERS LAID 
ALSO CLEANED WHEN 
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS 
AND CEMENT WORK 
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
Generally cloudy, occasional rain, 
late In the day and continued 
warm. That is the forecast for 
today printed for the benefit of the 
football fans who are heading for 
the Maine-Bowdoln game.
Among the acts of vandalism 
committed at the Southend Unhal- 
loween night was the destruction 
of a weeping willow tree which S. 
Constantine highly prized on his 
Mechanic street premises.
While he was bound for Rockland 
to fill a speaking engagement 
Thursday Russell T. Melville’s car 
left the highway in Nobleboro, 
vaulted a stonewall, and fetched up 
in the shrubbery a complete wreck. 
A State patrolman who was prompt- i 
ly on the scene took the driver to 
Dr. W. H. Hahn of Friendship who 
found that two arteries in his right 
leg had been severed, his nose was 
broken and he had suffered a slight 
concussion. Melville whose home is 
In Illinois is an authority on caves, 
and has visited 185 throughout the 
country. j
Mrs. Keryn ap Rice who has lived 
In Nicaragua will be the speaker 
Monday at. 5 o'clock at the meeting 
of the Woman's Educational Club to 
be held with Miss Marion Weidman 
from 13 to 830 5n iRockport. Her 
topic will be "Our National Rela­
tions with Central America." Rev. 
Helen Carlson will be one of the 
evening speakers, her subject 
"China's Struggle against Japan's 
Encroachments for Territory in 
Asia." She is well qualified for this 
theme by reason of her recent 
travels in China as an observer and 
student of world affairs.
YOUR SUITS
DESERVE
THE
FINEST
CLEANING
SEND ALL YOUR GARMENTS TO
CLEANING LAMB’S
ROCKLAND, MAINE
DYEING
133-lt
Decide Now... U Bmu
D&H ANTHRACITE
Here's one decision that isn't hard to make—the decision to burn D&H 
Anthracite ... all winter long. Because the easily controlled heat of D&H 
Anthracite makes it lead the field in heating performance. So, decide now to 
burn I)& II Anthracite—every day of winter. And to be ready for early cold 
tpells, place your order today!
hl: mnii/W! namn ML B. & C. 0. PERRY
TEL. 487 
319 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
BORN D*H AHTBRACITE- THE 5 POINT FUEL"
Page Four Rockland Courler-Cazette, Saturday, November 193S Every-Other-Day
WALDOBORO AND VICINITY
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor­
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
Donald French and family have’schools ln observing Education 
moved from the Ludwig house onj Week. Earle Spear, principal of 
Marble Avenue to the home of Mrs. the high school will speak on.
ROCKPORT★★★★
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY 
COrrcBpondRtt
*★
TeL 222$
Belle Poland.
Mr. and Mrs Irving Kayser arc 
permanently located In Boston.
Mr. and Mrs John Coffey left 
Monday for Lake Worth, Fla., where 
they will pass the winter.
Donation Day will be observed 
Wednesday at the Lincoln Home
"Building Character in our Schools .” 
Rev. Robert Sheaff will talk on 
“Moulding Character Through the 
Church" and H. A. Clark of Jeffer­
son will address the audienoe on 
'The Opportunity of the Com-
Mrs. Bertha Higgins of Rockland :
The Hobby Show
Lots of Busy Workers Get­
ting Ready For Big Local 
Event
John M Pomeroy has charge of 
the layout of booths for the coming
WARREN★★★★
ALENA L STARRETT 
Correspondent
**
TeL 49
Mr. and Mrs. John Bridges of. . .... i Hobby Show. His friends are callingw’as a visitor W ednesday at the , Rockland were visitors Wednesday, . , j ... ~ 'themselves the hammer brigade ' , J------.. j—at Mr. and Mrs. John Marshalls.Men who can spare the evening of1home of her daughter. Mrs. Ray Easton.
Mrs. Hildred Rider was over- 
, night guest Thursday of her par-
Nov. 13 will find agreeable work to 
do at the Community Building. Rev 
C. H. Olds general chairman of the
munity Co-operating with Churen I a"d M" Myr°n Pftrk<“r event' «- C. Allen and Russell Bart-
and School in Building Character.? a arsP01
foi the Aged. Tea will be served | Music will be furnished by the I Frank Rider returns toda> from 
from 3 to 5 o'clock. This is an an- Methodist choir and the Girls Glee North Haven where he hM been
lett will help direct.
• • • •
Many persons will be fascinated j
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Watts 
had as dinner guests Friday Isaac 
Fields and his daughter. Miss Car­
rie Fields and Mrs Lincoln McRae 
all of Rockland.
UNION fcj!
t .u , c v. , j .i engaged In barbering the past few i watching a group of Augusta Boy nual affair and donations will be Club of the High School under the vngagea ui uarwruig uie pasv | 8 6 f 8
gratefully received. , direction of Miss Carol Stevens. The
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Lenfest have committee on arrangements is Supt. 
returned from a visit in Presque A. D Gray. Rev. O. G. Barnard
Isle. | and Rev. C- V. Overman.
days.
The Young People's Society 
Christian Endeavor held a very en­
joyable social at the Baptist ves-
Mrs Maude Clark Gay, Mrs. Law- j Miss Frances Simmons leaves to- try Wednesday night. The deco- 
rence Weston and Mrs. Kenneth day for a visit of several days ln native scheme of orange and black
Weston attended a board meeting Boston. ' with Halloween motifs was effec-
Scouts actually at work with their 
hobbles. At this booth visitors may 
be inspired to do leather work, bead­
ing. woodworking, etc., the hobbies 
of the doers.
Thursday at the Lincoln County] Miss Ruth Miller of Auburn is] tively carried out and all attend- 
Hcme for the Aged in Newcastle visiting Mrs. Joseph Tait. j ing were in costume, which added
Mrs. Bessie S. Kuhn entertained I Mrs. Herbert Bryant of Round I greatly to the spirit of the occasion, 
the members of the Bridge Club at Pond was dinner guest Thursday ; Oeorge Cunningham and Clayton 13q 
h.er home Thursday night. Those of Mrs. Nellie Overlock. j Smith, principals of the High and
present were Mre. A. E Boggs. Mrs. Foster Jameson drove Friday to i Elementary Schools respectively, 
William Labe. Mrs. C- B. Stahl Pittsfield returning with his son, f extend an Invitation to all parents 
Mrs. William Flint. Mrs. Lawrence William and Victor Burnheimer Jr.,] and Interested citizens to visit 
Weston. Miss Marcia Blaney and students at Maine Central Institute.
Mrs. B G Miller. I'who will spend the weekend at their
Thirty members of Wiwurna homes here.
Chapter O.ES attended the Inspec­
tion of Lakeview Chapter Thurs- Emergency Aid Equipment
day in Jefferson. A franchise to operate an emer- tinues his sermons from the 11th
Mrs. Ervin Pinkham and son gency aid car as an ambulance and chapter of Hebrews, subject
Wayne of Nobleboro were overnight fire engine has been granted the J - Isaac;- 12 noon. Bible School for 
guests Thursday of Mrs. Pinkham s Emergency Aid Association by th- all wh0 Jove word; g p m,
mother, Mrs. Lila Lovejoy. selectmen of the town. The car will Christian Endeavor for young peo-
school during American Education 
Week. Nov. 6-12.
Baptist Church. J. W Hyssong. 
pastor. Sunday services: 11 a. m., 
morning worship, the pastor con'
Methodist Church News
Service opens at 10. The adult i 
choir wil sing an anthem entitled, j 
"Hear the Call Ringing " The I 
junior choir will aing for special | 
number during th? offering "Let us ,
with a Gladsome Mind," in addition 
to chanting the Lord’s Prayer ac- j 
cording to Gregorian music. The ’ 
pastor will preach on the subject, j 
“Love Never Faileth." Following 1 
the morning worship Sunday School] 
will meet. The Epworth League will I 
meet at 6 p. m. under the leadership 
of Miss Natalie Nason. Evening
The Help one Another Circle of service begins at 7 o'clock. The
Kings Daughters will meet Monde y 
night with Mrs. Ella Caler- 
A community sing and anagrams 
were enjoyed Thursday night dur­
ing Live program hour at the Wo­
man's Club
were served.
young people will sing for a special 
number. "Be Strong."
The Junior Choir meets Wednes­
days after school. It has already 
met with Mrs. Olive Burgess and
Light refreshments I with Mrs. Herbert Hawes and at the 
| parsonage. Next Wednesday Mrs.
. . 1 The Thomaston Contract Club. R M McKinley is entertaining the
Nearby, perhaps watching the, of three tables met Friday after- Junior Choir at her home. Wed- 
Scouts. will be Mrs Kenneth E. 1 noon with Mrs. George Newbert ] nesdays from 7 to 9 o'clock the
Mills, with her collection of dolls. [ Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson and young men meet in the high school , 
Darling Suzi-q is the latest addition ] Mrs Martha Burgess have closed gymnasium. Saturdays from 130 to 
to the large family, now numbering their home and are located on Pine 3. the Cub Scouts meet ln the gym- :
street Rockland for the winter. j nasium. This Saturday after the 
Harry Spear of Camden was re- hour of recreation the Cub Scouts 
cent guest of Miss Rosa Spear and ] are planning to go on a hike. The 
Chester Spear. ] regular mid-week service is held ■
The Happy-go-luckies 4-H Ciub Thursdays from 7 to 8 o'clock. John 
met Tuesday afternoon with the Howard provided the leadership last ] 
assistant leader. Mrs. Bertha Drew- week. Next Thursday Mrs. Burrlll
• • • •
With the Christmas holidays ap­
proaching persons will And appro­
priate gifts at the Home Industries 
booth. Mrs. Carl F. Snow, Mrs. 
David Beach. Mrs. Donald O Cum-
Dr. John Hawthorne and MLss be fully equipped with all manner ple. ieader miss Lillian Whitney; mirers.
mlngs and Mrs. Eugene Lamb will ett. Plans for work the coming] will lead. The regular Adult Choir 
suggest doll clothes, fancy colored 
mittens, children's clothes, home 
made rugs, and tell (you) the artist 
of these necessary hobbies. Home 
cooked food will be on the shelves, 
too. Besides all the above Mrs.
Snow has a surprise for herb ad-
of first aid Including tnhalator. 7 p. m Great Gospel Service at the
The car itself will have spot West Rockport Baptist Church;
lights, flood lights, folding stretch 
ers reserved chemicals and a flre-
Elizabeth Hawthorne are In Florida 
where it hey will remain far the 
winter-
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Stevens of 
Washington were guests Thursday ' men’s net. The car will be on call
of Mrs Dora H. Yorke. ,for any outlying towns where an
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Kuhn and emergency exists, 
guests Mr and Mrs. Alfred Shuman The sum required for the car and 
motored Friday to Bangor and equipment Is over $1500 and must 
Orono be raised by subscription. Already
Miss Faith Shesong of Portland e'er $400 has been raised. C. T 
a representative of the Radio Stage Cooney Jr., is the treasurer of this
Guild is in town in the interest of 
"Were On the Air.” a stage show 
being held at Waldo Theatre Tues­
day under the sponsorship of the 
Woman's Club.
James Longhurst of Bath has
organization.
The public is cordially invited to 
the CMP. Co. cooking schools to 
be run Nov. 9 and 16. in I.O.OF. 
hall, Union. Food cooked given to 
been a recent visitor at the home audience No admisson. All wel- 
of Mrs Lillian Newbegin. jcom€ Come Wednesday at 7.15
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Shuman of °d°ck. adv. 132. 133. 135. 136 
Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs. j
o j. Kuhn MT. PLEASANT VALLEY
Mrs. Blanche H. Ellsworth and j Roland Dyer and family have 
Mrs. Andrew Larson of Rockport j moved from the Frazier Place 
were callers Monday on friends ln owned by U G. Merrifield of South 
town. J Hope to their former home at West
Mrs Merton Winchenbach and; Washington. Mrs. Dyer's sister.
Mrs. Frank David were Rockland 
visitors Tuesday.
Earle N. Spear, principal of the 
High School extends this invitation 
to parents and citizens: “As Ameri­
can Education Week is once more 
observed you are invited to visit 
your school. The week of Nov. 6-12 
has been set aside as a time at 
which the American people may i tiful. however.
Mrs Athalee Parsons of Rockland 
has moved to the Frazier property 
with her family.
A. J. Clark is making repairs on 
his barn, a new roof being neces­
sary.
subject "What if Christ Should Not 
Return?"
Mrs. Gertrude Lobdell has re­
turned to North Salem. N. Y.. after 
a two weeks' visit with relatives 
and friends ln this vicinity.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle met 
Wednesday afternoon at the home 
of Mrs. George Lane. Next week 
Mrs. Christie Whitney will be 
I hostess.
The Educational Club of Rock­
land meets Monday at the home of 
Miss Marion Weidman for an aft­
ernoon and evening meeting. Box 
lunch at 5.30.
Mrs. E. R. Noyes has returned 
from New York where she visited 
her son. Earl Noyes for three weeks.
Mrs. Harold Spear returns today 
to Everett. Mass., after spending 
a few months with her parents. Mr. 
and Mrs. W A. Paul.
The Trytohelp Club meets Mon­
day night at the home of the presi­
dent Mrs. Mildred Easton.
Methodist Church, N. F. Atwood, 
minister, Church School at 10 a. m.; 
11 o'clock service will be in keep­
ing with Educational Week, the pas­
tor speaking on the Golden Rule
Or maybe you are highly Inter­
ested in stage hobbies. At this ln-
year were drawn up for the approval rehearsal is Thursdays from 8 to 9 
oi Miss Lucinda Rich, county 4-H o'clock.
Club agent. j Service in Washington is held
Mrs L. Clark French will be j every Tuesday at 7 o'clock.
hostess Monday afternoon to Dorcas -------------------
Circle of Kings' Daughters at the' The public is cordially invited to 
Congregational parsonage. ■ the CMP. Co. cooking schools to
Rev. and Mrs Charles W. Turner be run Nov. 9 and 16. in IO.OP. 
have closed their home in Antrim hall. Union. Food cooked given to 
audience. No admisson. AU wel­
come Wednesday at 7.15 
132. 133, 135, 136
N. H. and are here for the winter 
Rev. Mr Turner to preach for the \ come 
trlguing booth the stage plays its neJrt jcw months a; the Baptist o'clock—adv. 
part. There will be. besides music ■ Church of which wa5 18
and dancing, a parade of period ! years ago- While in this town they 
gowns, including bathing suits. The wl]1 wslde at the Baptist parson - 
energetic ladies working with Mrs. age which has been made ready for 
Horatio C. Cowan are Mrs O. A ] them.
To Joeef Vinal belongs the dis­
tinction of bagging the first deer 
to be tagged here this season. He 
shot Tuesday a six point buck which 
weighed 155 pounds.
Elwin Starrett shot a fine fox 
Thursday. The pelt had an excep­
tionally pretty brush.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drewett 
have had as guests this week Mr 
and Mrs. Frank Drewett of Nor
Lawrence, Mrs. Jerome C. Bur­
rows, Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, 
Mrs. Seymour Cameron, Mrs. 
Frederick Bird, Mrs. Theodore Bird. 
Mrs. John Pomeroy. One gentleman 
assists. George Sleeper,
• • • •
Don't forget the dates—Nov. 16. ( 
17 and 18.
OWL’S HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Frank MacDonald.
GLEN COVE
and using for sermon subject, "Mv 
Deer tracks are much in evidence Brother-S Keeper - wlU
this section, but very few deer speclal numbers by the cholr 
have been seen. Hunters are plen- cIuding anthems „Hand (n Hftnd
with Jesus” and “Beneath the Cross
re-dedicate themselves to the ideal I Samuel Heino has moved to the of Jesus - -^5 evening sendee will 
of self-government based upon an Nutter place owned by Lauri Mon-' 
enlightened citizenry. You are in- den of West Rockport and is clear- 
vited to visit your school during the ing land for blueberries for Mr.
week and I hope that you will, Monden.
be omitted and the church choir 
and Epworth League members 
will go to South Thomaston where
the League will present the religious 
make a special effort to attend the ] Raymond Davis is starting cord- play .>The j Haye.. which
session which will be held Thursday wood from the Quiggle lot on they presented at the Knox County 
night from 7.30 to 9. At this time Meadow Mountain for T. E. McNa- Circult recently held at
you will have an opportunity to see mara of Rockland. • church cho)r win
the work of the Agricultural De-| Delmont Butler has a new horse. ak0 furnlsh numberg and
Eden R. Morton of New Har- ] the pastor wm deliver a short mess- 
bor called Tuesday on A. J. Clark. , age quarterly conference.
postponed from Nov. 2 owing to the 
GEORGES RIVER ROAD illness of Dist. Supt . A. A. 
The Sunday School class will Callaghan, will be held Nov. 11.
partment and Guidance Courses 
which should prove interesting. Al­
so it will give you a chance to evalu­
ate the progress of the school.”
A union sendee will be held Sun­
day at the Methodist Church at 7 
o'clock. This service will be held
New Ways To Please
Your Family
LEARN ABOUT THEM AT OUR
ELECTRIC COOKING SCHOOL
7.15 O’CLOCK
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 9 
ODD FELLOWS HALL, UNION
RL'TH CLUFF
HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT
Food Given Away
GRANGE
MATTERS
Stood Storm Test
The beautiful New England 
Grange Building, located on the 
Eastern States Exposition grounds
Everyone Invited
133-lt
dren of the community at a Christ­
mas tree party and putting on a 
Children's Night reception with free 
ice cream and cake. Orion Grange 
is 65 years young and throughout 
its entire career has been a very ac­
tive civic group.
A Miniature Grange 
Nichols Grange in New York 
state attracted wide attention by its 
- exhibit at Tioga County Fair TheE B. Hall was ln Portland last at Springfield. Mass . and made pos- |exhlb(t the fw.m 0,‘a mlnHfcturt 
Wednesday on business. ] sible through money gifts by hun- ..Mcde, orange." complete with
Miss Edna Church of Jonesport dreds of Oranges and Grange mem-
and Peter Kinson of New York were 
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas Farley.
SUNSET
Mt.
moved
and Mrs. Arthur Eaton 
Tuesday to Portland in
search of employment.
bers in the Northeastern section, 
was formally dedicated on Sept.21,
little chairs, altar, cloth. Bible, flag, 
staves gqvel, ballot box. charter 
piano, officers' desks and tables, etc.
with National Master Louis J. Taber A miniature figure, representing the 
officer, sat at each station, and even 
the dedicating officer and honor ] the £ymboUc „hlblts graln Jnm 
guest. The building is a $20,000 and flowers the staUMu;
structure, complete with spacious 
auditorium, conference rooms ex­
hibition hall, etc., occupying a very
Beatrice Robbins spent the past i conspicuous site on the Exposition 
well. Mass. Mr. Drewett has been 1 week with friends in Stonington. grounds, where upwards of 300.000 
membe f th f 1 • I !)UITtin6 hl this section and brought Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Artz of ] people pass through the gates every 
. ... 15 ° . . ,CU ty .at . i down a seven point. 160-pound buck Massachusetts are visiting Mr. and year.
Thursday in the vicinity of North] Mrs. Carl.Haskell. I The new Grange building was
Harlan Dunham. Marilyn Dun- given a severe test on the night of 
ham and "Buddy Gellison of Ban- 1 its dedication, when the great New
Academy, spent last weekend at 
the home of Mrs. MacDonald's par­
ents. Mr. and Mrs. P. K. Reed. On 
return to Lee they were accom-
Waldoboro
The Merry-go-eagle Club was en- 
. . . _ .1 tertained Tuesday at the home of
£2?,* c"‘ »» H.pe.
Mr and Mrs. Leroy Norwood,Reed Jr., and Andrew Coffey, stu­dents at the Academy.... ,, _ , . . and daughter. Ann and Mr and
V !Th H°Ward N°rWOOd and *>»•
M . A<*Ibert m°tOred SUnda>- MtMaddocks are visiting at the home Washhlgton. N H v1ew hum.
of Mr. Maddocks' daughter Mrs. i „„ ,n z- . .. ' eane damage to the cog railroaxi upOeorge Cole in Watertown, Mass 1
Miss Beda Emery of Camden 
passed last weekend at the home of
'he mountain.
Ralph Crockett, who has been ill, 
Is out, but has not resumed his 
work at the mill as yet.
Warren Grange was inspected 
Tuesday night by Fred Maxey, dep­
uty of Thomaston. Plans are made
»» j .. - .. to confcr the first two degrees onMr. and Mrs. Randall Dyer are „ clafs of fou. n€Xt 
Boston. Mr. Dyer has entered at Warrpn Qrange 
the Lahey Clinic for observation. to near the
A Halloween party was held at Maine tfacks War.
the Community building Monday ren by locomotiw, ,ate Wedn„.
night by Ruth Foster and Barbara day afternoon Waffen fin>
Smith with Mrs Annie Farrell as department was called and soon had 
chaperone. Various games were the b,azc und„ 
played and tasty refreshments
served. Those joining in the festi­
vities were Virginia Farrell, Bertha
Mr and Mrs. Russell Woodman.
Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Adams of
Longmeadow. Mass., are at their 
summer residence "Easter Hill" for 
a few days.
gor visited relatives here recently. ] England hurricane wrought such 
Gwendolyn Eaton. Murray For- ! destruction on every hand. The 
cyth. Dennis Gray ahd Stephen Orange building came through un-
Knowlton passed Sunday night in j scathed, a striking commentary on 
Ellsworth. They attended a Young ' the quality of its construction. The 
Peoples Conference at the Ellsworth building will be used not only dur-
Congregational Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cole are oc­
cupying the Coolen property which 
they recently bought.
Mr. and Mrs. David Murray are 
making their home at Francis Luf­
kin's during the winter.
Ruby Sylvester attended the State 
Teachers Convention in Bangor.
Mrs. Esther Howard and Gladys 
Armstrong dined Sunday at Mr. and 
Mrs. Fred Mercier's.
The Church Aid met Wednesday 
night with Mrs. Arthur Eaton. A
ing the big seven days' Exposition
respectively of Ceres, Pomona and 
Flora. The adjacent anterooms, 
etc-, made the set-up complete, and 
lots of people at the fair who never 
saw the inside of a Grange hall 
lealized that they were actually 
looking at one in the delightful 
miniature.
Grange a Youth Center 
One of the Colorado Granges in
the near vicinity of the city of Den­
ver is Enterprise, No. 25. which is 
proving one of the noteworthy 
youth centers of that entire vicinity 
The membership of Enterprise 
Grange is made up very largely of
each year, but as a meeting place younB who have a thtlvln«
orchestra, several athletic teams,for New England Grange events of' 
varied sort.
Helps The Suffering 
Orion Grange in Vermont re­
cently rendered a great kindness to 
a sick member by staging an enter-
tainment supper and benefit, and as have placed 
a result turned over more than $100
which have won numerous trophies 
ir. contests throughout that section 
of Colorado; while an efficient de­
gree team, several successful dem­
onstrations and exhibits and other 
forms of practical civic projects
In cash to the unfortunate family. 
The same Grange has made cash 
contributions this year to the Edu­
cational Aid Fund of the state, to
Halloween entertainment was en- the New England Orange building.
toward the top among Colorado 
subordinates.
Alaska Grange Leads 
The only Grange in Alaska, 
Northland Pioneer. No. 1, Is making 
a decided success of its co-operative 
"trading post." where large quanti­
ties of meats, hardware, food stuffs 
and clothing are sold and where 
butter and poultry products of the 
Matanuska Valley are assembled 
ior shipment. The cooperative is 
directed by a board of seven mem-
joyed and refreshments were served 
by Mrs. Ethel Eaton and Mrs Lillian 
Eaton.
The Forcyth family is residing for 
the present at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Carl Haskell.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Small of Au­
burn passed last weekend with Mrs. 
Lizzie Small.
Winifred Forcyth has been max­
ing a week's visit with friends in 
Bangor.
At a recent session of the Church 
Aid at the home of Mrs. Ruch 
Perez. Mrs. Vida Sylvester and Mrs. 
Nina Philbrook assisted the hostess 
in serving refreshments.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ratzell were 
supper guests Friday of Mr. and 
Mrs. Arthur Eaton. Mr. and Mrs. 
Ratzell and Mr. and Mrs. Eaton 
dined recently with Mrs. Margaret 
Gray.
Mrs. Mary OTeele went recently 
to Boston after spending the sum­
mer here.
Beverly Dunham celebrated he? 
ninth birthday last Saturday after­
noon by entertaining several friends. 
The room was decorated with jack 
o' lanterns and the tables prettily 
adorned in Halloween colors, favors 
and candles. Jack o' lanterns and 
candles furnished the only light, 
the room having been darkened to 
add to the spirit of the occasion. 
Cup cakes, jello with cream, cookies, 
assorted candies, punch and birth­
day cake were served. Beverly was 
delighted with a variety of lovely 
presents. Thosfe- attending were 
Marjory Haskell, Chhrlotte Hutch­
ins. Frank Pickering, Elaine Mac­
Donald Albert Eaton, Eugene Eaton, 
Barbara Perez, Virginia Billings, 
Vernette Nevels and June Perez.
erected at Springfield. Mass, and to 
the Woodstock Improvement So­
ciety, besides entertaining all chil-
Miss Orilla Starrett
. Funeral services for Miss Orilla
Learned. Janice Wotton. Uis St. SUrre(t who dled Sunday 
Clair. Mary Dyer. Gertrude St. MaIden Maj.s> were held Wednes­
day Merriam Scammon. Josephine at the home of Elbert starre{t. 
Buckminster, Murdoch Smith. Wil- I with L Clarlc offictat-
11am Buckminster. Alvin Perry
Warner St. Clair, Peter Reed. Wil- 1
NORTH HOPE
meet in the Finnish Church at 10 
a. m. Evening service begins at] GROSS NECK
Elroy H. Gross of Bath. N. Y„ and 
Mrs. Eldora Gross passed Sunday 
WEST ROCKPORT , here wlth preaching by the pastor evening at the home of Lincoln 
The local 4-H Club on returning ] Rev. J. W. Hyssong at 7.30. Morn-. Benner In Nobleboro.
from the county contest at New-] lng worship at 9.30 with church' Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of 
school at 10.30. Thomaston visited Sunday with
A group of children met at the Mrs. Condon's parents, Mr. and 
home of Mrs. R. J. Nutt Wednes- 1 Mrs. Melvin Genthner. 
day after school to organize a Chll- j William Thorne is guest of rela- 
drens World Crusade with Miss tives and friends in Massachusetts. 
Blanche Collins as leader. They Mrs. Aaron Nash of West Wal- 
plan to meet once a month during doboro and Mrs. Mertie Booth of
in co-operation with the public ] 7 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Lovejoy of Benton, 
were recent callers at Frank 
Morse's. Mrs. Morse and Mrs. Love-.bers' flve of whom ^present the
castle brought home the second 
prize—a new gavel as the result of 
having second highest rating in 
work cccomplished during the year. 
They have organized for the com­
ing year, many of the members tak­
ing the room improvement project. 
A meeting was held this week with 
Hazel Nutt.
Mrs. Mayme Carroll. Mrs. Albert 
Rhodes, Mrs. Charles Rhodet of 
Rockport and Mrs. J. F. Heal were
the winter. Kaler's Corner were visitors Sunday 
at Alfred Waltz.'
Charles Genthner spent last 
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Dennis 
Mank at the village.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley have 
been visiting their daughter, Mrs. 
Harold McFarland of [New Harbor. 
Mrs. Eldora Gross and Mrs. Alice
ROCKVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jacobs of 
Norway were guests last weekend 
entertained at dinner Tuesday at I of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Perry, 
the home of Mrs A. A. Clark. j Mrs. James L. Tolman has sold 
Mrs Perley and Mrs. Elmer Mer- ! the Gift Cottage at Wildwood, Bal- 
rifield entertained the Tuesday Club Iard Park to William Dalton of Am-
this week. Mrs. Bert Andrews is herst, Mass. Tins cottage was Genthner were guests lately of Mr 
hostess next week. i awarded Mrs. Tolman at attendance and Mrs. Clinton Gross in Dutch
The Mission Circle met with Mrs. prize at the Rockport carnival-re- i Neck.
Amy Nutt Thursday for an all-day gatta last summer. ] Mr. and Mrs. Bert Brazier of
meeting with a New England boiled Earl Petteng'll returned home Friendship were recent callers at
dinner served at noon. White Cross Wednesday from the hospital. Willis Genthner's. 
work was the order of the day. the Mrs. Rinna Andrews has returned i Elroy H. Gross of Bath. N.Y., 
work on surgical dressings being to Tenant's Harbor after spending: are visiting his parents, Mr. and 
completed. ] three weeks with Mrs. Ida Barrows I Mrs. William Gross.
Mr. and Mrs Fred Collins and and Miss Lottie Ewell. Mrs. W. P.1 Jesse Havener of the village was 
daughter Blanche were in Portland Richardson was a caller Wednesday j a caller last Saturday at Melvin
for a few days recently.
Miss Viola Mank has been spend­
ing ten days at her home here and 
with Mrs. Alice Tolman.
Helen and Robert Stevenson of
on Mrs. Barrows who is slowly but Genthner's.
steadily improving. I Mrs. Charles Eugley and Mrs,
Brainerd Thurston made a brief Ralph Eugley were rceent guests of 
stop in the village this week, com- ] Mr. and IMrs. Irvine Genthner of
ing from Houltcn where he has been West Waldoboro.
liam Foster, Robert Learned. James 
Farrell, Robert Margeson, Perry 
Margeson. Neal Farrell Jr., Foster 
Farrell, Thomas Smith and Fred­
die Smith.
Miss Suzanne Perry of Portland 
is visiting at the home of Mrs. 
Florence Dyer.
Richard Ilvonen has returned 
home from Shriners' Hospital, 
Springfield. Mass., much improved 
after a series of operations on his 
leg and foot.
Uno Ilvonen, Donald Wiley and 
Martin Hill are on a hunting trip 
in Millinocket.
Mr. Crouse and family are resid­
ing in Rockland for the winter.
Mrs. A. I. Perry of North Hope is 
visiting at the home of her son Le­
land Perry. Donald Perry and son 
Donald were recent dinner guests at 
the home of Mr. Perry's parents 
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Perry.
Miss Isabelle Bain, R. N., is em­
ployed in Portland.
Helen Ross and mother Mrs. 
Charles Ross motored to Lewiston 
Thursday to visit Edna Ross, a stu­
dent at the Bliss Business School. 
Miss Ross returned home with her 
mother and sister for a weekend 
visit.
Interment was made at River­
view cemetery.
Miss Starrett was born in this 
town, daughter of Alexander and 
Ann (Anderson) Starrett. Until 12 
years ago, she made her home with 
Mr- and Mrs. Elbert Starrett, and 
since then with Mr. and Mrs Joseph 
Cannon in Malden. She had up to 
the last three years, visited relatives 
in this town summers.
She leaves several nephews. El­
bert L. Starrett, Fred A. Starrett, 
Hollis G Starrett, and Ernest G. 
Starrett all of this town. Chester 
E. A. Starrett of Providence and 
one nieoe Mrs. Joseph Cannon of 
Malden. Among those from out 
of town to attend the funeral serv­
ices were Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Can­
non of Malden, Chester Pascal of 
Rockport and William Peyler of 
Camden.
Mr. and Mrs Cannon while here 
were guests of Mr and Mrs. Elbert 
Starrett and returned home Thurs­
day.
The public is cordially invited to 
the C.M.P. Co. cooking schools to 
be run Nov. 9 and 16. in I.O.O.F. 
hall. Union. Food cooked given to 
audience. No admisson. All wel­
come. Come Wednesday at 7.15 
o’clock—adv. 132. 133, 135, 136
Joy were classmates at Castine Nor­
mal School.
Miss Julia Littlefield, a teacher 
in (Rockland, and Miss Margaret 
Culley a teacher in Rockport, made
Grange, It also operates a com­
plete cannery, as well as the town's 
only garage and filling station and 
q cooperative slaughter house. The 
pluck of these Orange members in
a recent visit with a former Castine Alaska-so far removed from any 
Classmate, Mrs. Barbara Perry | Oran8<‘ "neighbors "-has won the 
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Dolliver and'admlratton 01 the entlre 
daughter Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Perry Banllatlon
and daughter were dinner guests i Oregon Leader Dead
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. A. 1.1 Death has claimed a former Mas- 
Perry. Mrs. Perry accompanied j Oregon State Orange tn
them to Owls Head where she will 
spend a few days with her son.
Miss Frances Coose visited last
the passing of George A. Palmiter, 
one of the prominent Grange figures 
oi that state. Mr. Palmiter was
Saturday with Donald and Patricia j s' riefcen suddenly while attending a 
Perry. ] meeting -.of the Orange and death
Misses Ernestine and Audrey ] followed 
Pease were supper guests at E. D j tingly 
Perry's recently. Callers Sunday at ] 'n a Grange 
Perry's were Mr. and Mrs. L. H.' nearly a li 
Perry and daughter Berenice of 
Owl’s Head. Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Bowden and daughter Constance of
Instantly. Flt- 
me to an end 
/. Is he had devoted 
of earnest effort 
and ability building up the
organization "In""his state.
Th$ pasSsfqjf W Mr. Palmiter re- 
Camden and Mr. and Mrs. Donald moves the la$t’ active Past 'Master 
Puller and children. 'Donna and,of the. ^tatik Gnarge tn Oregon. 
Ronald of Searsmont. ] The preseot/M^er. Ray W. Gill,
Visitors Sunday at Valorus Edge- J serving ln ttjikposltion since 1032, 
comb's were Mr. and Mrs. Herbert has recently been reelected for an- 
Butler and daughter Mr. and Mrs.' other two year term and will there- 
Ralph Drink water and daughter, fore be the host to the 72nd iNa-
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Robinson and 
family. *
tional Grange session when it con­
venes at Portland. Nov- 16.
Camden were guests Sunday of Miss working and left the same day for 
Doris Tolman at the home of her Providence.
mother, Alice Tolman. i Rev. and Mrs. Philip Tolman left
Henry Lamson is serving on the Monday for the winter at St. Pet-
traverse Jury this term of court. , ersburg. Fla., stopping until next] 
The monthly union service will be Saturday at Poughkeepsie and
held Sunday night In the church ] Syracuse enroute
CAMDEN 
TeL 2396
Dally $.00-4.30 
Sat $.00-12.00
DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
WARREN 
Tel. 10-4
Evenings and 
weekends
13ens-tf
WE BUY
OLD GOLD
AND SILVER
Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
1 READ THE AM
Grange work in Wyoming is get­
ting a good start and a number of 
The public Is cordially invited to new subordinates have been or- 
the CMP. Co. cooking schools to | ganized since Jan- 1.
be run Nov. 9 and 16, in I.O.OF. 
hall, Union. Food cooked given to 
audience. No admisson. All wel­
come. Come Wednesday at 7.15 
o’clock.—adv.
HOPE
New York easily leads «.ll the 
states ln Grange membership, with 
more than 185,000 dues paid Patrons 
132. 133, .135,136 on fts roll at the present, time
fcvery-Other-Oay Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 5, 1938 Page Five
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
(BY ELEANOR H WETHERBEEl 
Librarian
Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8.30 p. m.
Stalin, like Danton, Robespierre'and 
Napoleon, are trampling on human 
rights ln the name of political exi­
gencies, nationalities, and freedom.
• • • •
In "Philadelphia Folks: Ways and 
Institutions ln and about the 
Quaker City,” by Cornelius Wey- 
gandt (Appleton-Century), we find 
a delightful book which in a large 
measure captures the charm, the 
I distinction, the traditional way of
THOSE NEW REDSHIRTS
Blinded Poor Old Ganders—Fish and Tater 
Dyspepsia Did the Rest
Rachel Field's' ft**1-novel, “AU 1 i,fe that set Philadelphia ofT from 
This, and Heaven Too" went intoan other American cities and give 
publication u a character all its own. A resi- 
,vy advance dent of the Quaker City for all of 
have been his 60-odd years. Mr. Weygandt 
) ; sketches many aspects of Philadel-
! phla—the era of cobbled streets and 
t0 h’r horse cars, of street markets and 
in clapboard cottages, of the Ger­
ty Connor s "Letters tp Children," mantown and Frankford of bygone 
just off Macmillans# press Al-
A combination of new red bowl­
ing uniforms on their enemies and 
too much fish and 'taters was a 
little too much for the Ganders to
a third printing bef 
on Oct. 24. owing to 
orders. 75,000 copii 
printed so far. (Mar
Emily Dickinson's 
small niece. Mattie, a
something that could be both seen 
and heard.
The boys put them on so the 
"Skippers" read across their backs, 
but they stoutly maintain that it
overcome when they lined up [ brought them luck and they will 
against their traditional enemies, 1 make no change till they hit a los- 
the Skippers, last Monday night at. ing streak. The extent of the dam- 
the Cascade Alleys after facing ®«e donc b>' the new uniforms
them across the table for an hour 
or more at "The Shoe.”
It was about 6.30 when those em-
though Mis6 Dickinson was a vlr-
days, of crickets on quiet lawns, of battled bowlers gathered around a
can be readily seen when it Js noted 
that every Skipper won over his 
opponent, but the cases are all 
complicated by the element of the 
fish and taters. One thing was set-
cows roaming through suburbantable festooned with some of the tied by the match however, and 
tual recluse, her niece and nephew lanes> of fireflies on summeT nights, finest of Grimes' salt fish, Irish I that was the wonderful effect upon
were her close companions, and 
> throughout the years kept her ln 
i. touch with the outside world. She
writes:
"Dear Mattle: I am glad it is 
your birthday It Is this little 
'bouquet's birthday, too. It’s father 
ta a very old man by the name of 
Nature, whom you never saw. Be 
Mire to live In vain- I wish I had 
Emily.”
....
of browsing in Leary's and dining potatoes, Joe Calderwood's turnip, a bowler a new uniform has, and 
on terrapin from Trower's and ice and A & (P. onions that ever bust- I after watching this from out the 
cream from Harkinson’s. He de- ed a belt buckle and this with two
scribes in delectable phrases the kinds of pie, some Daisy Dell pud- 
delicacies that have made Phila-dW and that wonderful iH. T.
delphia's cuisine the delight of coffee topped off a meal that was 
gourmets—fried oysters and scrap- supposed to put the Ganders right 
pie, pepper-pot and green-turtle soup on edge. The edge, however, 
cinnamon buns and fruit-cake and seemed to be with the (Skippers for 
countless other dishes He recreates they turned to and gave the Gan- 
for us the buddings and institutions ders the licking of their lives, roll-
that have been engulfed in the tide ing (for them) the amazing total 
of progress The text is admirably of 1384 and swamping the poor o)' 
supplemented by its illustrations—j Goose and his flock by 98 pins, 
most of them reproductions of rare The fish and 'taters may have had 
Burton, author of c'd prints.
Sorrow Built A Bridge." has Just j * * * *
handed in her new manuscript to Margaret Mitchell's famous novel, sweat shirts that the Skippers blos- 
I lier publishers, Longmans. Green "Gone With The Wind," has now somed out In, much to the surprise
Si Co. It is entitled “Paradise Plant- proved what an advantage substan- jand consternation of the Gander- 
ers,” the Story of Brook Farm, and tlal fiction has over light fiction m<n- were the one ^"8 that
deals with the transcendental period Among reports of damage wrought greased the skids for the losers. I Littlefield
ir. New England and the leaders of by the recent hurricane comes thia Oeuc Hall claimed that the new
the Brook Farm experiment. Publi- from a clergyman's wife ln New s^u-ts were one secret that never
“•atlon is expected for early spring. Jersey. Prom a certain bookstore h®d been told, but once they were
• • • • window the glass blew out and with taken out and worn they were no
( During November Longman will it went all the books except ‘Gcrw secret. for if one could not See them
j publish a book that presents unas- with the Wind." Is mde away he would have to be
Among forthcoming books Is “The 
• Flashing Stream: A Play" by 
\ Charles Morgan. (Macmillan)
a a * «
Katherine
corner of his eye, Der Captain 
Grimes will no doubt bring some­
thing forth that will make the Skip­
pers look like blushing violets. If 
the Ganders find that a new flashy 
uniform gets them hot on the alleys 
as well as under the collar the Skip­
pers will be hard put to find any­
thing any brighter than what they 
already have.
Les Dyer was head man in the 
match and the runner up was no 
less than the P. M, who seemed
considerable to do with it. but most1 to have hit his stride at last and 
everybody thought these bright red ' was able to do as well on the alleys 
as he does at the table.
The score-
sailable evidence of one of the 
great crimes of history. It Is called
stone iblind, and If one could not 
hear them at least c city block 
wouldAmong books, many of which are , „•The Rape of Palestine.' and Is' famous best sellers. now being off- awaj ** ould 1,0
written by William B Ziff. In this ered at p^. every <**f Scarlet body t
book Ziff will reveal the unknown volume XuU library size. compiete
history of a Jewish nation, once; and unabridged, printed from large. * 
great; the tragic status of the Jews faslly type on quallty paper, foned 
today, why Palestine was returned ond handsomely bound In specially 
to the Jews in 1918: the sinister selected cloth or in sturdy buckram 
forces behind the Arab rlota; why £tamped ln gold-are noted: 
the Zionist movement faces col-1
white yoke and cuffis, with a big 
S-K-I-P-P-E-R-S" emblaz-
VINAL HAVEN
(landers
Goose Arey 87 96 85—268
ittlefield 84 81 70-235
Grimes 79 95 76—250
Shields .... 82 106 91—279
Sanborn ......... 84 80 90—254
416
Skippers
458 412 1286
"Skip" Arey 96 99 88- 283
Hall .......... 82 81 78—241
Peterson .... 88 89 105—282
Dyer ......... 115 81 95—291
Drew ........ 96 108 83—287
4*n 458 449 1384
entertained the Buddies 
night at their home.
Friday
Mrs. Sadie Robbins was hostess
The Flat Bay 4-H club of West 
Harrington is one of Washington 
county's leading clubs. In the last 
10 years club members have enrolled 
in 360 projects, completed every one, 
and won 41 county championships. 
The club has also received for 10 
years the county banner or plaque 
awarded to the highest scoring club. 
Mrs. Harold Grace is the local 
leader.
• • • •
Operation of an electric fence get­
ting its charge directly from a power 
source ln excess of 15 volts has been I 
made illegal in Wisconsin. A light I 
bulb used as resistance in the cir- , 
cult allows far too much current to 
past through the wire. Even a weak 
electric current may interrupt the 
nervous impulses regulating the 
beating of the heart, bringing death 
in a few seconds. Properly con­
structed fence controller units are 
safe under ordinary conditions.
• • • •
The most comprehensive and 
thorough research ever made into 
income distribution has just been 
reported by the National Resources 
Committee. Here are some of the 
facts it found in examining Ameri­
ca's 128,000,000 consumers in 1935- 
36: Dividing America's families in 
three, the lower third received $8 in 
every $100 In the national Income. | 
the middle third received $23. and 
the upper third got $69; the bottom 
tenth of total family income sup­
ported 62 times as many people as 
the top tenth. The typical family 
had four members, received an ave­
rage income of $25 a week, exclud­
ing those on relief. More than half 
the farm families had incomes un­
der $1,000; three quarters had less 
than $1 500. Eight in 10 families 
with incomes under $1,000 were 
wage earners and farm families.
COMING at you, it looks like a million.Going away, it looks like good for­tune you’ve missed.
A lot of fussy care went into the way it 
looks from the rear—you know, that’s the 
angle from which it’s oftenest seen.
Going or coming, it moves like a honey 
bee about its business. Better look quick 
if you really want to see it—one sudden 
“swo-o-o-sh!” and it's gone!
How about it—is this stunning 1939 Buick 
really as lively as it looks?
^laybc a bullet gets off faster. Maybe 
a rabbit can beat it on the jump or a sky- 
liner lead it from point to point.
But you’ll never want a highway cruiser 
that answers quicker to the green light’s 
“go"—or that with keener relish eats up 
the pleasure-packed miles.
413 more square inches of outlook than 
before.
Other things you’ll like: A gearshift out 
of knee-way. Front wheels that “bank" 
the curves for you. Brakes that stop on a 
dime—and leave nine cents change.
In fine—we think you’ll like all of it— 
from its looks to the way it lives up to 
them. Won’t you try it out—and see?
★ ★ ★ ★
NO OTHER CAR IN THE WORLD 
HAS AU THESE FEATURES
ling.
Cathertine the Great of Russia, by 
Gina Kaus
Old Jules, by Mari Sandoz.
My Country and My People, by
I Lin Yutang.
★★★★
MRS OSCAR C. LANE 
Correspondent
I Write as I Please, by Walter 
lapse; why Jews are barred Irom jxrranty
the Eastern two-thirds of the Jew- j Phantom Crown, by Bertita Hard- 
Ish National Home. etc.
• • • •
Margaret Goldsmith, author of
“Christina of Sweden," "Frederick
the Great" and others, has written1 
a fascinating study of a remarkable 
woman—“Madame de Stael." Here 
Is a portrait of a vital, violent crea- 
ture who lived In a world of national. 
upheaval that bears some semblance I 
to present times. Although Ger­
maine de Stael died in 1817, she.,,,Walker.
belongs to this century. She has, ^thej. gtruck „ „y Evelyn 
the vitality and peregrinating urge: Walfih McLpan
of Eleanor Roosevelt; the sagacity, of a by mwllng
and political power of Madame | Grand Ducheas of Russia 
Chiang Kai-shek; the fluency of Epjc of by Jajnes
speech of Margot Asquith; the Adams
political enthusiasm of Dorothy, the World Heven
P^mP6OnLthe.hUm,anny °f .JanC Years, by the Abbe Children.
Toscanini, by Paul Stefan 
And many others. Talk with your
matte expression of her passions ofL, b^uere about these books.
Greta Garbo. But her genius was! ____________
That bonnet houses a full complement of 
eight cylinders, and Dynaflash cylinders 
at that. All four wheels dance on BuiCoil 
springing of stout spiraled steel; no 
quiver or shiver shakes the luxurious 
body in its flight.
You’ll see the world—lots of it—for this 
sightly Buick now parades the passing 
panorama through windows with up to
* DYNAFIASH VAIVE-IN-HEAD STRAIGHT-EIGHT 
ENGINE * 8UICOII TORQUE-FREE SPRINGING ir 
GREATER VISIBILITY * MANDISHIFT TRANSMISSION 
< ROOMIER UNISTEEL BODY BY FISHEB + TORQUE- 
TUBE DRIVE * TIPTOE HYDRAULIC BRAKES * CROWN 
SPRING CLUTCH * "CATWALK-COOLING” ★ OPTIONAL 
REAR AXLE GEAR RATIOS * FLASH-WAY DIRECTION 
SIGNAL * SELF-BANKING KNEE-ACTION FRONT SPRING­
ING * EASY TO BUY ON GENERAL MOTORS TERMS
NEW HARBOR
Miss Ada Wentworth is spending 
several days with Mrs. Sallie Russell 
at Pemaquid Falls.
Mrs. Inez Gifford and Miss Aro- 
lyn Gilbert underwent tonsil-ade­
noid operations Tuesday at Memo­
rial Hospital, Damariscotta. Mrs. 
Thelma Huntley. R. N. specialed for 
them.
Walter McFarland, son Walter 
with Albert Ward and son Douglas
C. W. HOPKINS. mc
TEL 1000-W
712 MAIN STREET, ’ ROCKLAND, ME.
Wednesday to the Non Eaters Club.
The Christian Endeavor held a 
successful and hilarious Halloween 
j party at Union Church vestry re- 
I cently. The vestry was decorated 
! with com stalks, jack-o-lanteras. 
of | ghosts, black cats, witches andRev, Kenneth Cook, pastor
Union Church, will preach, Sunday I orange and black streamers Games, of Bristol Mills are in the North- 
Man. the Unknown, by Alexis morning on the subject “Life s Un- j stunts and the traditional palmistry «n Woods for a week’s deer hunt-
expected Happenings ' and for the were enjoyed under the direction ing.
Stars Pell on Alabama, by Carl 7 o’clock service “Mastering Ctr-j of Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth Cook Mr. and Mrs. Fred Duplisey were
Oarmer.
Addams; the capacity to enthrall | 
men of Wallis Warfield; the dra-
greater than any woman living to­
day. for Germaine could write books 
that attracted the attention of the 
whole of Europe and make dictators 
and emperors fear or cater to her. 
She was a complex personality. She 
loved her father. Baron Necker. who 
was Minister of Finance under 
Louis XVI. but disliked her am­
bitious mother. She had no mater­
nal instincts, but she had three Ule-
cumstances” Special selections by Refreshments were served.
Mrs. Astor's Horse, by Stanley the choir with organ
ist at the morning service and 
the evening
WEST WASHINGTON
Friendship visitors Sunday.
The Junior Epworth League re- \ Mr. and Mrs. M. F. McFarland 
cently enjoyed a Halloween mas- and son Stanton were callers Sun.,' 
querade party at Union Church j day on relatives in Cushing, 
vestry. The parade of ghosts. Miss Pauline Eugley of West Wal- j 
1 A gratifying sum was netted Jrom ’itches, clowns, gypsies and other doboro is visiting her sister Mrs. 
the supper sponsored by Union i traditional characters, in the dimly Harold McFarland.
tn the tishted room was an eerie sight. A \ Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kelsey and ]choir, Thursday
The Dairy 'Herds
Showing Fine Progress Be­
ing Made Through Im­
provement Association
Church 
vestry.
L. Carver Relief Ccrps met Tues­
day night and partook of supper 
with Rebecca Arey. Blanch Kit­
tredge and Cora Peterson as house­
keepers. Beano featured the enter­
tainment, which followed the cerc-
_____  J monies.
Mrs. Addie Jones and Mrs. Annie Miss Margaret Lowe returned 
Day of Thomaston visited Mrs. Cora Wednesday from a few days busi- 
Deering last weekend. ness U1P in Rockland.
Mr. and Mre. Perley Brooker and Mother and Daughter Club was 
son William, Mrs. Mae Brooker. Roy entertained Monday night by Mrs. 
Brooker were callers Sunday on Mr Nellie Nicherson at her home. First 
and Mrs. Alton Wellman. I honors at cards went to Miss Beu- j
tense moment came when all lights daughter Carolyn were visitors Sun- i 
suddenly went out and two white day at Willis Gilbert's, 
clad ghosts emerged moaning and Mrs. Laura Long of Natick. Mass, 
groaning from the parlors. Fast has employment as nurse at Harold , 
moving, rollicking games made the Wotton's.
evening pass very quickly. Refresh-! Mrs. Minot Little and infant 
ments were served by Mrs. Helen daughter Claire returned Tuesday 
Webb and Pauline Smith. Rev. and 1 from the Memorial Hospital. Dam- 
Mrs Kenneth Cook were in charge arlscotta.
of the games. All Junior League 
members voted it a grand evening 
and are looking forward to the next 
social.
Dr. Stratton will be as his Vinal
1. . .1 Haven office from the arrival of
Miss Oeorgie Hibbert visited Sun- lah Gilchrist, second to Miss Muriel, bogt Monday |p m Nov 7_
until its departure Wednesday 
morning.—adv.
day with her parents Mr. and Mrs., Chllles. 
gitimate children by various 'lovers Hibbert [ Miss Elizabeth Gray, was home
In her middle years she favored I and Herbert Clark and! Thursday from Rockland for over­
young men. and married Bn Italian cholf frwn Jefferson ^ned Sunday r.ight.
of 23. Comte de Rocca. when she on Mrg Ltoje Wfllman on thek 
was nearly 50 She dedicated her. wgy home from Unjon ftt
youth to tMe rights of man. but she | uberty flnd gang £Qme Qf hef
cared more for human liberty than favome hymns Qther fecent ca],_ 
for any form of government. Her w6 Qn Mrg We]lman were Mr and 
great ambition was to subjugate Mrg (pnetcher and of Auguste 
political men and Impress upon Mrg chester Chuholm and Mary keepers who will serve the supper 
them the ascendanc) of her ideas. grads[rect of Camden. Mrs. Carrie at 530 are Mary’ Duncan. Ada Creed 
Napoleon naturally despised her. He Qf Berwick Mr and Mrs 1 and Estelle Brown. Auxiliary mem-
could not stand a woman of brains. I Stcvellson and Mrs Ida Hat<:h of >*rs will take yam for the afghan, 
So this biography is very timely to- j Washingfcon j prepared to crochet or sew on the
Mrs. Amelia Babb has been serv- quilt, 
lng on the grand jury in Rockland 1 At Nie special town meeting held 
this week
day when Mutsolini. Hitler, and I
John Phillips has returned from 
Bucksport where 'he was called by 
illness of his father.
The first meeting in the new 
American Legion Home will be held 
Nov. HO by the Auxiliary House-
A CEMETERY SUGGESTION
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The city of Calais, with assistance 
from WF.A. funds is to improve the 
condition of a cemetery.
We have need of some such im­
provement at the Sea View ceme­
tery. Various agencies at some 
time or other, have attempted
A song service will be held Tues 
day night at Mre. Annie Fossett's. | 
Rev. and Mrs. Hamilton of Dam­
ariscotta will have charge of the 
service.
Favorable reports are heard from 
Mrs. Eva Thompson who underwent 
a surgical operation recently at 
the Baptist Hospital in Boston.
George Young of Boston and Mr. 
and Mre. C. J. Ives of Connecticut 
spent last weekend with Mr. and 
Mre. Standish Young at "Standish 
Camp."
Mr. and Mrs. 'Rudolph Shea of 
Waterville were in town Sunday and 
called on friends.
Dr. and Mre. Charles Helah and 
friends of Bath spent Sunday at 
their cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Ross and
GRIPPED BY 
MISERY CF A
SORE THROAT!
I DU f TO A CO ID )
, when seeking W P.A.
Thursday night in Memoi ial hall it, b^aj> this in mind.
something in this direction, but I a party of friends from Springfield, 
lack of funds has been a handicap, j Mass., spent the weekend at the 
I think it would not be a bad idea , Ross cottage.
projects to | Congratulations are extended Mr.
* levies down-bav brtiw-
, nX?-wfc«re y0U
" n*n TONIGHT-mas-
sage throat, chest and 
zv W'- AY back with VapoRub. 
I 11 11Its poultice-vapor ac-
II' ill " 11 tlon loosens phlegm- 
clears alr-passages-eases cougb- 
lng-relleves local congestion.
This J-STIP METHOD is one of the
proved ways of using VapoRub 
that have made it a family stand- 
by IB more
homes than all
Visitors Sunday at the home of was voted to sponsor the W.P.A 
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Turner were project.
Mr. and Mre. Frank Sheeney of, Mrs. Keith Carver who has been 
Ohelsea, and Miss Frances Marr. I guest of Miss Nathalie Smith in Au- 
Miss Alberta Swett visited her susta returned home Wednesday, 
parents last weekend. ) Mrs. Florence Gross, returned I
Mrs. Walter Ware and daughter Monday from Lewiston-
of Chelsea were guests last weekend Alexander Christie entertained a 1 
of her grandmother Mrs Lottie group of seven Tuesday night at a 1 
Bowman. I rtag party at Ledge Lodge. Lunch I
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman and was served.
daughter Elsie and Mrs. Maud' Edgar H. Bradstreet returned | 
Woodbury of Jefferson were busi- ' Wednesday from Rockland where he ,
Duncan reads this. He has been 
interested in the Sea View situation 
during the past and may be inter­
ested.
L. P. Newbert
I hope Oscar ; and Mrs. Unwood Hanna (Elizabeth
ness callers Tuesday ln Fairfield. 
Mr. and Mrs. “Teddy” Weaver
moved Monday to their new home 
in Jefferson.
WASHINGTON
Vinal Haven & Rockland 
Steamboat Company 
ROCKLAND
Service To:
VINAL HAVEN. NORTH HAVEN 
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT, 
SWAN'S ISLAND AND 
FRENCHBORO
WINTER SERVICE 
Effective Tuesday, Oct. 11 
(Subject to change without notice)
served on grand jury 
Mrs. Langtry Smith and nephew
Clarence Conway, returned Thurs­
day from Rockland.
An Armistice Ball sponsored by 1 
the American Legion and Auxiliary 
will be held Nov. 11 at Memorial
The public is cordially invited to hall. There will be an entertatn- 
the CMP. Co. cooking schools to "rent and a prize will be awarded 
be run Nov. 9 and 16. in I.O.OF. j The orchestra will consist of Lou 
hall. Union. Food cooked given to J Mcrrithero. drums and traps. Ola 
audience. No admisson. All wel­
come. Come Wednesday at 7.15 
o'clock—adv. 132. 133, 135. 136
Ames, piano; B^ioe Grindle and 
Leon Arey Saxophones.
Mr and Mrs Ambrose Peterson'
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down Read Up
A. M. P. M.
5.30 Ly. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Ly. Stonington, Ar. 4.40
7.30 Ly. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
8.15 Ly. Vinal Haven, Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland, Ly. 1.30
122-tf
During the last two years mem­
bership ln dairy herd improve­
ment associations in the United 
States has increased more than 8000 
and more than 150,000 additional 
cows have been placed on test. At 
present more than 560,000 cows are 
being tested in dairy herd improve­
ment associations according to a re­
port received by R. F Talbot, ex­
tension dairy specialist of the Uni­
versity of Maine.
Farmers in the associations co­
operating with the agricultural col­
leges and the U. 8. Department of 
Agriculture, are proving dairy her-1, 
sires at the rate of about 1.000 a 
year, says Dr. J. F. Kendrick, in 
charge of dairy herd improvement 
work with the department.
During the last 10 years associa­
tion members have improved the 
producing efficiency of their dairy 
herds until now the average yearly 
butterfat production of association 
cows is approximately 30 pounds 
more than it was a decade ago. ,
This increase in production, 
brought about by culling poor pro­
ducers and by better selection of 
dairy sires as result of testing, brings 
association members an additional | 
income of about $8,000,000 a year, 1 
according to prices reported by as­
sociation members.
Weeks of Bristol Mills) on their 
recent marriage. The young couple 
are house keeping in Mrs. Beulah 
Hanna's house for the winter. Mr. 
Hanna plans to build a new house.
Mrs. Walter McFarland is visiting 
for a week In Portland as guest of 
her sister Mrs. Leon Libby.
Carl Gifford has employment for 
the winter ln Portland.
MARTINSVILLE
In the Baptist Church on the 
Ridge at 1030 Sunday morning, 
there will be worship service. The 
pastor wlll speak from the topic 
“The Godly Man. his Prayer." The 
Sunday School will convene at 
11.30; evening service at 7 p. m. 
This Is a time for spiritual fellow­
ship in song and message. The 
topic of the evening sermon will be 
"A Seeker.'1 The prayer meeting 
of the church will be Wednesday at 
7 p. m. The Guild Girls will meet 
in the parsonage Tuesday at 4.
WERE ALL BUTLERS
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:— 
l Every cat has his day, and ax 
stories regarding them seem to be 
popular, I shall tell one:
A little girl named Ruth Butler 
was calling at my home. I had 
i two beautiful angora cats; one was 
j yellow, the other, black and white.
Ruth was admiring them. Point­
ing to the yellow cat, She said, 
"What Is his name?" I told her 
"Tunny Buttons.' She then pointed
to the black cat and said, “‘What is 
his name?''
I replied, “His name Is Buster.” 
She looked serious a second, Nhen 
asked, "Buster what?"
I Understanding what was in her 
mind, I answered. "Buttons. Bus- 
’ tei Buttons."
I She still looked serious and after 
1 thinking it over, said, “Well, whit 
seems queer to me is that we have 
' just got four new kittens at my 
house, but they are all Butlers."
Mrs. John H. Andrews 
Rockport. Nov. 1
H-0-L-L-Y-W-0-0-D-’-S 
R-A-D-I-0 R-O-U-N-D-E-R
By Chuck Cochard
Hollywood,—Have you ever 
stopped to realize how Important the 
make-up department is in the suc­
cess of your favorite motion pic­
tures? And make-up is becoming 
even more important with the ad­
vent of color pictures.
Movie stars have to arrive at their 
studios hours before the actual Aim­
ing is scheduled to take place just 
to give the make-up man ample 
time to complete his very impor­
tant work.
The most important part of Paul 
Muni's screen work Is his grand 
make-up. It is estimated that he 
spends an average of 250 hours In 
the make-up chair before a camera 
starts turning.
The late Lon Chaney was known 
to spend as many as flve hours ln the 
make-up chair before starting 
work. Even the late Warner Oland 
spent hours getting made up for hi* 
Chinese character role. 8idney To­
ler, the man who has been chosen 
to succeed In Chan's role, will spend 
hours getting made-up.
And now with color pictures every 
person In the cast must be brilliant­
ly made-up. This takes hours of 
time before the actual filming can 
start.
Whether on the screen or off 
make-up is an important factor in 
the life of the woman.
• • • •
Ray Milland will be co-starred 
with Isa Miranda In "Hotel Im­
perial" and Don Ameche will play 
opposite Claudette Colbert in "Mid­
night" . . . MGM wlll finally bring 
that famous child-story "The Wiz­
ard of Oz" to the screen as a musi­
cal spectacle starring Frank Morgan 
as the Wizard, Judy Garland as the 
heroine and Ray Bolger. Buddy Eb- 
sen. Bert Lahr, Billie Burke in leari- 
! ing parts . . . The cameras have at 
last started turning on “Idiots De- 
| light" with Clark Gable and Norma 
Shearer . . . Wendy Barrie has been 
signed for top feminine lead oppo­
site Victor McLaglen and Chester 
Morris in “Pacific Liner" . . . Anne 
Shirley’s next will be "The Pure In 
Mind."
Edward Arnold has been chosen 
for the title role in "Tlie Life of En­
rico Caruso” the story of the great 
Italian tenor. The original phono­
graph recordings of the late Caruso 
will be dubbed in as that of Arnold's 
voice in the singing sequences . . . 
That rift between George Raft and 
Virginia Peine looks as if it is the
+ + f +
+ +
real thing this time . . . Even actors 
have to punch a clock ln the studio 
today.
• • • •
Fernand Gravet, The Continental 
Screen Star, was born on Christmas 
morning of 1908 in Belgium, edu­
cated tn England and then selected 
France as his permanent residence 
. .. Became a French soldier in the 
last war when (Berman armies 
destroyed his home in Belgium . . . 
Lovellfe: Married his stage co-star 
Jane Renojardt . . . Sidelites: Gra­
vet stands 5 feet 11 inches tall, has 
dark hair and brown eyes, weighs 
145 pounds . . . First American pic­
ture was “The King and the Chorus 
Girl" . . . Latest is the musical “Tlie 
Oreal Waltz" ln which he co-star^ 
with Lulse Rainer.
8 • • •
“Angels With Dirty Faces" co- 
starring Pat OBrien and James 
Cagney with Humphrey Bogart. Ann 
Sheridan. Oeorge Bancroft, and th" 
"Dead End Kids" is the best picture 
this pair has ever made. Here is a 
picture that packs a punch. Back 
to the days of gangsters and rack­
eteers, but done with an entirely dif­
ferent angle. The cast Is perfect. 
Be sure and see It. A 3 Star-Lite 
picture.
"Men With Wings" brings to the 
screen this first all-color aviation 
picture w.th Fred MacMurray. Rav 
MUland. Louise Campbell. Andy De- 
vine, and Lynne Overman It 
traces the history of aviation from 
the time of the Wright brothers up 
until 1935. It is the story of two 
men and a girl who pioneer in avia­
tion after the girl's father is killed 
In an experimental flight. A 3 
Star-Llte film.
• 8 • «
James Cagney turns cowboy 
crooner for his next "Oklahoma 
Kid" accompanying himself on a 
guitar. He will sing two numbers, 
one tn English and one in Spanish 
. . . 20th Century-Fox will make the 
story of Abraham Lincoln's early 
days in Illinois in a picture called 
“Lawyer of the West" . . . Latest 
Dick Powell is “Always Leave Them 
Laughing . . "Gone With the 
Wind" will definitely start Jan. 5.
MODERN WOMEN
Need Not Suffer monthly pain and delay due to 
rolda,nervoua strain, exposure or aunilar caueee. 
Chi-ehee-tere Diamond Brand Pilla are effective, 
reliable and give Quick Relief. Sold by 
all druggists foroverSOycars. Ask for ,
nnnnrrraj
“THE DIAMOND^f RAAND”
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THOMASTON 
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.SHIRLEY T WILLIAMS 
Correspondent 
Tel. 190
to the Thursday Club this week, this town. She was bom in Port
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Crle are re­
siding temporarily at the Campbell 
bungalow on Beechwood street, hav­
ing sold their home place to Mr. and 
Mrs. Orrin Treat, of Tyngsboro,
'Prizes were awarded in this order-: 
Mrs. Orvel F. Williams, Mrs. Enoch 
M. Clark, and Mrs. Forest W. Stone 
The club is to meet next week with 
i Mrs- Frank Grant.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights 
are moving today into their re­
cently bought home the William 
Burkett place on Fluker street. They 
are accompanied by Mr. and Mrs 
Charles Knights, who are also to 
live there.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Wolf went
, yesterday to Pennsylvania for a
Mass, who are expected to take pos-^ dflys, trip among other
session immediately.
Capt. and Mrs. E. W. Freeman 
ol Rockland, entertained at a fam­
ily dinner party Thursday night, in 
observance of the birthday anniver­
sary of their daughter. Mrs. J. Rus­
sell Davs-
Tlie Pathfinders of tlie Federated 
Cnurch are to meet at the Metho­
dist vestry Sunday at 2 30.
Mrs. William G. Stover and Mrs. 
Irville Cheney of Monmouth, and 
Mrs. Edith Clark of Boston were 
pJl-day guests Thursday of Mrs. J. 
Russell Davis.
A public supper will be served at 
the St. John's parish hall Wednes­
day at 5.30.
Edward T. Dornan returned from 
North Haven yesterday, after 
spending the previous two days 
there on business
Joan Slader, daughter of Mr and 
Mrs. Chester Slader. was hostess 
to a number of young friends 
Thursday afternoon on the occasion 
of her fifth birthday. The young 
guests enjoyed a showing of mov­
ing pictures, provided by Miss Jane 
Miller, following which refresh­
ments with table decorations of pink 
and rose were served. There were 
present Jean and Marjorie Cushing, 
Constance Knights, Helen Lynch, 
Jean Elliot. Mary J Lakemon, Jean 
Newcombe. Sylvia Davis, Sally Gil- 
chrest, Jean Williams, Virginia 
Pease, Gertrude Hanley, Eleanor 
and Frank Shields, Arthur J Elliot 
3d. Mrs. Edward Newcombe and
places their former home.
Edward OB. Burgess left this 
morning to spend the winter with: 
his daughter and wn-in-laW Mr | 
and Mrs. Norman Wolf at Cocoa. I 
Fla.
A Schick Test Clinic is to be held 
Tuesday and Wednesday at 2 30 at 
the Selectmen's rooms for those | 
children who hod the diphtheria ; 
toxoid last May The school physi- j 
cian Dr. Curtis and Town nurse 
Mrs. Flint will be in attendance.
The Contract Club met Friday 
afternoon with Mrs George New- 
bert in Warren with three tables.
Clyde Oct. 05, 11910. and spent her 
early childhood in that town before 
removing here.
The body will arrive Saturday 
afternoon and funeral services are 
to be held at the Davis Chapel Sun­
day at 230.
Besides her husband, Arshak 
Semarjian and two sons. Dean 
Francis and John Arshak, the near 
relatives surviving are her father. 
Capt. Enos Verge, a sister Mrs. j 
Evelyn Moody, and two brothers. 
Woodrow Verge and Enos Verge Jr. 
Interment will be in Roadside 
cemetery at Friendship.
THOMASTON BOWLING 
Tram Standing
W ■L.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
—AT—
CAMDEN
As collected by our correspondent, 
GILBERT HARMON 
Telephone, Camden 713
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Talbot left i first meeting of the year at the 
Friday for Forest Hills, Ga., where ! home of Mrs. C. W. Babb. Nov. 7,
they will spend the winter.
Mrs. Alex Gillmore entertained
her bridge club Thursday night. 
Those present were Mrs. Harry 
Tounge. Jr., Mrs. Donald Rollins,
with Mrs. Lucille Hary as hostess. 
Freeman-Herrick Auxiliary will
meet Monday at the Legion hall 
Supper wil lbe served at 6 o’clock 
under the direction of Mrs. Carrie
Mrs Orman Goodwin. Mrs. Charles i Higgins and Mrs. Doris Hastings.
SPRUCE HEAD SCHOOL
r.ard Spear, second Miss Lucy A 
Rokes and third Mrs. Arthur J 
Elliot. Mrs. Charles Shorey is to be patjUin 
the hostess next week.
Mrs. (W. B. D. Gray. Mrs E. T 
Dornan and Mrs. Joseph Emery of 
Rockland received the thrill of 
their lives Friday afternoon, when,' Lynch
One moose alone would provide quite
Pirates ................. 12
Cubs .................... 10
Reds .................... 7
Giants .......   7
High individual total, Davis, 514 
High single string. Davis. 122 
team total. Pirates. 2370.
Individual Record
Games PF. Ave.
Davis ....... ......... 15 1477 98 5
Robbins .... ......... 15 1473 98.2
Young ......... 15 1456 97.2
F Black ......... 10 970 97 0
Smalley f.. .......... 1» 1445 96 3
Paquin ......... 15 1425 95.0
Grover .... ....... 15 1416 94 4
Felt ......... ......... 15 1388 92.5
Elliot ....... ........ 15 1378 919
Dana ....... ......... 15 1373 91 5
Lynch ..... ......... 15 1370 91.3
Stetson ... ........ 15 1369 91.3
Newbert ... ......... 16 909 909
Hastings . ......... 10 907 907
Matches this week--Tuesday Pi-
Babb. Jr., Mrs. Willis Monroe. Mrs. 
Floyd Maynard. Mrs. (Bradford Bur­
gess and Mrs. Roger McCobb. 
Orman Goodwin is having a
High J week's vacation from his duties at 
the First National Store.
Donald Rollins, Jr., celebrated his 
first birthday Thursday by enter­
taining at his home. George Gill- 
more. Sandra Goodwin, Julia Spear, 
Charles Babb and Nancy Harmon.
Public schools are observing 
American Education Week Nov. 7-10
The pupils of the Seal Harbor 
School gave a Halloween party at 
community hall Monday night. To 
add to the gayety of the party, most 
of the people were in costume. The 
entertainment was made up of
games and dancing.u
Tile Lever frothers Co. of Cam­
bridge. Mass., gave the school Life­
buoy Healtii charts and soap.
Miss McKnight visited our school 
Tuesday.
Our teacher, Miss Holbrook, 
treated us with corncakes Halloween 
afternoon.
Miss Holbrook accompanied Wal­
ter Drinkwater and Seth Batty to 
Waterman's Beach Tuesday to get 
sand for the sand table.
Tlie spelling honor roll for the 
week contains the following names: 
Cecil, Margaret and Jean Elwell and 
Seth Batty.
Chester Colby. Editor
In Everybody’s Column
Advertisement* In thl* column not 
to exceed three ltnee Inserted once fn* 
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad­
ditional lines five cents etch for one 
time 10 cents for three times. Biz 
small words to a line.
TO LET 4«•t
FURNISHED apt. to let, 3 rooms, 
toilet; unfurnished apt, 4 rooms, bath. 
12 Knox St., TEL. 156-W 131-tf
: LOST AND FOUND
-------------------------
, RESTAURANT, fully equipped w th 
three room furnished apartment for 
♦ >8 week First class condition; Baroer 
shop, first class condition, fully 
equipped. *4 week V. F. STUDLEY. 
Tel. 1154 or 330. 133-tf
BROWN zipper pocketbook lost Sat 
urday Reward. DAVID ANDERSON. 
29 Lisle St.. Tel 110. 131*133
MODERN nicely furnished front 
room to let^wann and comfortable. 
CALL al 20 or 30 Masonic St 131-133
I MISCELLANEOUS
■i
« 
4
- w
GEORGE Jones. Medium. 17 Lindsey 
St TEL 973-M Readings dally 5Oc
131*133
SMALL furnished house to let at 
Spruce Head near salt water: new 
garage. Ideal for cottage, through fall 
months or as vear-around home; rent 
reasonable, CALL 793-W._________106-tf
TWO furnished rooms to let rea­
sonable.- 23 Cfcdar St., TEL. 1148-J 
__________________ , 133*135
was quite exciting. Game certainly : Giants 2 
is plentiful in Maine.
Edwin Anderson is proudly dis­
playing a good sized buck which 
he shot during a hunting trip Fri­
day.
TALK OF THE TOWN
In The Churches
St. James Catholic Cnurch. Mass 
at 9 a. tn.
Mrs. George F. Davis, ol this town ®t" Johns Church 9 30 a . m. Ho.y
and Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Lymbumer Ewharist. 5 p. m Evensong. Friday 
of Rockland and Mrs. Harry Slader 1 Nov. 11 u"tU he observe! as Day cf 
of Cushing. ' Intercession beginning at 8 a. m
Mr. and Mrs Arthur McDonald closing al 4 p. m. St. Deorges 
went to Brunswick today to attend ] Cnurch Long Cove. 7.45 a. m. Holy
Mrs. Gertrude Saville Parker yes­
terday received a most satisfying 
telegram, conveying to her the in­
formation that she was the win­
ner of the Crisco radio contest, the 
prize being $1200. Mrs. Parker 
bought the Crisco from Perry's 
Market which means some member 
of Perry's staff will receive an ad-
the Bowdoin-Maine football game. ! Euinanst.
following which Mrs. McDonald will ^t the Baptist Church Sunday, 
proceed to New York for an indefi- ®*hle School at 9.45. Morning wor-
: ship at 11 with Rev
"Too Hot to Handle" with Clark 
Gable and My ma Loy is at the 
Comique Theatre Sunday and Mon­
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith went 
Friday to Boston. Mrs. Smith will
remain for a week visiting relatives ‘ ler. Marion Knight, Phyllis Leach.
and Mr Smith will return today.
• • • •
Frances Nuccio, Bertha Packard, 
Ruth Reed, Gwendolyn Tedford, 
and Marie Young.
If you have read the high school 
notes you might be interested to
Mias Ruth M. .Tewksbury
Miss Ruth Morrison Tewksbury.
23, died Wednesday morning fol­
lowing an illness of a few weeks j learn that they have been written 
The aim of Education Week is to She was born in this town, daughter hy members of the junior and senior
give to those interested in the! of John L. and Evelyn <Morrison) ' classes under the guidance of Miss 
schools an opportunity to become j Tewksbury, was graduated from Hester Ordway. This enables those 
better acquainted with what they ’ Camden High School in the class students who are particularly tal- 
are trying to accomplish. Regular | of 1933 and was a member of Sea- 
school work will be carried on dur- I side Chapter. OES
ing the week. All parents are in-' Besides her parents, she leaves an their English work, 
vited to visit the kindergarten aunt. Mrs. Charles Warner Jones 
class Nov. 9 at the Brick building in ( of Jersey City. N. J.
the forenoon and the Elm street J Funeral services will be conducted j 
building in the afternoon. Parents at the home. 36 Pearl street. Satur- 
are invited Co visit Grades 1 to 5 day at 2 o'clock. Rev Ashley A
A reward of 825 Is offered for con­
viction of person who smashed the 
sign on ir»v Head-of-the-Bay property. 
M C. PH1LBROOK_______________ 132*134
AFTER this date I ’Will pay no bills 
contracted by Rosmond E Sullivan. 
DANIEL SULLIVAN, city. Nov. 4. 1938
135*137
MEN old at 40! Oet Pep. New Ostrex 
Tonic Tahleis contain raw oyster In- 
vigorators and other stimulants. One 
dose starts new pep Value 81 00 Call 
write C H MOOR * CO
131*139*143*148
YARN8 for rugs and hand knitting. 
Semples and knitting directions free, 
H A BARTLETT. Harmony. Me. 128-139
LADIES--Reliable hair goods at Rock­
land Hair Store. 24 Sim St. Mall orders 
solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
131-tf
day Ito day from the 18th day of said 
October The following matters hav­
ing been presented for the action 
thereupon hereinafter Indicated lt Is 
hereby ORDERED
FOUR-roorn apartment to let. heated, 
hot water furnished nt 15 Summer 8t. 
Call MRS FROST, 318 W. 132-tf
THREE-room, lurnished apartment 
to let at 49 Brewster St. TEL. 37-W 
______________ L"*c___________________ 132-134
SMALL apartment to let completely 
furnished, lights, water, garage, 816. 
122 CAM I1KN ST., city 132*134
RENT at 18*"Svads^vorth St.. Thomas' 
ton. Apply on premises or write H. 
SIMMONS. Friendship 132*134
LIGHT housekeeping apt to let. 3 
rooms, modern. MINNIE MILES. 31 
Ocean St 1.30-133
FURNISHED apartment to let at 111 
Pleasant St. Large bed room, kitchen, 
pantry, flush toilet with portable bath 
tub. For further Information, TE., 
489 R. 129-tf ,
FURNISHED apartments to let. heat­
ed and unheated. 83.50-86 week. V F.. 
STUDLEY 77 Park St Tel 330. or 283] 
Main St . Tel. 1154 128-tf J
HOUSE to let. 37 KNOX St. Thom-J
aston—Lower tenement. 5 rooms and! 
hath: upper tenement^ 5 rooms andJ 
bath Inquire of ROCKLAND SAV-J 
INQS BANK. 123-tfJ
. w . « I FURNISHED apartment to let at 17
That notice thereof be given to all warren St. Inquire at 11 JAMES ST.
ented In journalism to have some S" Ufis ‘orter’to' ^bfishV threj ———----------------- -------.-iai'lrf'
weeks successively in The Courler-Ga- UPSTAIRS apt. with hath to let. In-rett/a neSTpaper published at Rock Quire 12 KNOX ST Tel. 156-W. 131-tf 
land In said County, that they may] MODERN apartment to let OVER-., 
appear at a Probate Court to be held NESS SARKESIAN, 157 Talbot Ave. 
at said Rockland on the 15th day of Tel 568-W ]07*109-tf4
November A. D 1938 at nine o'clock ' —, ,,------------------ - -------------------------’
In the forenoon, and be heard thereon ' STORE, fully equipped with fixtures 
If they see cause. Sl1,° three room apartment in rear- -
ISORA J BABBIDOE. late of Rock- toilet, lights, water, shed and small
land, deceased WU1 and Petition lor cellar, both completely furnished. Two
Probate thereof, asking that the same eight foot plate glass windows. Fine
may be proved and allowed and that Place for large or small business, at 86
practical experiences in this field of
SOUTH THOMASTON
The pastor. Rev. N F Atwood, 
will be at the Methodist Church 
Wednesday. In the other grades Smith. D. D„ of Bangor officiating. Sunday at 920 and will administer 
the invitatiton is extended to visit Burial will be In thte Mountain the sacrament of the Lord's Supper. I 
on any day of the week. Street cemetery. Sunday evening at 7 the Choir and 1
The Brownies enjoyed a Hal-1 • • * • Epworth League of the Rockport
loween Party Monday at the home High School Notes j church will be in attendance at the
of Mrs Wysong. Obstacle races The majority of seniors have re- church here. Epworth League mem- 
ceived their class rings, which from bers will repeat the religious play 
all appearances, are extremely sat- which they gave recently at the Cir- 
isfactory. 1 cuit E. Lj program in Rockport, en-
Everyone is lookig forward to that titled ‘The Only Day I Have." The 
suspension of activities known fa­
miliarly as exam week. Coming in 
the week following Teachers' Con-
and potato races were held. Tlie 
girls will meet next Monday and 
hereafter the boys will meet Fri­
day. Next Friday being Armistice 
Day. the meeting will be held at 2 
o'clock. The meeting will not be 
held if it is stormy. The groups
ditional prize. The Vic and Sade haye been djvided because of the ' vention, it should be an easy victory
program was the basis of the con- j ,________ ___ I
test.
choir will furnish several numbers 
of special music, in a program simi­
lar to that given Oct. 2. The public 
is invited to attend these services.
Letters Testamentary issue to Helen 
B Emmons of Warren, she being the 
Executrix named in said Will, without 
bond.
FREEMAN J. PERRY, late of Rock­
land. deceased. WU1 and Petition for 
Probate thereof, asking that the same 
may be proved and allowed and that 
Letters Testamentary Issue to Robert 
L. Dunbar of Rockland, he being the 
Executor named in said Will, with 
bond. _____
OLIVE SHEERER. late of Tenant- 
Haibor. deceased Will and Petition 
for Probate thereof, asking that the 
seme may be proved ana allowed and 
that Letters Testamentary Issue to Wll
week V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St., 
Tel 1154 or 330. 131-tf
ROOMS to let. Apply at MRS. FLORA 
COLLINS, 15 Grove St. 131-tf
FOUR room apartment to let. all
modern. Apply at CAMDEN and' 
ROCKLAND WATER CO., Tel. 634
118-tt
• M
« ♦WANTED
____________________________ _______ ___ _____ I want to renr. on or near Main St.
Ham E Sheerer oi~Tenants Harbor."he SIr-a11 sarage suitable lor Radiator Shop 
being the Executor named ,in said Will, i oe would consider house with barn or
garage connected ROCKLAND RADI­
ATOR WORKS. 70 Park St. 132*134
Mrs. Benjamin Lourie of New Ha- 
H. S. Kilborn ] ven. Conn., a member of the Na-nifce visit.
At the meeting of the Parent- lhe minister The music jvlll include tional Board of Hadassah. Women s 
Teacher Association to be held IXIens' voices "The Dawn of God's Zionist Organization of America 
Thursday* at the High School Audi- tJcar Sabbath (Berwaldi, Alfred ] since 1937, will be the principal
tcrium. the program is to consist M strout- William J White Byron speaker at the Rockland Jewish
o* evening school, in which classes Kncwleton, Edward Newcombe, Synagogue vestry Nov. 15 at 2 
of tlie fifth, sixth, seventh and Raymond K Greene and Edward' o'clock, it was announced by Mrs
eighth grades will participate 'rhurston and "The Wayside Cross Joseph Dondis. president of the lo-
Classes are to be conducted in the 'Palmer), Mr. Greene incidental ! cal Chapter of Hadassah. Mrs.
usual manner, and thus is provided Christian Endeavor at 6 p. m. Lourie was born in 'New York city,
nil opportunity to visit school and Union service at Methcdist Church When a little girl, her family moved
attend the Parent Teachers' meet- ] observance of Armistice Day. j to Boston, where she received her
at 7 p m.. the speaker to be Rev.
Dr. John Smith Lowe, of the Uni- 
! versalist Church of Rockland.
Federated Church. Sunday School 
at 9.45. Morning worship at 11,
the Union Service for Arm 1st ice lhe subject of the sermon to he i Everett (Mass.) Chapter of Hadas 
Day Auxiliary members are to meet Whom Having Not Seen, We Love, i yah. She was president of New Ha- 
] The anthem. “I Will give Thee
Rest" 'Lighthilli The Epworth 
also be at the Methodist Church wU1 meet it 6 p. m and dent of Connecticut Region of
at 6 45 to attend this service Boy Union service will be held in Metho- Hadassah. Mrs. Lourie is thorough- 
Scouts who have uniforms will wea, ^ist Church at 7 in observance of ly steeped in Zionest ideology and 
them and meet at the Legion rooms Armistice Day. the Rev Dr. John, brings a message of real value to the 
gyjQ Smith Lowe, of the Universalist people she addresses.
Henry Hastings, son of Mr. and Church of Rockland to be the -------------------
Mrs. Edward Hastings, observed his speaker- The rausic wil1 * ‘'Wc HAM> TO IMAGINE
seventh birthday Thursday with a Proise Thee' ° °°d'' 'Adams) and --------
party at his home on Thatcher , Sing Unto The Lord" I Norman). Erbert—Did you hear about that
street. His guests numbering 17 * * * * bloke sitin’ drowned in a vat of
played games and made merry gen- Mre- Ethel*n Semarjian , beer?
erally to help Henry celebrate the Mrs. Ethelyn L. (Verge) 3emar- Charles Good Lor ! No! Wot 
occasion. Prizes at various games who died in Boston. Nov. 2, was up wiv im? Were he a tee-
ing at the same time 
American Legion members are re­
quested to meet at the Legion 
rooms Sunday night at 620 to pro­
ceed to the Methodist Church for
r.t the Methodist Church at 6.15 
Girl Scouts will wear uniforms and
large number
Baptist Church: Worship Sunday 
at 11 o'clock. Quartet music. Ser­
mon by Rev. W F. Brown, subject: 
“The Handshake of Peace." The
for the students, if they are not 
all tired out from their strenuous 
activities over the weekend.
Each week the seniors receive a 
small paper entitles "Your Future.”
READ ALL THE NEWS 
THEN READ ALL THE ADS
service will be in recognition of This leaflet is especially instructive
education After graduating from 
college, she attended a school of 
dramatics and taught public speak­
ing.: In 1926. she helped organize 
and served as first president of the
ven chapter four years, and is now 
serving her second year as presi-
"American Education Week." as 
well as Armistice Sunday. Vespers 
at 7 with the Young People's Vest­
ed Choir. Brief sermon on "Stop­
ping the Leaks in Life." The Church 
School is at 9.45. Pastor's Bible 
Class at 10. The Young People's 
Forum at 6 Mid-week devotional 
fellowship Thursday at 7.30. Spe­
cial meetings to have been held
to a class which soon will be leaving 
school and needs some guide to help 
its members choose the right voca­
tion. The paper is discussed and 
debated during the English class. 
The high lights of each article are 
presented by the students.
This basketball schedule has been 
presented:
Friday, Dec. 9—Cony High School
next week have been postponed as at Augusta <Boys).
v.ere won by Leon Simmons. Helen '<;as daughter of Capt. Enos totaler. or w’eren t 
McLain. Robert Davis and Nancy Verge, and a former resident of London Opinion 
Lunt Refreshments were served in -
the dining room which was gaily 
decorated in keeping with Hallo­
ween. Place cards and favors also 
bore out the suggestion of the Hal­
loween season. The guests were 
John Spear. Robert Davis. Charles 
McLain, Clinton Condon, Leon Sim- [ 
mens. Beatrice Lewis. Keith, Beat- 
tie, Frances and Nancy Lunt, Jean 
Vinal. Roy. Elaine and Signe Swan- 
liolm, Helen and George McLain,!
Malcolm Libby and Raymond Wal­
lace. Mrs. Hastings was assisted in ■ 
serving by Henry's grandmothers 
Mrs. Marstin Simmons and Mrs 
Alton Chase and by Mrs. Carl Swan- 
holm.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Grafton 
went today to Belfast where they 
ere to be joined by Mrs. Grafton's 
.step-father ,and mother, Mr. and 
Mrs Thomas McDonald, to go to 
Montreal from which point Mr. and 
Mrs. McDonald are sailmg on the 
S S. Cochrane Tuesday their first 
destination Durban. South Africa.
From there they will go to Johan­
nesburg, where they are to spend
the winter with Mr McDonald's day. Monday and Tuesday—adv. 
daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and 
Mrs. George Van <! Mcwe. On re-, "pour Daughters" Warner Bros., that four girls would fall headlong 
turn to tins country Mr. and 'Mrs. picturization of a [amous Cosmo- under the spell of his charm. An
McDonald plan to stop at Edin- manQ,inp ctnru hu Fannip' unusual bit of casting places the
burgh. Scotland which is Mr. Me- P°,ltan magaz n st° y by F n sifiters_prlgclllaj
Donald's birthplace. Hurst, which is scheduled to open. mapy and of
Mrs. Vernon Achorn was hostess at (the Strand Theatre poses a jcfggn SLSterSi with Gale Page, a
! unique problem in human relation- 1 dark-haired beauty recently come
ships as its theme.
What happens when four devot- 
1 ed sisters all fall in love with the 
same man? The man in 'the case is 
Jeffrey Lynn, one of the screen's 
newest and most handsome leading 
men who makes it quite believable
ALFRED M. STROUT
Insurance
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines
•THOMASTON, MAINE 
, lOOStf
STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
FOUR DAUGHTERS”
I
circumstances make it impossible 
for Mr Bolster to come here at this 
Nme The meetings will be held la­
ter in the year.
Methodist Church: Worship at 
10 30 o'clock, preaching by the pas­
tor. subject: "The Debt We Cannot 
Pay.” Music will be under the di­
rection of A F. Sherman. Church 
School and Bible Classes will be at 
11.45. Classes for all ages. Happy 
Hour service with song service and 
talk by the pastor, subject: "The 
Ministry of Joy.” Church night 
service will be held in the vestry 
Thursday, in charge of the pastor. 
Choir rehearsal will be held Friday 
night.
"Adam and Fallen Man” is the 
subject of the Lesson-Sermon that 
will be read Sunday in all Churches
Tuesday. Dec. 13—Open.
Friday, Dec. 16—-Open.
Tuesday. Dec 20—Open 
Friday. Dec. 23—Alumni.
Tuesday. Dec. 27—Open.
Friday. Dec. 30—Open.
Tuesday, Jan. 3—Crosby High 
School at Camden.
Friday, Jan. 6—Rockport High 
School at Rockport.
Tuesday, Jan. 10—Rockland High 
School at Camden.
Friday, Jan. 13—Boothbay Har­
bor High School at Boothbay.
Friday, Jan. 20—Rockland High 
School at Rockland.
Tuesday. Jan. 24—Thomaston High 
School at Thomaston.
Friday, Jan. 27—Crosby High 
School at Belfast.
1 WANT TO BUY
SMALL FARM
MUST BE REASONABLE 
IN PRICE
Answer in wrifing only to
“SMALL FARM”
Care The Courier-Gazette
132*133
Notices of Appointment
without bond
JOHN T LOTHROP, late of Rock­
land, deceased. Will and Petition lor 
Probate thereof, asking that the same 
may ibe proved and allowed and that 
Leiters Testamentary Issue to Eltner 
E Marston of Portland and Ralph H 
Trim of Rockland, they being the Ex­
ecutors named In said Will, without 
bond
JENNIE S. SPEAR, late ol Thomas­
ton. deceased. Will and 'Petition for 
Probate thereof, asking that the same 
i may be proved and allowed and that 
Letters Testamentary’ Issue to Bessie 
Spear Sullivan ol Thomaston, she be­
ing the Executrix named in said Will. Position wanted by capable woman 
without bond. doing laundry or housework 2 or 3 days
ESTAl'E ROLAND J. HAHN, late ol & week. Write "J. C.." care The Cou- 
Thomaston. deceased Petition for Ad- ner Oazette 103*133
ministration, asking that Frances L
POSITION wanted as practical nurse 
and housekeeper. TEL. 722-2. 133-135
CONVALESEANT and Invalids cared 
for. at quiet and pleasant home on 
Samoset road. Tel. 63-W, MRS DICK. 
_______________________________  132Kf
ELDERLY people or children wanted
to board: modern conveniences, best 
references furnished. IDA M CHASE. 
158 Camden 8h.. city. 132-134
TO buy 50 tons good quality- hay B. 
H NICHOLS. Union. R. R. D 2. 131*133
! Hahn of Malden. Mass., or some Other rxxsiiiow 
i suitable person, be appointed Admx., I*or gentleman or lady ^lone 
without bond.
ESTATE EDWARD U PRICE late of 
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad- 
1 ministration, asking that Charles T.
Smalley of Rockland, or some other 
suitable person, be appointed Admr. 
with bond
ESTATE EDWARD (BROWN, late of 
Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Li­
cense to Sell certain Real Estate, situ­
ated In Thomaston, and fully described 
j In said Petition, presented by S'.onie 
W Jameson of Camden. Exx
ESTATE ELVA M DELANO, late of 
] Friendship, deceased Petition for Li­
cense to 8e:i certain Real Estate situ­
ated In Friendship, and fully described 
[ in said Petition, presented by Melvin 
Lamy, Admr.
ESTATE LUCY C FARNSWORTH, 
late of Rockland, deceased. Petition 
(oi License to Sell certain Rea! Estate, 
situated in Rockland, and lully de­
scribed In said Petition, presented by 
, Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Com­
pany of Boston. Mass . Trustee 
' ESTATE RODERICK J MacKENZIE. 
late of Fairfield. Conn . deceased Peti- 
tion for License to Sell certain Real 
Estate, situated In St. George, and fully 
; described In said Petition, presented 
I by The Brldgeport-Ctty Trust Company 
of Bridgeport. Conn . Exr.
ESTATE MABEL CABOT SEDGWICK._____________________________________________
] late ol Boston. Mass., deceased Pctl-1 PLEASANTLY situated Main street 
tion for Confirmation ol Trustees, ask home in Warren for sale. Can be seen 
ing that Henry L. Shattuck of Boston by appointment. Write "M. C ." care 
Mass., and Paul C. Cabot of Needham, this paper 133-138
Mass. be confirmed as Trustees of the
Call aft­
ernoons at 666 Main St.. Rockland or 
write MRS E A McCORRLSON. Union. 
R F D No. 1 132*134
WATCHMAKER—Repairing watchea. 
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and 
deliver, S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 
Amesbury St, Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
131-tf
4 
4
M ■
FOR SALE 4s
SIX lobster traps for sale, and 4 pork 
barrels H A DUNTON. 18 Mechanic 
St.. TEL 783 M. 131*133
WILL sacrifice almost new dining 
room set; also other household goods, 
stoves. e.:c. Call at 93 UNION ST., city.
132*134
FULL sized bedsprtng lor sale, ex­
cellent condition, 82.50. Call at 4 
BIRCH ST PLACE, city 132-134
1931 GRAHAM Paige for sale, good 
mechanical condition, four new tires, 
twe spares, heater; cheap for cash. TEL. 
534-51. cLy_______  133'US
'iTON truok 29-A; cows and heifer, 
coining In; guns. rlfl>s, cider press. 
CHARLES ERICKSON. Warren Wit
, _ I Charles L^Veizie. Register of Pro, „„
,lHn.,‘Vn exUte glvsn In Trust for the benefit
'e thirsty?- of chrjst
In the weekly contest being car- 
' ! ried on at a local pharmacy for a 
free round trip to Boston and a 
sight-seeing tour of that city. Mrs 
Marjorie Stone of 65 Elm street was 
the winner last week.
The Ladies' Aid will meet Wed­
nesday with Mrs. Lizzie Burgess, 
Mechanic street.
Camden Lodge, K P. invites all
In a very romantic mcod—Ji Urey Lynn and Priscilla Lane, play boy 
irrrts girl, loses gill, gets girl in “Four Daughters” at Strand Theatre Sun-
to the screen, making a fourth. Of 
interest to theatre-goers is the 
casting of John Garfield, the lead­
ing young character actor of the 
Broadway stage, in another fea­
tured role in "Four Daughters," 
which marks his screen debut—adv.
, ... , ... .«. v..e Two heavy dutiy tires, tubes and rims.
State of Maine, hereby certify that In , gjjery sedgwfck et als.. (presented bv slze 6 00x19 Used two months only. 
Tuesday Jan. 31—Thomaston High the following estates the persons were w nenry L. Shattuck and Paul C ' Prlce l15' Pord and Chevrolet part*.
appointed Administrators. Executors'-^, ' heaters, tires and 1929 Chevrolet motor.
School at Camden. i Guardians and Conservators and
Friday. Feb. 3-Lincoln Academy" Mllton.
ESTATE HORACE M NOYES late of 
North Haven, deceased. Petition for
R S JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane. 133*135 
MARINE engine for sale. 4*4 h. p ,
M ass™'deoeased30 Sarah W rJ* ' spark E. O. PERKINS.at Camden
said Milton was appointed Exx . Sept.
qualified >by filing bond
Oct. 6, 1938. Gilbert Harmon of Cam­
den was appointed Agent In Maine.
GEORGE W BEST, of Union. Louise 
E Best of Union was appointed Gdn, 
Sept 28. 1938. and qualified Wy filing 
bond Oct 14. 1938.
CHARLES M HARRINGTON, late ol 
Rockland, deceased. Grace H Britt ol 
Rockland was appointed Admr., Oct. 
18, 1938. and qualified by filing bond 
on same date
-r-x re V , , . « i 3B8U UtVU WQB 4*000!Tuesday, Feb. 7—Lincoln Acad- j 20. 1938. and ;
emy, at Newcastle.
Friday, Feb. 10—Rockport High
School at Camden.
Tuesday. Feb. 14—Boothbay Har­
bor High School at Camden. 
Friday, Feb. 17—Open.
Girls of the freshman class who
members to attend the monthly have been invited to join the Girls'! to^™e^ed m^l. Henr^0?™™“'
supper and convention Monday. A Glee Club are Frances Arey, Phyllis a51?n W1T’ "■Pi*3ln>^d Admx . Oct. is. 
. . . . . _ 1938. without bond
team is being organized to work tlie Arnold. Constance Bowden, Doris
degree for the lodges of this district ( Carver, Lucille Colson. Hazel
and all members are urged to help ] Crooker, Phyllis Dean. Marian 
with the work. J Dickey, Catherine Glaentzel, Selma
The Monday Club will hold its i Heal. Elizabeth Heald. Dorothy Kel-
AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY
Goin’ to town—Johnnie Davis toots his trumpet with plenty of en- 
couiagemcnt from Margaret Lindsey and John Payne, in a scene from 
“Garden of the Moon,” Warner Bros.' swingy new musical.—adv.
__ _____ ____ ,
ESTATE ROBERT U. COLLINS. late ■ ■ ----- =s—r------------z—=-~
of Rockland, deceased. Second Account •*- SPECIAL Winchester for sale, 
presented for allowance by Frank H. , 'ever action. 812 cash, lair condition. 
Inzraham of Rockland, Admr. Home evenings. HARVEY GURNEY,
ESTATE HELEN T. WATTS, late of *PPleton.___________________________ 133*135
Thomaston, deceased First and final : GREEN, hard wood. »6 cord In 1 and 
account presented for allowance by , t„ cord loads, delivered anywhere from 
~Ffk . Rockland to Belfast Write or call
ESTATE SARAH E KILMER, late of LEON CALLAHAN. 9 Luce St.. Rockland 
Friendship, deceased. First and final | cr Lincolnville Rt. 2 , 133*135
account presented for allowance by ——————-----------------------------——
Sarah K Jameson. Admx. | „ DRY fitted slabs, for sale. Del.
ESTATE HORACE M. NOYES, late of Rockland, Camden, Thomaston. 85 
North Haven, deceased. First Account a cor<f H. C EDGE-
presented for allowance by Ensign Otis. 
Admr. C. T. A.
ESTATE AURIE A. DYER, late of
COMB.
12-23
Union? Tel West Appleton
133*138
BRUSH for banking and gardens for 
sale. TEL 591 W„ city. 133*135ANDREW J. PETERS, late erf Boston, vinalhaven. deceased. First and final Mass., deceased. Charles F. Weed snd! ,ccount presented for allowance by
Harold Peters, both of said Boston. Sidney E. Mills. Admr AI-L sizes window glass for sale,
were appointed Exrs. Oct. 18. 1938. j ESTATE ANNIE B (BROWN late of I Brln8 in your sash for setting broken 
without -bond Ensign Otis of Rock- Frlendshtp. deceased First and final1 glass J A KARL * CO., opp Park 
“alne- ,1 account presented for allowance bv I Theater. Tei 745 W 132*137
,,.CHARLES E BRIMMER, late ol ctuart C. Burgess. Admr d b n.. c.
Vinalhaven. deceased. Leonora Hoar of 11 a 
Vinalhaven was appointed Admx., Oct.
18. 1938. without bon<*
VERY good buys--Superior lumber:
„     . . Matched pine boards; novelty pine sld-
11- E3TiAT.E AN/nE B- BROWN, late of lr.g: also best seasoned framing lumber 
I Friendship, deceased. Petition for and boards. JAMES Y. MESERVE, V., HhAR?YL JOHNSTON late of Rock.'Di6trlbutl^'n. pre8ented by Stuirt C i a B Jefferson7 Td Nor h ^KitXldland deceased. Mary E Johnston of Burgess, Admr d. b. n . c t a. 15 23 ‘'Pnerson' Iel NOr'h
Rockland was atmolnted Exx Oct 18. '_________l pp i t . t. , ESTATE MINNIE O. HAMMOND, late --------------------------------- ----------
1938, without bond Of Camden, deceased First and final 1 TRAILER for sale; 18-loot pullmanJOSEPH PATRICK, late of Vinal- account presented for allowance" by ! traller ready for Florida; no rea-
haven. deceased. Lily Patrick of IVlnal- Richard Hammond of Camden Exr V sonable, offas wfused- Tel. CAMDEN,
haven was appointed Admx., Oct. 18. ESTATE OLGA A. JOHANSEN, late 2584 132*134
1918. without bond.AUSTIN M MOODY late of Rock-! dece?aed Petition for! SECOND-hand doors and windows for
AUbiiw M MOODY, late 01 Rock- Administration, asking that Henrlck sale C land, deceased Elsie C. Moody of ] j Johansen of Rockland, or some other st Tel
suitable person, be appointed Admr . —.__
without bond 1 . ATWAlE^^nt radio, 8-tube. cab-
Rockland was appointed Exx . Oct 18. 
1938. and qualified by filing bond Oct
20 1928
ABBIE S. LEACK, late of St G«orge, 
deceased. Charle., H Leach of St. 
George was appointed Exr., Oct. 18. 
1938. and qualified by filing bond Oct.
21 1938
LOWELL B. WALLACE, late of 
Friendship, decea ed R.'ta Wallace of 
Friendship was appointed Admx.. Aug. 
22. 1938 and qualified by filing bond 
Oct 21. 1938
ANNIE E MURPHY, Ute of Rockland, 
deceased George L. Sides of Rockport 
was appointed Admr . Oct. 18. 1938. and 
qualified by filing bond Oct. 21. 1938.
CHARLES rCfSKlBMAKER. late of 
Baltimore. Mar'yiahtiy deceased. Edith 
Addis Shoemaker of said Baltimore was 
appointed Exx., Aug. 17. (1937, and qual­
ified by filing bond Sept 19. 1938 J. 
H Montgomery of Camden was ap­
pointed Agent In Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, 
Register
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested in either 
of the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, 
In and for the County of Knox, on the 
18th day of October in the year of our 
Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
thirty-eight and by adjournment from
HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut 
132-134
MARIE A. INGRAHAM, late of Thom- ! condition, 815. Apply
aston, deceased Will and Petition for i 22 EDWARDS 8T.. city,___________ 131*133
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that 
Letters Testamentary Issue to Donald 
C. Leach of Rockland, he being the 
Executor named In said Will, without, 
bond. »
ESTATE LEONARD C. STETSON, late 
of Thomaston, deceased First -and 
final Account presented for allowance 
by Helen L. Stetson, Exx.
ESTATE FREDERICK A. RIPLEY 
minor, of Washington Sixth and fi­
nal account presented for allowance 
by Frank H. Ingraham, Gdn.
ESTATE FREDERICK A RIPLEY, 
late of Hope, deceased Third and 
final Trust account presented for al- 
lowance by Frank H. Ingraham, Trus­
tee.
ESTATE (GEORGE R. CAZALLIS. late 
of Cushing, deceased. Second and fi­
nal account (Including private claim 
of executrix) presented for allowance 
by 'Lizzie E Young. Exx
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR, Es­
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox 
County. Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Register
NO 1 hard wood. Junk wood, and 
fitted wood delivered anywhere lr» 
Rockland. RhVgjAtrt or Camden. 88 lor 
Junk wood; 89 lor fitted; 87 for fire­
place wood; also No. 1 potatoes. 80c bu. 
subject if 8<k<S>n MARCELLUS TAY- 
LOR. T($ qif<|iJ1M3 _____ 131-136
TWENTY’flbjsel for sale, weight 900_ 
1600 lbs., matched pairs and single; 3 
saddle horses. Price 850-8250. WIL­
LIAM HALL. North Newcastle, Tel. 
52-32 Damariscotta 131*133
SMALL restaurant and beer parlor
for sale at 585 MAIN ST.. Rockland'.
 131*136
STEEL windmill for sale, cheap In­
quire JOHN D KNOWLTON, 34 Union 
St. Camden. Tel 2422, 128*133
DRY hard wood per foot, fitted. 81 25.
Sawed. $1 15. long, $1.05. M. B. * C. O 
PERRY. Tel 487. i2g.tf
ble seat. Inquire at 12 WARREN ST 
126-tf
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Po- 
cahontus soft coal; dry fitted hard 
and Junk wood. J. B. PAULSEN. Thom- 
130-S 136 ahton, Tel. 02. 131-tt
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®SOC* ETY
Charity Club members were 
guests for a picnic dinner of the 
William Talbots in Portland, mo­
toring over In the Talbot and Mrs. 
1 Elmer S. Bird cars. Mrs. Delia Sul­
livan who is living in Portland 
Joined them. A delightful evening 
was the verdict of all.
Methebesec Club met yesterday 
with Mrs. E. P. Glover, Claremont 
street, 34 being present. The pro­
gram was in charge of Mrs. Clara 
Thurston, subject "Hobbies." Three 
interesting papers were given by 
Mrs. Maude Blodgett on “Genea- 
ology,” by Mrs. Mary Avery on her 
garden, and Mrs. Therese Millett on 
"China Painting.” Robert Pendle­
ton gave an instructive talk on 
stamps and old coins. Current 
events were given by .Mrs. Mary P 
Rich.
VV Vv V VV VVV VVVV V V V VV ♦
THE LYRIC MUSE +♦5*
Publication Limited to Brief 
Poems
of Original Composition 
By Subscribers
Prank W. Puller went Friday to 
Portland with his son-in-law Wy­
man Poster. Mr and Mrs Puller 
will keep house and care for young 
daughter Louise while the Posters 
are at Hadley Lake near Machias 
on a deer hunting trip for a week.
The choir of St. Peter's Episcopal 
Church was entertained at Sidney 
Cullen's cottage, Cooper's Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C.. Allen are 
making a brief visit In Manchester. 
N. H.
Music Federation
Meeting of Augusta-Rock­
land District In Gardiner 
Well Attended
This And That
Fall Flower Show EDITORIAL MATTER
Mr. and ,Mrs. Ralph Pinkham en­
tertained Saturday night in honor 
* of Mrs. Winifred Sylvester's wedding 
f anniversary. The guests were Mr. 
> and Mrs. Elmer Pinkham, Mr. and 
Mrs. Shirley Beal, Mrs. Elmo Beal 
and son Shirley, Mrs. Jessie Snow­
man, Miss Margaret Ellis, Miss 
Mary Richards, Mrs. Eleanor 
Achorn and Earl Ellis. Many nice 
gifts were received by Mrs. Sylves­
ter. Refreshments were served.
The president of the Junior 
Women's Club requests that each 
committee chairman be prepared at 
Monday night's meeting to give a 
.'report on the progress that is be­
ing made by their committee for 
»the work at the Community Build- 
■ 'ng. Monday night’s meeting 1s to 
lbe held at home of Miss Margue- 
Ite de iRochemont with Mrs. L. C. 
lackson, Jr., and Miss Julia Little­
field as assisting hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis W. Pickett, 
announce the engagement of their 
laughter. Irma Louise, to Walter J. 
Anderson, son of Julius A. Ander­
son of South Thomaston,
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Gray are in 
New York on a deferred honey­
moon trip.
Mrs. Bertha Greenlaw enter­
tained 37 members of Opportunity 
Class and two guests at her home 
Thursday night. She was assisted 
by Mrs. Beulah Wotton, Mrs. Anna 
Brazier and Mrs. Prances Clark. At 
the business meeting plans were 
made for the class banquet Nov. 
10 at the First Baptist Church. 
There were 63 calls reported as hav­
ing been made. Committees ap­
pointed were: Calling. Mrs. Laurel 
Henderson and Mrs. Pauline Saun­
ders: program. Mrs. Henderson. 
Mrs. Loma Pendleton will have 
charge of the White Cross work 
The program presented was a read­
ing. Mrs. Cora Richards; vocal solo. 
Mrs. Pendleton: readings by Mrs 
Greenlaw, Mrs. Lena Lord and Mrs 
Catherine Collins, and group sing­
ing and games. Refreshments 
were served by the hostess. The 
next meeting will be held at the 
home of Mrs. Edith Gregory, with 
Mrs. Prances Hall and Mrs. Hattie 
Bickmore assisting.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall, have Rounds Mothers Class will meet 
as weekend guests. Mr. and Mrs. Thursday at the church with Mrs. 
Willard NeSblt of Porltand. Alice 8Pear’ Mrs Mildr^i Blaisdeil
_____ j and Mrs. (Julia Keene as hostesses.
Mrs. Maynard Oxton is visiting in
Medford, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Gould are in 
Portland for the weekend.
Misses Kathleen and Katheryn 
Deane gave a Halloween party 
this week, featuring games, danc­
ing and refreshments. A varied 
color scheme was used in the deco­
rations, supplemented by jack o'lan- 
terns. Those present were, Gwen­
dolyn Deane, Arthur Davis, Mar­
garet Huntley, Charles Huntley, 
Russell Kaler. Betty Holden. Alvah 
Fitzgerald, Allen Pease. Beverly 
Rogers, Barbara Kennedy, Helen, 
Kathleen and Robert Call, Stanley 
Walsh and Carl Simpson.
9 Mrs. George Shute and Mrs. El­
mer Pinkham entertained Monday 
night at a Halloween party in ob­
servance of Mrs. Jessie Snowman's 
birthday and Mrs. Winifred Syl­
vester’s wedding anniversary. Pres
Beano party Tuesday night at Le­
gion hall—adv. 133-lt
Cruises arranged, steamship tick­
ets to all parts of the world. M. P. 
Lovejoy,, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel. 
1060-J. Rockland. 16-S-tf
COMIQUE
CAMDEN
Sunday and Monday 
November 6-7
CLARK GABLE 
and
MYRNA LOY
in
TOO HOT 
TO HANDLEft
$+«*♦+♦♦«**♦♦*+♦♦**+♦++$
HUNTER’S SONG 
I For The Courier-Gazette) 
we are the huntero all decked In 
red,
at a family dinner party at their | We re^g ln the mornlng and out ot 
Through the frosty fields and woods 
we go
All primed for a /buck, or a good fat 
doe!
Chorus
O, lay-e-o, o. lay-t-o! we are the hunt­
ers and away we go;
We'll hunt ’em early we ll hunt 'em 
late:
Venison we’ll have, though we meet 
our fate!
Mr. and Mrs. John Moulaison 
celebrated their 35th wedding anni­
versary last night by entertaining
home on Broadway. i
Mrs. Elmer Pinkham is the guest 
of her sister Mrs. Ralph Warren 
in Vinal Haven.
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, president 
of the Woman's Educational Club 
receives this telegram from Con­
gressman Ralph > O. Brewster: 
“Pleased to speak Monday eve­
ning at 7 as requested.” This re­
fers to the meeting Nov. 7 with 
Miss Marlon Weidman ln Rockport. 
The club is further assured of an­
other valuable meeting for Rev. Dr. 
John Smith Lowe puts aside other 
engagements to speak the same eve­
ning on "The Perils of Democracy," 
while in the same afternoon Mrs. 
Keryn ap Rice speaks on Nicaragua 
from personal experiences there 
and Rev. Helen Carlson, a traveler 
In China, speaks on Japan's assaults 
on the Chinese people.
Miss Hazel Day of Chestnut Hill, 
Mass, is the guest of Mrs. Russell 
Bartlett.
Mr. <uid Mrs. George Ha'lowell 
were pleasantly surprised Wednes­
day night when a group of their 
friends gathered at their new home 
on Traverse street for a house­
warming. The evening was spent 
with eighty-three and bridge as the
O, we are the hunters who hunt and 
search.
Who shoot the heifer behind /the birch, 
Who scare the farmer's wife Into fits. 
When we plunk the lead right through
her mtts,
Chorus
O. we are the hunters who stalk the 
deer,
And shoot at a wriggling bush for fear 
We’ll miss the .game, alas, to our pain, 
Tls mot a deer but a hunter we've
slain I
O, we are the hunters, come one. come 
all.
Hunt 'em, and kill ’em, and see ’em 
fall!
For a venison steak or an antlered head 
Well try—tho December first were
dead!
Chorus 
Nancy Stedman Savage
Waldoboro
R V * R
THE FIRST SMOKE
I For The Courier-Gazette |
He thought It would be smart to act
Quite grown up like his Dad.
And so. anticipating smokes
The first he ever had 
He realized what the thrill was like
When pressed between his llp»,
So proudly holding cigarette
Between two finger tips.
He meditated on the taste 
It seemed to give him poise.
Ah. what a figure he would cut | 
Among the other boys!
How <he exulted ln the spree.
It dimpled his fair face
To think he could ln his young 'life 
Compete with grown-up pace!
I
chief attractions and prizes were j 
awarded for the highest scores. Mr. But 7moke he d ,,nl‘hed that nrst
and Mrs. Hallowell were presented It didn't satisfy.
_u.u Somehow the thrill was vanishingwith some very nice gifts from the should he just laugh (or cry?
invited guests who were: Mr. and Then he regretted being smart;
1 Anticipated Joy 
:ktyMrs. Harold Whitehill, Mr. and i So quic 
Mrs. Walter Chaples, Mr. and Mrs
James Baum, Mr./and Mrs. Bertram 
Gardner , Mr. and Mrs. Chester j 
Hunt. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Patter­
son, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Trask Jr., 
Mrs. H. L. Banks. Miss Hazel Kellar.
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Pink- I Mrs- Collins Mrs. John Mills,
ham, Mr. and Mrs. Hank Snowman. 
Elmer Pinkham, Mr. and Mrs. Shir­
ley Beal. Mrs. Elmo Beal and son 
Shirley. Lucille Shute, Dorothy 
Shute, Bill Brewster, Vaughn Beal 
and Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Syl­
vester. Mrs. Snowman and Mrs. 
Sylvester were showered with gifts. 
Refreshments were served.
Chapin Class will hold its first 
supper of the season Tuesday at 6 
o’clock, with Miss Lucy Rhodes, 
chairman. Relief sewing will fol­
low.
Mrs. Levi Flint has been spending 
a few days in Shelburne, Vt., the 
guest of Mrs. C. Waldo Lowe. Mr. 
Flint left for Vermont, Wednesday, 
to join his wife on a trip to Bos­
ton, before returning home.
Mrs. Roscoe McKinney was hos­
tess to X.CJS. Club Wednesday night 
at luncheon and sewing. Next 
week's meeting will be postponed 
until Thursday, Nov. 17, when the 
members will be entertained by 
Mrs. Marguerite Harris.
Mrs. Charles McGann has re­
turned to Waterville, after being the 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bart­
lett.
Circle supper will be served Wed­
nesday at the Congregational 
Church at 6.15. Mrs. W. W. Spear 
is chairman.
Mrs. Ruth Small entertained at 
bridge Wednesday afternoon at her 
home on Fulton street, for the 
benefit of the local Chapter of 
Hadassah. Three tables were in 
play, prizes being awarded to Mrs. 
Lawrence Miller, Mrs. Sam Savitt, 
Miss Evelyn Segal and Miss Sara 
Block. Tempting refreshments were 
were served.
CLOTH
COATS
We have a few one of a kind at
REDUCED PRICES
Better Look At Them Soon 
Wonderful Values
LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRIERS
16 SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
turned to sorrow, made
Him want to stay a boy. 
Rockland
Mrs. Lawrence Mills, Mrs. Isabelle 
Anastasio, Mr . and Mrs. Walter 
Kimball. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lev- 
ensaler, Mr. and Mrs. William But­
ler, (Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bowley, 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Parrand, Mr. 
and Mrs Edward Baxter and Mr 
and Mrs. Elmer Teel. Lunch was 
served.
R R R R
MY TASK
I For The Courier-Gazette)
My work Is mine alone, a blessed Rift 
And strength will come for every hid­
den task—
An opportunity to give some soul a lift 
Is al! I ask
To shed a light along a lonely road. 
To day a tear spent by an aching heart. 
To put my shoulder underneath their
load—
This Is my /part.
To hold the hand of one who fears 
to tread
And lead him out Into a clearer view 
In true humility, lift up his head
His faith renew.
Yes, thia my task, to labor ln true love. 
To stand alert for every chance to give. 
Knowing my blessing cometh from 
above,
So may I Jive.
Harriet Grinnell Cold
Philadelphia
R R R R
VOICES IN THE AIR
I For The Courler-Oazette)
gay with Halloween ^symbols and one whose ear Is attuned to sound
favors. Prize games were won by J 2?“’ ab?und;° ” The low murmur of a brook as oer
Barbara McBride, who pinned the Rocky ways it rounds to the call
Jacqueline Snow entertained 
friends at a Halloween party this 
week. Games and stunts were 
under the direction of Miss Madelyn 
Coffey. The luncheon table was
A large attendance marked the 
meeting of the Augusta-Rockland 
district of the Music Federation, held 
Tuesday night at the Episcopal 
Parish House in Gardiner, at the in­
vitation of the Gardiner Choral So­
ciety. Over 30 members went from | 
Rockland. An excellent supper was j 
served at tables laid ln banquet form, 
decorated with green candles and 
bouquets of yellow chrysanthemums.
A varied classical program, chosen 
from clubs of the district, was ar­
ranged by Mrs. Clyde Potter, district 
choral conductor. Invocation and 
welcome from the people of Gardi­
ner was given by Rev. Father Arkley, 
rector of the Episcopal Church, Gar­
diner.
Greetings were extended by Mrs. 
Potter who introduced Mrs. S. Mer­
ritt Parnum, State president. A 
welcome from the Choral Society 
was given by Mr. Potter, president. 
Mrs. A. J. Bird, district director, 
responded and there was assembly 
singing of "America the Beautiful."
Remarks were given by Mrs. Grace 
Strout. president icf the Rubinstein 
Club, and Mrs. Lester Pickett, presi­
dent of the Cecelia Club, Augusta.
The State officers present gave 
Informal talks, Mrs. Parnum re­
porting the district convention in 
Portland Mrs.'Faith Berry, first vice 
president, discussing "The Philan­
thropy of Music," and Miss Caro­
line P. Chase, State Junior Coun­
selor, speaking on "Junior Work."
These musical selections were pre­
sented ;
choral lai Lord High Executioner
. _ . Sullivan
I hl Take 11 As It Comes. Sullivan
Gardiner Choral Society 
address—The Plymouth District
Value of the Federation.
Mr». S Merritt Farnum
piano solo—Valse Triste, Sibelius
Mrs. Charlotte iHopklns 
of Rockland
vocal—lai Bud of the Wilderness.
_ . Horsman
Ibl Today. Rogers
Id The Star, Rogers
Mrs. Margaret Pike 
of Gardiner
two pianos—Love Song ln Venice
Country Gardens. Grainger
Mrs. Lester Flckett, Miss 
Knowlton of Augusta
talk—The Value of Publicity.
Mrs Camilla Webber of Auburn
State chairman of publicity 
violin solo—(a) Caprice Vlennols.
... _. _ Krelsler
lb) The Bee, Schubert
Miss Bertha Luce, accompanist 
Mrs Ruth Sanborn. Rockland
playlets-To a Wild Rose. MacDowrell 
written by Miss Edith Lowell 
presented by three young people 
from Gardiner. Mrs. Potter at piano
musical readings—la) Spring Fever 
<b) The Usual Way
Mrs Lester Flckett 
of Augusta 
piano trio—Overture, Taneredl
Mrs Faith Berry, Mrs Elsa 
Constantine. Miss Katherine 
Keating. Rockland
Choral -Spiritual. Listen to the Lambs. 
Gardiner Choral Society
Shakespeare Society members are 
notified that the invitation of Mrs. 
Ernest Young of Camden to an aft­
ernoon tea is Dec. 8, instead of the 
date previously announced in this 
paper.
By K. S. F.
It was a joyous sight to see all 
those people toting home the huge 
bags of fruit and what-have-you 
on Thursday last.
• • • •
Everyone should try hard to see 
the beautiful and artistic work of 
the Garden Club members at their 
afternoon and evening exhibit, 
Nov. 8.
• • • •
"I know a bank"—not in England, 
but on Rockland's Main street 
whereon the wild flowers grow and 
are still blowing in the wind—tansy, 
dog fennel, white asters and mus­
tard. November is just around the 
corner and they have held on to 
wave a welcome.
• • • •
In the Thurston window on Main 
street is a very full tray of goods In 
all their gay coloring.
• • • •
A pretty story Lowell Thomas 
had over the radio Thursday night 
and it's worth repeating for those 
who did not get it. In Michigan at 
an airport a huge flock of wild geese 
were heard honking and afraid to 
light as they could not see the land. 
The birdmen kindly turned on the 
huge lights as they would have for 
an incoming plane, and the ex­
hausted geese swirled down to rest 
for the night, and were on their 
migrating course again In the early 
mornihg.
• • • •
What a good thing if there could 
be a Choral Union in Rockland. 
Residents used to support much 
more high class music as a city than 
they do today; and a study of the 
best religious music would help all.
• • • •
If you had heard what the writer 
heard from boys playing on the 
street recently you would realize 
how greatly a YMCA, is needed 
to train them in a desirably spirit­
ual pattern.
• • • •
Infant mortality in New England 
has decreased to less than half of 
the death rate recorded about 25 or 
30 years ago. This shows that some 
good work in some lines is being 
done.
• • • V
Heard on tlie street:
Tourist: “What have you in the 
shape of second-hand automobile 
tires?”
Sales lady: Funeral wreaths, 
life preservers and doughnuts.”
pumpkin, and Ann Splaine at bob­
bing apples. Present were Gloria 
Studley, Kathleen Splaine, Billy 
and David LeOage, Nancy Leach. 
Jeannine Leach, Elizabeth Carr, 
Nancy McBride and Lee Oliver.
Mrs. Robert Pansett of Alberta. 
Canada is guest of her sister, Mrs. 
Burton Flanders.
NORTH HAVEN
Rev. D. W. Kimball of Montville 
will occupy the pulpit Sunday at 
the Baptist Church. Morning wor­
ship at 11 o'clock Evening service 
at 7 o'clock. Sunday School at 10 
o'clock. The choir will sing at the 
morning service.
Mrs. Carrie Nichols has returned 
to Rockland, having spent two 
weeks at the home of her father 
O. D. Lermond.
Another special town meeting will 
be held Monday night to see if the 
town will vote to rescind the motion 
that was made at the last special 
meeting in regard to moving the 
library building.
Did you ever realize that:
Being the "best man" may be 
much more harrowing than being 
merely the best man?
While on vacation, the less one 
lias to do the more one hates to do 
it?
A two-year-old may be less afraid 
of the ocean than his mother?
The vacation pay envelope looks 
pretty stout for about twenty-four 
hours after you get it
Newspapers are never more ap­
preciated than when on one's an­
nual furlough?
ELECTRICAL
SERVICE
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets, 
Lights and Small Appliances 
Installed and serviced 
Promptly
W. W. STRONG
48 GRACE ST., ROCKLAND 
TEL. 19-W
O* swllt, clear waters filled 
With songs of deep emotion KJ
Through the voices of the ocean.
Voices In the pines are sweet and 
soothing.
Voices In the winds oftlmes amusing;
In seasons sad and lonely as we walk 
Through forest shades. Other whiles 
They are faint and 'tearful 
As we dream of lost brigades ot 
Staunch, brave trees 1n forest glades
Voices down the chimney greet us 
When the winds play pranks at night; 
Like melancholy ghosts at anchor, as 
The elements grow fierce In rancor 
Loosing all true worth and duty 
In a tempest of despair.
These are voices of the air.
There are voices grand In measure 
That register this earth's rich treasure 
Of music for our souls recording 
Could we pause and tune our hearts 
For this gift of life's rewarding 
While the world ln anthems raises 
Its voice ln devout praises.
For all the Joys about us 
Cculd we not In accents true.
Bring our minds to thoughts anew?
Banish strife and wars and hate.
Build for stronger, worthier fate;
And redeem our enfortunate 
From sin. with love envlolate.
These are voices we translate.
K. S F
Rockland
R R R R
THE PRAYER MEETING
I For The Courier-Gazette |
I would rather go to a prayer meeting 
Than any place you can narrte.
For a handshake and smile 
Is something worth while—
Not anywhere else the same.
And /God Himself Is there 
With His children all to bless:
Who show by their word 
They love the Lord, and are 
Not ashamed to confess.
Then there Is the sweet singing.
The songs of love and praise I 
That fill our hearts with peace and Joy 
That will laat through endless days.
Oh! It Is a memory sweet 
To me. as I sit here alone,
To think of the prayer meeting night 
And the people I have known.
Delora E Morrill
Rockport
R R R R
AUTUMN MOOD
I For The Courler-Oazette | !
Now that once more the days bum 
with fire bright t
And the crisp wind's breath sweeps! 
through their blazing light,
I |know not what lt Is to tire of this 
season's hour
When barren trees shed tatter'd gar­
ments and petals flee Ithe flower.
O. .strange, dark, and lonely days, 
something there Is about you
That haunts me. Insisting remem­
brance of previous autumns, too.
When the world's celling held clear 
depth and the hard, yellow 
ground
Wore leaf-knit rugs whose rustles made 
melodic sound.
Lo! This hour lt Is the whole world 
dies
While shrubs know the frost's sting 
and a lonely hound cries
Out somewhere In this tranquil night 
and his echo sounds afar—
He pleads return of summer by whin­
ing at a star! i
Charles Emery
Waterville
I'M
HAPPY
'MW V
AFTER 
’ EATIHC
NISSEN’S 
SNOW WHITE BREAD
Get It From Your 
INDEPENDENT GROCER
SUN.-MON.-TUES. 
We want the world 
to see this picture! . . .
Because with its laughter 
and its tears it will cnchanl 
•.. enrapture ... entertain!
Your '
Daughters
• uh
PRISCILLA LANE ROSEMARY LAN!
LOLA LANE • GALE PAGE 
CLAUDE RAINS • JOHN GARFIELD 
JEFFREY LYNN • DICK FORAN 
Frank McHugh • May Bobtoa 
Dwectrd by MICHAEL CURTIZ
NOW PLAYING
“STRAIGHT. PLACE At SHOW” 
THE RITZ BROS.
Strand f.
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg„ G.30, 8.30 
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
j Shy Suitor—Er . . . Would you ob- 
i ject if I . , . er . . , Imffrinted a kiss 
on your . lips?
Her Young Brother (who is an 
I offleeboy in a newspaper plant)— 
I Aw! Run off a whole edition: Sis 
won't mind!
Big Public Affair Tuesday
— Mrs. Benedict Will
Speak
The fall Flower 
Show sponsored 
by the Camden 
and Rockland 
Garden Clubs, 
will be held at 
the Community
Buiding in Rockland, Nov. 8.
Mrs. A. R. Benedict of Medomak 
and Montclair, N. J., who is a well 
known authority on flower ar­
rangement, will demonstrate the 
making of wreaths and garlands, 
and give the latest ideas in deco­
rating the home for winter and the 
holiday season. Mrs. Benedict's 
lecture and demonstration will be 
held in the tower room, in the aft­
ernoon only, at 2.30, while the 
flower show will be held in the aft­
ernoon and evening in the east 
room.
The following classes have been 
announced: Wreaths, garlands,
Thanksgiving centerpieces, Christ­
mas centerpieces, winter bouquets, 
potted plants (flowering and suc­
culent), Christmas Windows, and 
collection of gourds.
Each club has their own chair­
men for the various classes. Mrs. 
Ernest Robbins being president of 
the Camden Garden Club and Mrs. 
Earle MacWilliams of the Rockland 
Club. This flower show and dem­
onstration by Mrs. Benedict, is not 
only for Garden Club members, but 
is open to everyone interested, with 
a small .admission.
All entries for the display are to 
be in before 11 o’clock Tuesday 
morning—none accepted later, i
TO OBSERVE BOOK WEEK
Many aspire io become writers If 
! you have any thoughts along those 
lines, start by seeing how long a 
I story you can write under this 
head, "What have I ever done that 
j has made this world better."
I DELICIOUS 
MANOR HOUSE
PEPPERMINT
PATTIES
15c per 1-2 lb
o — o
We Have a Brand New Lot of
KEMP’S NUTS
Fresh, Delicious, Tasty 
o-----------o
SPECIAL!
PEANUT BUTTER
KISSES, lb 19c
2 pounds, 35c
o o
Our Prices cn All Drugs and
Drug Store Specialties as low as 
permitted by the Fair Trade Law.
The people of Maine were urged 
to give due recognition to the ob­
servance of Book Week, and the 
agencies, both public and private, 
interested in the spread of knowl­
edge and learning in a statement 
issued Thursday by Gov. Lewis O. 
Barrows.
“Maine will join with other States 
in the Union this year during the 
period of Mov. 13-19 in common ob­
servance of Book Week,” the Chief 
Executive's statement said. He de­
fined the period as one intended 
to inspire all in the reading of i
books as a medium of education and 
a means of keeping abreast of the 
rapid changes occurring daily in our 
economic life.
Tlie Biggest Sunday Newspaper 
Value in New England!—You get 
the Green Magazine, The Smart 
Set Magazine, the American Week­
ly Magazine, a big separate section 
of Comics, Sports and all the news 
every week with the Boston Sun­
day advertiser—adv. 133*1t,
BLAISDELL’S
PHARMACY
MAIN ST„ CORNER PARK ST. 
ROCKLAND, ME.
MONDAY-TUESDAY
tt'i I Mardi-Crat d Mirth I 
. Tha Gay«t Seat m Earth!
PAT O'BRIEN • JOHN PAYNE 
Marcarin LINDSAY ■ Jimmie FIDLER
TODAY 
GENE AUTRY 
"MAN FROM MUSIC 
MOUNTAIN”
TEL 409
The Rotarian magazine for No­
vember has a remarkable story of I 
"Helium for Humanity” and its dis- j 
i covery 70 years ago, with all the 
stages leading up to the present 
] uses.
• •an
Someone says that friendship be­
tween nations should be based on a 
common knowledge of languages. 
And why not? In these days of 
swift travel methods, how much 
more could one enjoy different 
countries visited if one couldl think 
and speak in their language.
* • • •
School children of today certain­
ly get more vacation days than they 
did, say, 40 years ago, what with 
school conventions, and rainy day 
closings, and what-have-you, I won­
der which it’s hardest on—parents 
teachers or pupils?
• • • •
Richard Hallet, author of "The 
Rolling World" will be one of the 
Maine authors featured by Marjorie 
Mills on the State of Maine pro­
gram over the Eastern Mutual 
hook-up and Yankee Network 
Nov. 3.
• • • •
Eskimos make ice cream from fish 
oil, snow and sugar. Chisholm’s 
Spa does better than that by a long 
yard.
• • • •
An advertisement in a popular 
magazine informs the general pub­
lic that for $1.96 they will teach you 
in just five hours to dance the Shag, 
the Congo, Truckin,’ Going to Town 
Rhumba, Big Apple. Suzie Q, Shuffle 
Swing and all the others 60 popu­
lar now. Think of that.
• • • •
Have you heard of wishful think­
ing? Not a new kind, just thought 
out, but developing as time flies.
• « « 9
“All this, and Heaven too," said 
the sweet little old lady who was In­
vited out to an exceptionally fine 
luncheon which had included the 
parson as one of the guests.
• • • •
Soon all the leaves will be off the 
trees. This morning’s hoar frost 
was early covered with regiments 
of them.
• • • •
Vicious pranks should not be 
tolerated and they have, of recent 
years, been too prevalent. There are 
plenty of things to do for fun with­
out cruelty.
COME IN!
TRY OUR WINTER SPECIAL
Change Oil, Refill with Jenny Solvenoil. Flush 
Transmission and Rear End and Refill. Tighten 
Chassis and Body Bolts. Inspect and Clean Bat­
tery Terminals. Thorough inspec- d* Q rn 
tion and Lubrication of entiie car......
Large Cars, $4.39
Jenny Solvenized Products Used Throughout
BOYNTON OIL & MOTOR CO.
118 PARK ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
OFFICIAL INSPECTION STATION
Ford Cleaners
14 LIMEROCK STREET
SUITS COATS 
DRESSES
Beautifully Cleaned and Pressed
Ford Cleaners
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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What our Ughtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing 
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night. 
The day's news from many lonely outposts along 
Maine’s waterfront.
GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
Many Fishermen
Are Going Down To the 
Seas, According To Com’r 
Greenleaf’s Records
Applications for lobster fishing
I licenses have Increased to such an 
J extent that within 85 of tost year's 
J total of 3398 have been granted dur­
ing the first four months of the fis­
cal year. Sea and Shore Fisheries 
Commissioner Arthur R Greenleaf, 
said today. While the 3315 fisher­
men have obtained their licenses.
R
EflLM OF
Music
by Gladyi St. Clair Hristad
New CHEVROLET 1939
Again More Quality 
AT SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED PRICES
ALL PRICES 
REDUCED
way because of all that has gone 
before. Why not count our many
to pounce upon us—dull, dark No- blessings?
All along the Maine Coast at• permits have also been granted to
vembcr days but we have learned Li?ht stations coast Guard stations 305 merchants. 799 servers. 58
life is what we make it. If outside and on isiands how much we shall1 smackmen and 171 shippers
it is gloomy there can be sunshine miss Rev. Orville J. Guptill. his life Groundflshing licenses have also
in the heme and some left to share work done. It is hard to realize he ' increased and Greenleaf predicts
with those whose homes are not so will never again make trips on the that many more men will seek p 
Sunbeam. He had his work at heart livelihood at fishing than in 1937 
of and knew the needs of his people j As statistics show that the fa-
Thanksgiving and looking back o'er Success is doing something well.' milies of Maine lobster fishermen 
the past year surely we can find giving all the best of you. He gave average four and a half persons 
many things to be thankful for. We his best. Yes. he will be greatly Greenleaf pointed out that ao- 
can recall all the griefs that had to missed. We wish to extend deep proximately 1500 citizens are de- 
be. every hurt or blow, yet we can sympathy to Mrs Guptill and fam- pendent upon the production end of 
face the world in a bigger, kindlier ily. i this branch of the industry for a
- 1 ivelihood.
Caln. Albert M. Riley. Lucy L. Wig- j Deploring the plight of the lob-
Portland Head
Looks as if fall weather is about
cheeriul.
November is the month
Students Of Old gin. Mary A. Johnson, Ivy Gay ster business, due to low prices.
-------  Young. Owen L. Treat. Carrie I, J small catches and stiff foreign
Echoes of Rockland Com- Fields. Helen C. Ames Carolyn E. competition Greenleaf said that he 
mArrial Cnlleae Where Gregory. Mary Gertrude Dodge, was making every effort to find a 
8 . Blanche Mildred Magee, Lewis B. way to better the lot of such a large
Many Learned Business Clark. Frances B Davis. Lottie A number of Maine families 
o . . Smith. Ada M. Farrington. Eliza- "We are about to start construe-
Here is a I t gr a McCoy OIadys M Clark. U<» of • rearing station to bolster
, 8 Gladys Dodge Carrie E. Libbv, the supply and hope to arrive at a
Elsa M Hayden. Ethel A. Nortcn. solution to the marketing problem."
Katherine F Hanley. T. F. Gushee, he said
Maynard L. Tripp. Audrey E OrfT,
Emily D Pierce. Beatrice Hanrahan.
I Jay W Oliver Hazel G Wall. Elizi-
| teth E Covel.
1914
Hope Greenhalgh. Bernice B.
Young. Shirley C. Speed. H. Rola’-d Cranberries
Pierce. Gladvs B Jordan. Hazel F. To make good foods taste better is
Bowers. Goldie M Young. Bernice a function of cranberries. This gay
M Whitnev. Elizabeth R Donohue, red berr>' U traditional with turkey.
Merle M O'Brien. Ruth R Smith, chicken, goose and it's just as temp: -
the institution in former years:
• • • •
1909
Alberta W. Farnham. Gladys M. 
Fuller. Corinne A. Howard. Sadie 
Franklin, Gertrude Grinnell, Bessie 
E Farnham. Mae V Passer. Mildred 
E. Ames. Bertha M. Phllbrtck. Jose­
phine L. Jone-. Erma L. Orbeton. Al­
van M Sellers Benjamin E Starrett, 
Mildred E Waldron. A. D Mills, 
Harold T Achom. Ethel A Snow, 
Charles A. Lenfest, Clyde L Spear, 
Nt well R Trim. Vernon L Prescott,
A most interesting letter has come brary, in charge. Splendid cp- 
irom Atwood Levensalcr. telling of I ortunlty to those who desire to get 
attending the opening concert of 1116 most from Ue concert
Boston Symphony Orchestra—so in­
teresting that I wish to share it 
with you. Atwood writes:
“I went to the opening of Sym­
phony a short time back It was a
sort of sentimental occasion, for. Nov. 20. at 3.30 
as you probably know, this season 
marks Koussevitzky's 15th with the
programs.
Also I note among prominent mu­
sical events to take place In Boston 
are:
Roland Hayes. Symphony Hall.
Incidentally. I
note that Mr Hayes' accompanist 
for this concert will be Reginald
Eoardman, who was theard in a 
Boston oiganlzation. and he was conc<rl a few years
given a marvelous reception. Both appearing in joint recital 
orchestra and audience stood and Phoebe Crosby, soprano 
cheered at his Initial appearance.
with
In Jordan Hall—Jeanne Kimball.
ui. soprano. Nov. 9; Myra Hess, cele-Hls program, as a gesture to the
brated English pianist. Nov. 13:
occasion, was a combination of
ports of his first two programs of for jwo pianos.
Bartlett and Robertson. In recital «kUu-.‘ r
sty**’
uric 4*' ■ „
"±eo^“',5T’O’‘
15 years ago. 
“I'm very much
Boston Morning Musicales. Hotel 
the diletante Statler Ballroom: Sergei Rachman-
when It comes to music. I like what hioff, Nov 9: Beniamino Gigli. Nov.
. ... . , .___  _ ... 30; Kirsten Flagstad. Dec. 14; Na-I like simply because I like it. At ’ x .than Mllstein, Jan 18; Kerstin 
that I figure I'm ahead of some Thorborg and Carl Hartmann. Feb 
people who know just enough to Richard Tauber. March 22. 
confuse them! I must confess that Aaron Richmond will present:! 
the Vivaldi Concerto In D minor Ballet Russe. 'Nov. 8; John Charles
for orchestra with organ had tne Thomas' Nov 21= Ktryten
, stad. Jan. 15; Serkin. Feb. 5 Jan
completely at sea but the next Sm£t„Un ,Nov 2; Marlan Ander. 
section: Berlioz Overture. ’The 5<)n Dcf |. Richard Crooks. Jan 
Roman Carnival.' was superbly 8; Trudi Schoop Ballet. Jan 27; 
done. It is definitely theatrical, al­
most bombastic in its appeal. It 
built up a tremendous climax with
Busch and Serkin. Feb. 28 
The Ford Sunday Evening Hour,
will have Kirsten Flagstad as its
soloist Sunday evening. Nov 6. 9 to
the percussion instruments practlc- 10 her number5 wlu t*.
Ethel Knight. Earle A Stanley. He>n £ Arfy. H Bernice Hannar. with P°rk or. veat with ham *
Mabel W. Brown. Hattie F Marston 
Olive E. Libby. Walter L. Sellers. 
Edith H. Pratt, Mildred F. Ross. 
Ethel Clifton.
1910
Mina B. Jenkins. Ida M Kaler, 
Eleanor S. Beyer. Louise E Peterson. 
Ruby E Brigham. Mildred A Dela­
no, Gertrude F Perry’ Margaret E. 
Perry. Alice E. Hayhurst, Mary 
O Neil Libby. Arlene Jones. Florence 
A Dunton. Inez F. Lawson. Ber- 
meee R Davts. Walter L. Sellers. 
Clarence E Oliver. Fred C. Lindsey, 
Jr.. Grace M. Carter. H. C. Thomas. 
Maynard S Keller, Grace A. Young, 
George T. Clark. Vernon L. Bever­
age. Merrill J. Robinson. Ella M 
Kaler. Amos P Nichols. Harold E. 
Watts. Burton A. Pemald, Albert 
G. Morris. Ernest H Robinson. 
Edgar T. Pillsbury. Joseph Bend. 
Wesley D Sadler. A. D. Mills. Mil­
dred L. Packard. Kathleen Tobey, 
Winnit Fitch. Mildred Waldron, 
Sadie Silverman.
1911
Henry Alpertn. Addic B. Young. 
Fostina M. Packard, Eva M Choate 
Golden A. Haskell. 'Lydia P Clark. 
Susie B. Gamage Maude B. Guptill. 
Susie R Gill. Lina A. Black, Susan 
E. Leighton. Julia V Woodeoc.t. 
Helena M. Pierce. Isabelle D. Brown 
Florence C. Wood. Grace E. Shadie. 
Jesse M. Blacklngton. Frances O. 
Raymond. Clara A. Thomas. Har­
riet R. Williams. iHarland H. Hurd. 
Joseph W. Robinson. Virgil E Hills, 
Earl E. Storer, Chester P. Whit­
comb. Charles A. Shorey. Bartholo­
mew Kirkpatrick. Harry N. Oushee. 
Edwin A Flanders. Janet E Boggs.
1912
Lillian M. Merritt. Fannie M 
Clark. Nancy Jewell Benner, Ethel 
K. Knight. Beatrice A. House, Jane 
A Thomas. Grace E. Crosby, 
Bertha L. Howard, C. Wlnnifred 
Simmons. Edna I. Simmons, Lucy 
V. Ball. Alice M McDonald. Anna 
E Donohue, Walter B. Knowlton, 
Emma L Alperin, Oliver B. Hahn, 
Ava Maria Rich.
Madeline F. Ulmer. Alfred S Berry, 
Ethel B. Kirkpatrick. Lucy Emily 
Jacobs. Sara Bernice Crockett. 
Marion Sherburn Sawyer, Sena 
Alice Connon. Marion F. Clark. 
Elmer E. Thomas, Calvin L. Stinson, 
Guy R. Whitten. Ella D. Field. Al­
bert L. Lamson. James L. Doman. 
Walter B. Pillsbury. H. Lyla Warren, 
Ogarita F. Rose. Earle P Conary, 
Frank R Harper. Mervyn E. Flan­
ders. Martha P. Mayo,
Cook. Ann C Gay
1913
Christol K Cameron. Alvah E.
Mary M. Gray. Ralph R. Feyler 
Maynard L. Tripp. Elizabeth O, 
Post. Christie M. 'Webb. Iva J. Mor- | 
ton. Gladys M. Marshall. Arthur W.
lamb. Serve cranberries for color, 
to bring cheer to your table. Serve 
cranberries for flavor, a tartne»s 
' that accents other foods. Serve
Earbour. Curtis S Thomas John cranberries to reinforce your menu 
Fenwick Susie M Hart, Lloyd C. with vltatnin c- with supplementary
Calderwood. Marcellus L. Beckett 
Hazel H Buchanan. Roy Powers. I eral salts 
Harold T Stanton, Austin R 
Kinney. Caro Vemetta Fletcher,
Sarah Gladys Dodge. Harold A.
Robinson
1915
Verena D Pease. Hazel N Day
amounts of iodine and other min-
Cranberry Sherbet
Four cups cranberries. 2*4 cups 
water. 2 cups sugar. 1 teaspoon gela­
tine. 'i cup cold water, juice of 2 
lemons. 2 egg whites.
Cook cranberries in 2*j cups water
Edwin R. Edwards. Harold Kalloch until berrie5 st°P POPP1**: strain. 
Walter B Studlev. Harold P Fow- add su8ar and cook untl1 su8ar dis- 
ler. Donald O Cummings. Vesper solveR Add «ela,ln «”'<™d «”d
L. Packard. Marjori? Bumps. Mar- uater Co01- stir m lemon Juice and 
garet Burgess. Hazel B French stlfflV »*aten whites. Freeze in 
Mildred B French. Victor M. Pres- electric refrigerator for about two 
cott. Vera C. Morse. Gladys L. Fer- hours
nald. Charles A Studley. Nettie J. 
Pollock. Ellen Rackliffe, Sylvia
Ten Minute Cranbery Sauce
One And one-half cups sugar, 2
Carver. Catherine Chester. Mildred C“PS water. 1 pound <4 cups) cran-
berries
Boil sugar and water together 5
____________ I minutes. Add cranberries and boil
GRAND LARCENY COMMITTED without stirring until all the skins 
pop open. Remove from unit and
Mae Smith. Margaret Simmons 
Mabel Dennison. Gladys Blethen.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— 
How far does Rockland extend?
We read in the Thursday Issue of 
The Courier-Gazette that Nilo or 
Neelo Lofman “of this city” had 
been elected president of the Maine 
Eiueberry Growers Inc. Mr. Lof­
man lives In Rockville, has a ga­
rage for repair work at West Rock­
port and the (headquarters of the 
Blueberry Growers is at West Rock­
port How long since these were 
a part of the city of Rockland?
M H
LOOKING TO CHRISTMAS
Com’r Washburn Ready To Make 
Suggestions About Decorations
In preparation for one of Maine's 
important holiday Industries, Com­
missioner of Agriculture, Frank P 
Washburn, announced today that 
the services of the Department of 
Agriculture will be available for 
instruction In making Christmas 
decorations.
Stanley Painter, State Horticul­
turist and his assistant Edward 
Johnson will offer free instructions 
ir. making wreaths, candle pieces, 
evergreen balls, and many other 
types of evergreen Christmas dec­
orations. These experts will be 
available to clubs, Granges, churches
and all other organized groups from 
Mary A ' Nov. 10 until Dec 10, according to
Commissioner Washburn.
It will be necessary for the groups
to furnish a suitable place with
Ames. William G. Williams. Orey A.! tables and chairs, a truckload of 
Tolman. Arthur S. Hall. Bertha C i fir or hemlock boughs and knives. 
Newbert. Mayr.ard H. Shaw. Ed- The Department of Agriculture will 
mund K Perry. Henry A. Maker ! supply ail otilier necessary equtp- 
Pulnam IP. Bicknell. Gail A. Robin- [ment.
son. Clarence W Eugley. Arthur H. Those desiring to take instruction
HUMAN PARASITE "NO.!'
" The most common human parasite is the Ascaris 
Lumbricoides or common Round Worm, found chiefly 
in children and occupying the upper intestine.”
Encyclopedia Britannic*
For 86 years parents have given children Dr. True’s 
Elixir to expel Round Worms which, if neglected, may 
cause nervousness, loss of appetite, simple anaemia or 
Drconvulsions...........Ask your Druggist for ,
Dr.True’s Elixir
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE and ROUND WORM EXPELLER
ally lifting off the roof.
The Brahms thing — Variations
Dich, theure Halle, from "Tannhau- 
ser;" From Mount Pincio. by Grieg;
on a Theme by Haydn. JOp. 56u. sindlng's “Sylvelin" with women's 
was beautifully conducted and chorus and orchestra, and a group 
played. It happens to be one of the oj miscellaneous songs The or- 
few variations I can follow with chestra directed by Jose Iturbi will 
any degree of intelligence, so of present numbers by Beethoven, 
course I enjoyed the thing tre- Mendelssohn and Smetana. If you 
mendously The playing of the W0Uld like one of the neat little
violin and 'viola sections was par 
ticularly lovely In 
pllclty-
folders which Ford Motor Co. sands 
its fluid sim- 0U(t giving the program week bv 
week, with analyses of various num-
"Needless to say. everything wi8.s bers. just send your request in to 
owarfed by the econd half of the the company at Dearborn Mich.
program—the Beethoven 'Fifth 
had only heard recordings of this, 
my favorite Beethoven composition 
At that I had always considered it 
the Master’s greatest work, with 
the possibility of his Quartette for 
Strings All my doubts were re­
moved by the most glorious per­
formance I ve ever heard. Kous-
allow the sauce to remain in pan 
until cool. A pound of cranberries 
makes 2*4 pound* sauce.
Cranberry Ham Slices
Three cups cranberries. IS cups 
strained honey. 2 slices ham i'« to 1 
inch thick*. 2 tablespoons whole 
cloves.
Mix cranberries and honey. Cut 
edge of fat on ham. Place one slice 
in baking dish and cover with cran­
berry and honey mixture. Top with 
second slice and cover with remain­
ing cranberry mixture. Stick whole 
cloves around edge of ham slices. 
Bake 350 degrees F. oven until ten­
der, about 114 hours. Baste oc­
casionally with liquid in dish.
Spiced Cranberries
Two cups sugar, H cup vinegar, 1 
pound cranberries <4 cups). % tea­
spoon whole cloves, 3 inch stick 
cinnamon.
Combine sugar, vinegar and spices 
and bring to a boil. Add cranber 
ries and cook slowly, without stir­
ring, until all the skins pop open. 
Put in sterilized jars and seal.
’ Ask for their weekly programs of 
the Ford Sunday Evening Hour. 
Rather nice to have.
Coming from a Portland press 
this past week is a bock “Hymns 
Old and New. compiled by Mrs. 
Foster L. Haviland. State chairman 
ol Church Music for the Maine Fed-
sevitzky s baton evoked sheer magic, oration of Music Clubs. A while 
from the direct impelling drive of' ag0 ^jrS Haviland ran a series of 
the opening theme through the, 2.1 hymn stories in the Portland 
poignantly appealing quieter sec- gur-day Telegram. These stories 
tions to its tremendously effective j,ave |9een brought together in one 
climax, this performance was a per- volume, bound In blue paper with 
feet fusing of the talents of a great | tjtje and t^e insignia of the 
composer, a great conductor and a deration in gold. Makes a very
great orchestra. | attractive booklet. Each story
"At the conclusion there was gives interesting data a.-, to the 
that greatest of all tributes—a spilt euthor of the words and the clr- 
second of complete silence. Th^n cumstances under which the poem 
—there was an ovation such as I written, and also information 
have but once seen surpassed j about the composer. The money 
the opening of Helen Hayes Vic- j-faiiaed from t-be sale of this book-
toria Regina a couple of years ago. I Will be used to buy music for I 
Koussevitzky returned again and Church Music Department's , 
again. It was amusing to see some Lending Library—a most worthy [ 
of the more .statuesque dowagers cau<e. Mrs. Haviland herself, ad- 
throw aside all reserve and add their dressed at her Portland home, will
in this interesting and profitable 
work should write to Painter at the 
Department of Agriculture. Augus­
ta. stating when and where they 
would like to have instruction in 
making these attractive pieces
che'r<l'rl { ’the new*’*1 stvliofi
at U’ «{£'»'»• *n,”"Areay’“
tn»w' l'"8 „ ^ero-^lT? fisher
Jaehing ,ne ne„ io«edi<*-?C^e«
/CHEvaoeer
''CHfVROLCT’S THE CHOICE”
Take yoaz turn at the
PERFECTED 
VACUUM GEAR-SHUT
689 MAIN STREET,
PEASLEE A ROSS. VINAL HAVEN
vtsiBttin
*•* saf**y
AU Ar®*1-
r******
CHtVROtfT’ 
FAMOyS -
va1vb-ih-he*bVA SIX
, tor Thr,n*
I tie*'
SEE YOUR LOCAL 
CHEVROLET DEALER
»»* T ’ „cy Biok®
1
rrjbOV*
RFIOI
cun<H
op
al"105? ,r.
itself!ero»®5
SEAVIEW GARAGE, INC.
TEL. 1250 B
BARKER'S GAR AGE. UNION CARROLL'S GARAGE. THOMASTON
ROCKLAND, ME.
America For “Lindy”
Federal Writers Prepare in Quirk 
Order a Valuable Reference Book
Containing nearly 500 photo­
graphs and some 20.000 words of
PORT CLYDE
“The Godly Man, his Prayer" will 
be the sermon topic of Pastor Stuart 
Sunday in the Baptist chapel at 2 
o'clock. The Lord's Supper will be 
served at the conclusion of the ser­
mon. The Bible School is growing 
from week to week, and meets at 3 
p. m. Sunday. The Christaln En­
deavor service will be at 6 o'clock. 
This is a young people's service es­
pecially for them. The evening 
service will be in the Church on the
voices to the general pandemonium.
“It was at that moment brought 
home to me forcefully that great 
music will never die Undoubtedly 
there were many in the audience 
who were present for various rea­
sons, but at the concert's conclu­
sion. the spontaneity of that tre­
mendous ovation showed how com- 
pletelj' Beethoven plus Kousse­
vitzky plus the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra had caught up in their 
combined spell inearly all of these 
people
“If this all seems utterly inco­
herent, it's because that is the way 
I feel and think every time I re­
call the grandeur and beauty that 
is Beethoven's. Even the caco­
phony of Boston traffic plus the 
none too subtle innuendo of a 
traffic cop anent an illegal left turn 
which I dozedly made, couldn't de 
stroy the fabric.
“When I was teaching in Rock­
land. I had <a youngster who was 
the original laconic kid. When h9 
had tremendously enjoyed a recom­
mended book, he would say in an 
off-hand fashion; ‘It was OK’ 
That, from him. was the supreme 
accolade. Who am I to wax so 
verbose when it can be summed up 
so succinctly! I should have said 
it long ago: ‘It was O K.’"
* • • *
NOR!HPORT
A large truck loaded with three 
cords of wood rolled over three 
times Thursday at the foot of 
Woodbury's Hill. The truck was 
owned and operated by Allan Molli- 
son of Belfast who escaped serious 
Injury, but the truck was damaged 
extensively.
Fred Mitchell and Leland Frost 
are giving the Town hall a new coat 
of paint and adding a new wood 
shed.
Melvin E. Wood and Ray W. 
Clark were in Sullivan on business 
recently.
Leewood Mixer and Leonal 
Shorey left Sunday for a hunting 
trip in the big woods.
Mrs. Alma Barney. Mrs. Lelia 
Stubbs and Miss Margaret Hayes, 
teachers in town attended the State 
Convention in Bangor.
Herbert Knowlton who has been
-------- I a patient at the veterans' hospital
Small Chance That Flyer in Togus has returned home.
Will Forsake His Ameri- “rs ™ale* T'
i to New York City. On the way she 
! visited friends in Northhampton. 
Mass. and in Plainfield. Conn. 
Harry Pierce is building a garage
Intimate friends and store on the new piece of road 
Thursday as carefully considering ■ at Brown’s Corner.
i a termination of his voluntary Eu-, AHie Drinkwater died in Bangor 
last Saturday. Funeral services 
were held from the Wales Memorial 
Church last Monday. He is sur-
solved to retain his United State i vlved by a slster MrJ> Hark.
can Citizenship
Col. Charles
be glad to send the book to anv-1 text, a 224-page cloth-bound log of dv
I cannot give you 1 the recent New England Hurricane 
goes on sale all over the country 
this week, after breaking all exist­
ing records for speed in book writing 
and book publishing. This spec­
tacular performance was possible
This Novel Has a Love only because of the fact that hun­
dreds of employes of the Federal 
Writers' Project, scattered all over 
New England, were on the spot to
one desiring it 
the price as the notice I received 
made no mention of it.
Red Coats At Castine
In connection with the Boston 
Symphony concerts. I note in the 
program which Atwood enclosed
SOUTH UNION
Ridge. The prayer service will be with his letter, that the Massachu- 
Thursday at T p. m. setts Division of University Exten­
sion. Public Library of Boston, offers 
Lectures .With Music, on Boston 
Symphony Concerts given on Wed-
The public is cordially invited to I r.esdays at 4.45 preceding the con- 
the C.M.P. Co., cooking schools to certs. Held In the Lecture Hall of 
be run Nov. 9 and 16. in I.O.OF. ’ the Library, with George Henry 
hall. Union. Pood cooked given to , Lovett Smith of the executive staff 
audience. No admisson. All wel- 1 ol the Boston Symphony Orchestra, 
come. Come Wednesday at 7.15 and Richard G. Appel, of the Music 
o'clock.—adv. 132. 133. 135, 136 Division of the Boston Public Li-
A. Lindbergh was;
ropean exile.
They said that the flier was re­
Story and 
Patriotism
a Tale of
By Arthur W. Patterson, from the before the Big Wind had died away.
Stephen Daye Press.
A distinct thrill is experienced
when one reads a book dealing with 
the locality in which he lives, es­
pecially its early history and the 
momentous events leading up to Its 
latter day accomplishments.
In “Red Coats at Castine," time 
1767-'79 represented there, one 
finds dealings with Thomaston and 
Rockland characters whose family 
flames may still stand on their city 
directories—Gen Peleg Wadsworth, 
Major Benjamin Burton and oth­
ers; and with Bucksport, then called 
Buckstown. and Pentagoet now Cas­
tine very decidedly in the picture.
This is essentially a boy's book. 
It is however, a finely woven story 
of the time to intrigue any age. The 
Penobscot Bay and River area, es­
pecially Cas'tine, has much romance 
and adventure attached to Its past. 
The author, Judge Arthur W, Pat­
terson, has put into this historical 
little novel based on fact a mine 
of rich value to those who love to 
study early American history. A 
charming love story with a staunch 
patriot's son and the beautiful 
daughter of a Tory runs through 
this adventurous tale to the happy 
ending.
Read it and enjoy looking back­
ward to an historic and vital time 
when Red Coats held Castine.
K. S. F.
The majority of the larger news­
papers in the area co-operated with 
the Project in the work Assistance 
by many government agencies and 
numerous public and private group; 
such as the New England Council 
and the utility companies, was an­
other important contributing fac­
tor to the truly amazing rapidity
citizenship and that at no time ness, and a brother Otis Drinkwa- 
slncc he decided to leave the ter.
United States three years ago, had 
he abandoned hope his stay abroad
The proof of Lindbergh's pride of 
American citizenship, they pointed 
tc the care with which he saw to
About 25 attended the first meet­
ing of the Dramatic Club of Grand 
View Grange Tuesday night, each 
taking some active part in the pro­
gram. Refreshments were served. 
Next meeting Nov. 30.
Mrs. Thelma E. Wood was recent-
lt that his youngest son. Land Mor- j ly in Oakland on business.
row Lindbergh, was registered as 
an American citizen.
The baby was bom May 12. 1937,
The children of the Brainerd 
School were given a Halloween 
Party Monday by their teacher
in a London nursing home. With- Miss Margaret Haves. A short
I in a few days, the Colonel appeared ' play appropriate to the occasion
with 'which toe" bookv^"^Mmibled iat the United SU‘cs ®nbas6y WM given the and S'601”1 
id published register the birth thereby proven,- grade children after which refresh-
Unlike the vaguely remembered mg any claim of British sovereignty ments were served Games con­
cluded the afternoon's fun.hurricane of 1815, the 1938 disaster S over the boy'
The Colonel's wife, Mrs Anne 
Morrow Lindbergh, daughter of the
has within the pages of this pro­
fusely illustrated volume a defini-. 
th e biography which will be studied Dw*ht Morrow'— Jr
with'interosVby this "and'suc^ed- eQ as €qual!y dete™in«> on the
tention of her status as an Amcri-i'
1 can.
Colonel and Mrs. Lindbergh last 
were in the United States from Dec. 
November will be “Memory j 5. 1937, until March 12. 1938 Most 
Month” for the morning worship i of the time they were with Mrs. 
services at the Church on the Hill. Lindbergh's mother at Englewood. 
The theme of Sunday's sermon will j N. J. Beth the Lindberghs are known
ing generations.
TENANT'S HARBOR
PLEASANT POINT
Recent visitors at LeRoy Seavey's 
were Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Pillsbury 
of Camden. Ktr and Mrs. W. P. 
McCobb of 'Lincolnville and Dana 
Herrick Of* Hope
Frederick Slater is in Boston 
where he hopes to secure employ­
ment.
Callers Sunday at Laura Flinton's
be “The Memory of the Hour '• The j io have enjoyed their visit. Friends were Mr. and Mrs. George Wade of 
choir will sing the anthem entitled | raid the stay helped to convince | Thomaston; Tuesday. Mrs. Maud 
“Close to His Side" by Blanche D.rihe Colonel he could be accorded' Stone and son Charles of Port Clyde 
Byles. The Bible School will meet! privacy in this Country. It was in j Thursday Mrs. Hattie Wotton. Mrs. 
immediately following tlie morning ' search of privacy, as a shield from
At the Happy Hour of1 cranks, following his years in theservice.
Music by the Young Peoples Choir j public eye. that the Lindbergh's 
and the instrumental quartet, the, sailed fcr England Dec. 23. 1935
pastor's message will be “The An­
chor of the Soul.” For those who en- by Colonel Lindbergh on his plans.
joy music and singing this is an 
hour of joy and inspiration.
Dwight Wotton and son Elliott of 
Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W Hall were 
visitors Sunday at Gene Brown's in
Efforts to obtain direct comment Friendship
through cables to Europe, were un­
successful today.
Mrs. Dorothy Seavey recently en­
tertained Miss Margaret Mc- 
Knight's class.
